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ICOM SPRING SAVINGS
Great Deals on ICOM PC Ready Scanners and Receivers

FREE DATABASE
Get a free frequency database on CD ROM when you purchase a new IC-PCR1000 by 3/31/98.
See your ICOM dealer for complete details

IC-PCR1000
PC-controlled Wide Band Receiver

• 100% PC Controlled
• 100 kHz – 1.3 GHz*
• All Mode

FREE SOFTWARE
Get All-New RS-R8500 Windows”™ Software with every new IC-R8500 from 2/1/98 to 3/31/98.
See your ICOM dealer for complete details

IC-R8500
The Expert’s Choice is Also Easy to Use. Advanced Performance at a Novice Price

• 100 kHz – 2 GHz*
• All Mode
• Commercial Grade
• Built-in CI-V Command
• Built-In RS-232C Port

Cable Included

• 1000 Memory Channels
• IF Shift & Noise Blanker
• Audio Peak Filter (APF)
• Auto Frequency Control
• 7 Different Scan Types

IC-R10
More Listening Excitement on the Go

Save $100
When you purchase a new IC-R10 by 3/31/98.
See your ICOM dealer for complete details

• 500 kHz – 1.3 GHz*
• All Mode, Including SSB
• 1000 Memory Channels
• “Real-Time” Band Scope
• 7 Different Scan Types
• EASY MODE for Beginners
• Rechargeable “AA” Ni-Cds Included

Clean up this spring with these great ICOM receiver offers. Hurry, offers are valid for a limited time only. Call or visit your favorite authorized ICOM dealer today and get all the details.

Call 425-450-6088 for free brochures

www.icomamerica.com
**ICOM**

**NEW!**

**PCR1000**

Communications Receiver For Computer

- Covers .01-1300 MHz
- All Mode WFM, FM, AM, SSB, CW.
- Employs Band-Tracking RF Filters
- Connects to Your PC Externally

**CALL FOR MORE INFO & PRICING**

**IC-R10**

- Wideband, All Mode Receive Capability From .5 MHz to 1300 MHz
- Real-Time Bandscope Shows Band Conditions And Busy Frequencies
- VSC Function, Voice Scan Control Pauses Scan Only When Modulated Signals Are Received
- 1000 Memory Channels With 8-Character Alphanumeric Names. Channels Can Be Grouped Into Banks With Each Bank Capable Of Holding A 10-Character Name
- Skip Function Helps Speed Up Scanning
- Many Other Features

**IC-R8500**

Communications Receiver

- Wideband, All Mode Receive Capability From 0.1 to 2000 MHz
- 1000 Memory Channels With 8-Character Alphanumeric Names.
- Superb High Receive Sensitivity Over Its Entire Range
- Many More Features

**UNIDEN**

**BC9000XLT**

Wideband, All Mode Receive Capability From .5MHz to 1300 MHz.

Real-Time Bandscope Shows Band Conditions And Busy Frequencies.

VSC Function, Voice Scan Control Pauses Scan Only When Modulated Signals Are Received.

1000 Memory Channels With 8-Character Alphanumeric Names. Channels Can Be Grouped Into Banks With Each Bank Capable Of Holding A 10-Character Name.

Skip Function Helps Speed Up Scanning.

Many Other Features.

**CALL FOR MORE INFO & PRICING**

**BC3000XLT**

**BC895XLT**

**BC235XLT**

**BC895XLT**

- TrunkTracker

**CALL FOR PRICING!**

**Vertex VX-10**

- Ultra-Compact VHF or UHF FM Portable
- 40 Ch. 2-Key Keypad or 102 Ch. 16-Key Deluxe Keypad Option
- Alphanumeric Display
- CTCSS/DCS

**FT-50RD**

- Wideband Receive From 76-200MHz, CTCSS/DCS
- Alphanumeric, Display
- 500mW Power Output
- 1 Watt w/External Power
- Call For More Info

**VX-1R**

- World's Smallest Dual-Band Amateur Handheld
- Wide-Band Receive From 76-999MHz, CTCSS/DCS
- Alphanumeric Display
- 500mW Power Output
- 1 Watt w/External Power
- Call For More Info

**RELM**

**HS200**

- 200 Channels, 10 Banks.
- 13 Bands From 26-960MHz, includes CB and Aircraft.
- PL/CTCSS and DPL/DCS Included.

**MS200**

**NEW!**

- Base/Mobile Scanner
- 200 Channels, 10 Banks
- 12 Bands From 29-960MHz (Excluding Cellular)
- PL/CTCSS and DPL/DCS
- Alphanumeric Display
- Fast Scan (100 Ch. Per second)

**SANGEAN**

**GRUNDIG**

**GRUNDIG**

- Shortwave
- AM, FM, SSB Shortwave
- $249.95 + $8 UPS

**Yacht Boy 400**

- AM, FM, SSB Shortwave
- $169.95 + $10 UPS

**SANGEAN**

**ATS-909**

- Sangean
- $239.95 + $8 UPS

**CONNOS**

**Same Day Shipping**

**C.O.D.'s OK**

**SAME DAY SHIPPING**

**CIRCLE 45 ON READER SERVICE CARD**
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The Drake SW-1 sets the stage for worldwide shortwave listening with ease, simplicity and clarity. The SW-1 offers superb sensitivity, selectivity and full audio. Coverage from 100 through 3000 kHz provides solid coverage of longwave, medium wave and shortwave in the AM mode (no SSB). This makes it an ideal broadcast receiver for the desk or bed-stand. Tuning is a snap via the keypad, manual tuning knob, Up/Down buttons or 32 programmable memories. The LED display is positively huge for easy accurate frequency readout to 1 kHz.

The BayGen Freeplay radio combines the ingenious Baylis generator with the latest in radio technology. Winding the handle for 20 seconds provides 30 minutes of listening. Here is assured radio performance, day or night without the worry (and expense!) of batteries. The analog dial covers AM, FM and SW from 3 to 12 MHz. Made in the Rep. of South Africa. #3123 $99.95 (+46)

The new, smaller Freeplay 2 model covers just AM & FM. #3667 $99.95 (+56)

Universal Radio carries an excellent selection of new and used communications receivers. The new Japan Radio NRD-345 is shown above. Only $399.95 (+410)

The new American made Drake SW-2 features SSB, Sync. Det., 100 memos, keypad and optional remote (shown). Length includes LW, MW, all SW and FM tables from Grundig and Icom. The gorgeous new Grundig Porsche Design is shown. $199.95 (+418)

Our informative new 100 page catalog is now available on request. Free! 1998 Universal Radio Communications Catalog

Karen Tedrow
Mr. Joe Carr
Joe Carr's Receiving Antenna Handbook
All shortwave broadcast stations organized by country with clear channel stations and a list of AM

Universal Radio, Inc.
6830 Americana Pkwy.
Reynoldsburg, Ohio
43068-4113 U.S.A.
800 431-3939 Orders & Prices
614 866-2676 Information
614 866-2339 FAX Line
dx@universal-radio.com

Please add $2 per title for surface shipping.

VISIT UNIVERSAL RADIO ON THE INTERNET
http://www.universal-radio.com

• Visa
• MasterCard
• Discover
• Prices and specs. are subject to change.
• Returns subject to a 15% restocking fee.
• Used equipment list available on request.
When the idea of the Family Radio Service (FRS) was first conceived, and comments were sought by the FCC, there was such an uproar, you would have thought Billy Taziun had appointed himself FCC Commissioner! As it turns out, nothing quite that horrible was under consideration out there in radioland (not yet, at least!)—just a lot of commotion from naysayers about how those new little half-watt FRS transceivers were going to interfere with the licensed General Mobile Radio Service (GMRS) users on nearby frequencies.

OK, I'll admit that at first I was skeptical: why on earth would the FCC allow unlicensed operation on 14 frequencies sandwiched between licensed 462/467 MHz full-power users? At first it seemed that GMRS users had a valid gripe, but after all this time, it appears the engine has run out of steam. Here's the background of the FRS and those black shack frequencies that have some GMRS users calling foul.

The FRS is covered under Part 95 of the Personal Radio Services, for which the FCC issued a Summary of Report and Order, effective July 8, 1996, establishing the Family Radio Service. The service is designed to be for “very short distance, unlicensed operation on 14 frequencies between 462/467 MHz and 470 MHz... that families, friends and associates could have the capability to communicate with one another over a very short range, typically a few city blocks.” So the basic idea is for short-range, personal, unlicensed communications between folks in the same general area. Perhaps you’ve been reading in Gordon West’s “Radio Resources” column that, like the FCC’s blunder in the CB area many years ago, there are plenty of folks trying for some pretty fascinating DX records using the little half-watt FRS transceivers. And why not? Furthermore, the FCC’s own rules seem pretty open-ended. Take for instance the exact wording under Sec 95.193 (FRS Rule 3) which states: “(a) You may use an FRS unit to conduct two-way voice communications with another person. You may use the FRS unit to transmit one-way communications only to establish communications with another person, send an emergency message, provide travel assistance, make a voice page, or to conduct a brief test.” The rules go on to say that you can’t make internal modifications, attach an antenna, power amplifier or other apparatus that cancels the FCC certification.

Unless I missed something, nowhere does the FCC mention interference to licensed GMRS users: an obvious indication that the powers-that-be decided these half-watt transceivers are highly unlikely to wreak havoc to the GMRS community—or they completely overlooked the recommendations of GMRS users. At the onset, the GMRS folks weighed in with a blow torch and battering ram at the FCC’s door. Even so, our colleague Bill Simpson, Chairperson GMRS Committee of REACT, said in an issue of the REACTer, “... the technology demanded by the FCC should prevent interference on the repeater channels, but users should carefully monitor the frequencies for unauthorized access from FRS users.”

The Personal Radio Steering Group (PRSG), a GMRS advocacy group, was correct in their observation that the FCC’s FRS rules don’t prohibit obscene language, business use, the transmission of false distress calls, playing on music, etc. on the unlicensed FRS channels, but the PRSG, with its panic button concerns about interference with licensed GMRS users, has fallen silent, as I suspected back when the FRS was created — and as we reported to you last July. Try as they did with their opposition to the creation of the FRS, the PRSG, in their Petition for Reconsideration, failed to convince Uncle Sam that their concerns were valid.

In response to an article by Fred Mata, W5YI, the PRSG’s August 1995 newsletter titled “The ‘Family’ Radio Service
The Scout® is the latest advancement in hand-held frequency counters; a frequency recorder that excels at finding and recording frequencies. The Scout frequency recorder is a revolutionary device that can record up to 400 unique frequencies and store them in memory.

FEATURES
- Stores 400 Frequencies in memory
- Records up to 255 hits per frequency
- 10 digit LCD display with 16 segment RF bargraph
- Reaction Tune with AR8000, ICOM R7000, R7100, R8500, R9000, ICR10, Optoelectronics New R11 Test Receiver, and the Radio Shack Pro 2005/6 with the OS456 or OS456Lite installed or the Radio Shack Pro 2035/42 with the OS535 installed
- Download recorded frequencies to a PC using the optional OPTOLINK
- Beeper and Vibrator function will alert you when a frequency has been captured
- 10MHz - 1.4GHz frequency range
- Supplied with rapid charge NiCad batteries (8 hour discharge time)
- Recall mode: View all 400 frequencies and number of hits stored in memory
- Patented Digital Auto Filter and Digital Auto Capture
- Nearfield reception: Up to 300 feet distance with 5 watt UHF transmitter

FACTORY DIRECT ORDER LINE 800-327-5912

Optoelectronics®
5821 NE 14th Avenue • Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33334
Visa • MasterCard • C.O.D. • Prices and Specifications are subject to change without notice
Telephone: 954-771-2050  Fax: 954-771-2052  Email: sales@optoelectronics.com
www.optoelectronics.com
MADE IN USA
Look Around You, Is It Too Late?

Dear Editor:

Mr. Bob Reynolds' letter, "Call to Action," serves to remind us all that the subtle, incisive intrusions to liberty that we all experience will one day become so obvious that they cannot be ignored. The question is, "Will it then be too late?"

Look around you. If you live in the West, you're told when you can water your lawn or wash your car; neighbors are encouraged to report neighbors who have disregarded the "official decree." Smokers are told what they can smoke, when, and where. Firearms owners are told that their sport/hobby fosters crime or endangers the balance of nature, and they should give up their pleasures. Outdoor lovers in California are told that they cannot use lighter fluid on their barbecues due to the smog-enhancing fumes. Vehicle owners in New Jersey are being told that a new bill being proposed will allow the State to confiscate (yes, confiscate) older vehicles that cannot be made to meet emissions standards.

The Clinton Administration wants to censor the Internet, truly an international undertaking: only the Supreme Court had the common sense to stand in the way. Yet now, ECPA attempts to do the same, only this time it's to us, those little folks who do nothing but sit and listen.

Divide and Conquer. The government has done so. It's turned faction against faction. And it's carving a larger and larger piece of the pie for itself. Freedom is being eroded a little at a time, first yours, then a neighbors', and now mine.

I am reminded of the story of the man of the cloth in the days before World War II, who watched as one after another of his neighbors were taken away, without any protest from anyone, until his day came. And there was no one to protest. Take heed! Listen to the others whose freedoms are also being encroached upon. We are not alone.

Andy Anderson
Midland, TX

Thoughts On The Cell Industry

Dear Editor:

The government does not want cellular scrambled. Scrambled would make monitoring harder for the three-letter agencies: FBI, DEA, etc. I would have listed the CIA, but they are not "supposed" to operate inside the U.S.

If the cellular industry did push the encrypted/digital radio/phones on their customers, would the U.S. insist on having the capability to monitor the calls as they have insisted on doing to the landline switching systems? I believe this was part of the Crime Bill.

Increased cost to the three-letter agencies for specialized equipment for tracking encrypted/digital calls. Surely the encryption would need a back door for the government, similar to what the NSA wants, or has presently installed in other computer data-related encryption devices: PGP, Clipper, etc.

If the cellular industry was advised by Washington to solve their own problems because the technology is available and -play-dead attitude on this disastrous piece of legislation. Far from it — and Billy Tauzin knows it! But the fact remains that had the bill gone forward in its original form, we'd be knee deep in cellular-political manure! I suppose we should grit our teeth and be thankful.

Richard Church

We Need Your Help

Editor's Note: We love your letters. And if the post office delivers, we'll bend over backwards to answer your questions, send along some information or photocopy an old article. But we get tons (well, not quite tons, but a whole lot!) of letters asking for help without including a self-addressed, stamped envelope (SASE).

So, please help us help you — if you ask for a reply via mail, enclose an SASE and we'll do our best to get a reply to you within a couple of weeks.
Look on the brighter side of handhelds

Kenwood's new TH-G71A dual-bander (144MHz/440MHz), with its distinctive illuminated keypad and 6 watts of power, has what it takes to shine in any situation.

TH-G71A 144/440/MHz FM DUAL BANDER

If you're looking for a compact dual-bander with all the right features, yet without the price tag that usually goes with high performance, there's no better choice than the TH-G71A.

Just hold it in your hand and it's immediately clear how well our new handheld transceiver is engineered. The ergonomic design, illuminated keys and backlit display all combine to make operation smooth. As does the menu mode, which allows you to customize the TH-G71A by adjusting all major settings to your choice. Besides being easy to use, it also boasts extraordinary power – up to 6 watts (VHF) or 5.5 watts (UHF) of RF output (selectable) with its high-performance antenna. The speaker provides powerful, refreshingly clear audio.

Of course, power is only part of the picture. Features count.

And you can count on the TH-G71A to offer what you'd only expect to find in far more expensive HTs. There are 200 memory channels – allowing you to store transmit and receive frequencies independently. Memory data can even be edited and stored on your PC. Multiple scan functions are available, including programmable band scan, memory scan with memory channel lock-out, MHz scan and call scan. For each band there are TO (time-operated), CO (carrier-operated) and seek scan resume modes. With the Memory Name function you can choose to identify each channel with up to 6 alphanumeric characters. DTMF memory and CTCSS tone encode/decode are provided.

The TH-G71A also scores well for stamina and reliability. Features include a variety of power-saving features – and MIL-STD 810E compliance for rain & shock resistance. So there's no need to go easy on this dual-bander. It's built better and brighter in every way.

- 6W (VHF), 5.5W (UHF) at 13.8V DC
- PC programmable
- 200 memory ch. with alphanumeric display
- MIL-STD 810E (rain & shock)
- CTCSS tone scan
- Wide-range coverage (incl. aircraft receive)*
- DTMF memory (10 ch. up to 16 digits)
- Multiple scan modes
- Key illumination
- High-performance antenna
- Hi/LOW/EL power output selectable
- TM-V7A remote control (DTMF remote)

* Specifications are guaranteed for Amateur Bands only

KENWOOD COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION
AMATEUR RADIO PRODUCTS GROUP
P.O. Box 22745, 2201 E. Dominguez St., Long Beach, CA 90801-5745, U.S.A.
Customer Support/Brochures (310) 639-5300
KENWOOD ELECTRONICS CANADA INC.
6070 Kestrel Road, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L5T 1S8
Tuning Up Your Broadcast Band Monitoring Station

Let's Build A Turntable And External Loop Antenna . . .

By Joseph Cooper, VE3FMQ

Even in today's world of cable TV, high quality FM broadcasting and the Internet, many people are still "surfing" the broadcast band for information. Part of the attraction for this hobby is in the fact that complicated and expensive receiving equipment with a large antenna is not required. As many people have found, a good portable radio with a built-in antenna is all that is needed to start. In many cases a good station will cost you less than $100 with a little care being taken in selecting your equipment. Once you have acquired the radio there are only a few more accessories needed to help you enjoy the hobby.

This article will show you how make two important accessories yourself. By using these in conjunction with your broadcast band radio you can make a big difference in how well your monitoring station operates. These are a turntable and external loop antenna. They are easy to make, and the parts are neither expensive nor difficult to find. They are both so simple to build that you will not need to use hand tools to put them together. All of the main parts are made of pre-cut wood that is simply glued together. If you do have access to good wood working tools, then these basic designs can become the foundation for many interesting projects.

For those of you who are not inclined to make your own equipment, worry not. There are several manufacturers who make turntables and external loop antennas that you can purchase. We'll provide you with some manufactures names and addresses where they can be contacted.

And as we promised, this article will also provide you with additional information on broadcast band monitoring info that is available on the Internet. The sites provided will help you track down the location and address of your DX catch, as well as give you up-to-date information on techniques and technology. Private individuals, clubs and government agencies support many sites which are there to help you get the most out of your hobby.

So let's show you how to "tune up" your broadcast band monitoring station to get the peak performance you want.
The Loop Antenna Parts List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Suggested Supplier</th>
<th>Part Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>65 feet (approx.)</td>
<td>22-gauge stranded hookup wire</td>
<td>RadioShack</td>
<td>278-1296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>tuning knob*</td>
<td>RadioShack</td>
<td>various</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>360-pf variable capacitor</td>
<td>Antique Electronic Supply</td>
<td>CV-231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**</td>
<td>18&quot; x 1 3/4&quot; x 1/2&quot; wood</td>
<td>Home Depot</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8 1/4&quot; x 1 3/4&quot; x 1/2&quot; wood</td>
<td>Home Depot</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>bottle of wood glue or epoxy</td>
<td>Home Depot</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Some people have found that wooden toy wheels that are available in many hobby and hardware stores make very inexpensive tuning knobs that perform just as well as the store-bought kind.

** You may use two of these if you have the tools to make a notch. See text.

antenna for the broadcast band frequencies is the loop, with the preferable type being one constructed using a ferrite rod. Ferrite is a magnetic material that can be formed into different shapes using molds. Once the desired shape and size has been formed, the finished rod then has a length of wire coiled around it, creating the actual loop. This loop is then attached directly to the tuning circuit of the radio.

The ferrite loop has several important advantages over a longwire or dipole antenna when used to pick up broadcast band signals. One the most important, and often the most appreciated, is its small and manageable size. Most antennas of this type are about the size of a large pencil. When you compare this to the wire antenna, which is generally several hundred feet for broadcast band frequencies, you can quickly see the advantage. What is even more important is the fact that the ferrite loop is highly directional, and can be pointed either towards or away from a signal to increase the signal strength of a station that you want. In the same way you can use the loop to reduce the strength of an undesired station, or general radio noise, by pointing the loop away from that source.

What also makes a loop antenna better for picking up a broadcast signal is that they are "quieter" than longwire antennas. At these lower frequencies, the loop antenna will be sensitive to the magnetic part of the radio wave (which carries the message), rather than the electrical part (which tends to carry noise). This type of noise reduction can be very important if you are living in an area that has high amounts of electrical noise, such as you find in an urban area or apartment building.

While the ferrite loop is a good antenna, it does have a limitation. This is the fact that it is very broad in its tuning in order to cover the entire broadcast band. The passive loop that this article describes helps the ferrite antenna by peak- ing its response at certain frequencies and making it more selective.

Making A Passive Loop For Your Broadcast Band Radio

There are many types of passive loops that you can build today, but one design that is popular among BCB DXers has been chosen because of its size and simplicity. This design is easy to use because it "couples" itself to an existing ferrite loop antenna, such as those found in many of today's transistor BCB radios, by simply being placed beside it, rather than having to be directly attached to a connector on the radio.

The external loop is operated with a 365-pf tuning capacitor. When you have the radio operating, and the loop located beside it, the coupled circuit will increase the effectiveness of the radio's own antenna circuit. Pointing the radio and external loop directly at the weak station increases this further. As you tune the variable capacitor on the external loop you will hear the signal strength of the radio increased if both are working properly. You can also make the loop work in the opposite way by making it reduce the signal strength of any other stations that are on the same frequency, but not directly in line with the antennas. This is a technique called "nulling" and, as I'll explain later, it is as important as making a signal strong when using your broadcast band station properly.

The loop antenna design uses a basic radio circuit made up of a capacitor and a loop of wire. These are held together with a form made out of two cross arms of wood. Approximately 65 feet of 22-gauge wire (roughly 16 turns) are wound around the cross arms, and then the two free ends of the wire are attached across a 365-pf tuning capacitor. When the capacitor is tuned it will create a magnetic field that is coupled to the ferrite loop.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Top</td>
<td>18&quot; x 6&quot; x 1&quot;</td>
<td>This size is approximate based on the size of your radio and the passive loop, if used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bottom</td>
<td>8&quot; x 8&quot;</td>
<td>If it appears that this size is too small for the top, make it larger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Turntable</td>
<td>6&quot;</td>
<td>Try not to make this less as it may be difficult to balance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Rubber feet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Epoxy</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>You don't need a large amount</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* This size is approximate based on the size of your radio and the passive loop, if used
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The center tuning frequency of the loop is roughly 940 kHz, and will tune the entire broadcast band from top to bottom. An advantage of the design is that it is able to capture the groundwave of a broadcaster at an optimal angle for a maximum signal. The loop also has surprisingly good nulling capability, and can help reduce the signal of an interfering station. The loop design also works very well without a ground attached; no particular advantage has been found when it has been used.

The Parts And Tool List

All of the parts used to make the passive loop are available through local sources, or by mail order through many electronic supply places. The parts can also be salvaged from old broadcast band radios or surplus stores specializing in electronic parts.

The wood used in the project is available in pre-cut and finished form from many local wood supply, hobby and hardware stores. You can also use any other non-magnetic material that is suitable, such as Plexiglas.

The only important tool needed is a soldering iron with Rosin core solder suitable for an electronic projects (not acid core solder). This is used to attach the loop wire to the variable capacitor. Woodworking tools (such as a small saw and chisels) are optional and based more on the skills of the person involved. Remember that it is possible to do the project by only gluing the parts together, or by purchasing ready-made equipment from the suppliers whose names are provided. You may also finish the wood using stain and sealer if you wish.

Constructing The Passive Loop

As with any construction project, always use caution and common sense when working. Your first consideration is to prevent accidents from occurring to yourself or others by following instructions carefully. Always read manufacturers' instructions where applicable and be certain to use eye and ear protection. Children should be supervised at all times, even if they are only watching you build this project.

1. To begin construction of the loop, start with the wooden “cross arms.”

Internet Resources For The Broadcast Band Listener

There are a number of Web pages on the Internet that provide information for those who listen to the broadcast band. Here are just some of the listings that are available.

Clubs

The National Radio Club
<http://wcoil.com/-gnbc/>

International Radio Club of America (IRCA)
<http://fly.hiwaay.net/-waholcerica.htm>

The Medium Wave Circle (British)

Ontario DX Association (Canadian)
<http://www.grove.net/-odxa/>

Information For New BCB DXers
<http://fly.hiwaay.net/-waholcr/bcbinfo.htm#info1>

Medium Wave Homepage
<http://members.aol.com/RKDX/bcb-home.html>

Databases Of North American Broadcasters

FCC AMQ AM Radio Database Query
<http://www.fcc.gov/mmb/asd/amq.html>

Spectrum Management (Canada)

Elliott Broadcast Services
<http://www.radiostations.com/>
Announcing the All NEW Micro RF Detector

Techtoyz
the miniature test equipment line from optoelectronics

They’re Compact and Easy to Use...Featuring Techtoyz, the Pager Sized Test Equipment line from Optoelectronics.

If compact test equipment is what you’re looking for, then the Techtoyz line is for you. All three Techtoyz products are built into pager style cases, small enough to fit in your palm, yet powerful enough to take on your biggest jobs. The Techtoyz line includes the new Micro Counter and Micro DTMF decoder, and now introduces the all new Micro RF Detector, a two mode (bargraph or numerical display) signal strength meter. Each mode can be set to activate a beep when signal strength reaches a selectable level from 1 -100. that also activates the hit counter which stores up to 250 hits. The Micro RF detector covers a wide, 10MHz - 2GHz, frequency range.

Bargraph Mode

Numerical Mode

FACTORY DIRECT ORDER LINE: 800-327-5912

OPTOELECTRONICS

Made in U.S.A.

Micro Counter
• 10MHz - 1.2GHz Range
• 12 character LCD Display
• 1kHz, 100Hz and 10Hz Resolution
• 2.5mm stereo jack for optional antenna
• Store 3 frequencies in memory

Micro DTMF Decoder
• Internal microphone for audio input
• Line audio input jack
• 200 hour battery operation
• Auto blank insert after 3 second delay
• 2000 character scrollable memory

$99.

$149.
a) If tools are available, cut two notches into the center of two pieces of wood board, that measure 18 inches long, by 1 1/2 inches wide, by 1/4 to 1/2 inch deep. The notches should be equal to 1/2 the width, and accommodate the depth. The result should be a snug fit that can be glued for further strength.

b) If tools are not available, use the long single piece, along with two short pieces as described in the parts list. Make certain the short pieces are the correct length as shown in the parts list. This is to keep the symmetry of the cross arms as square as possible.

2) Wrap the wire onto the loop.
   a) If tools are available you should drill two holes in one of the arms in order to anchor the beginning and the end of the wire. Likewise, it helps to have the ends of the arms notched to keep the loops from “falling off” of the arms as it is being wound.
   b) If tools are not being used, it is suggested that double-sided tape be attached to the ends of each arm in order to secure the wire as it is being wrapped on. If this is not available, you may place some “white” or carpenters glue on the ends, which is then allowed to become tacky, over which the wire is then wrapped.

3) Leaving a length of wire to be used later for attaching to the tuning capacitor, wrap the approximately 16 turns of wire around the ends of the two arms, making certain that the wire remains tight. Leave another small length at the end of the coil for attaching to the variable capacitor.

4) Attach the tuning capacitor to loop.
   a) Before beginning this step it may be necessary (depending on the design of the capacitor) to remove a set of screws that hold components used for “fine tuning” (which should also be completely removed). This step allows you to tune through the entire frequency range of the broadcast band, but it is optional if you do not wish to make these changes.
   b) In general it’s simple to attach the capacitor to one of the arms of the loop by using epoxy glue. Use rubber bands to hold the capacitor to the arm while the epoxy is curing, but be certain to have all of the plates closed and protected during the procedure. You must also remember to place the capacitor near the center of the axis, otherwise the loop will tend to be “tipsy.”
   c) Give the epoxy 24 hours to cure (even for “5 minute” type) and then solder the two wires of the loop to the capacitor. Remember to attach one wire to a “lug” of the stationary plates, and the other to the lug (generally the “grounding” case) of the rotating plates.

Note: To prevent your hand from adding some capacitance to the circuit when you are tuning it you should attach a tuning knob to the rotor shaft. You can either purchase one from an electronic supply house, or use a wooden toy wheel. Remember to check the diameter of the tuning shaft in order to make certain that the knob will fit properly.

Testing The Loop

To test the loop, place it beside your broadcast band radio that has a built-in ferrite antenna (not a telescoping type). Simply turn on the radio and tune in a station at the “low end” of the dial (around 550 kHz) and turn the capacitor rotator until you hear a change in the signal strength of the station heard. This will indicate that the loop is working at that low frequency.
Then tune to a station in the “high” end of the band (above 1500 kHz) and tune the loop’s capacitor again. You should have the same results.

If you do not find that any effect is taking place, check the wire, capacitor and solder joints to see if any problems can be found, then fix. Likewise, use a different radio if one is available in order to see if the problem is with the radio.

Using The Loop

The loop can be placed either beside or behind the radio when being used. Remember to give yourself enough room to be able to reach the tuning knob on the loop’s capacitor as well as the controls on the radio itself. When you have tuned in a station on your radio, try improving the signal by tuning the loop itself. You should hear an improvement in the signal, particularly if there is a strong station next to the frequency or some additional interference nearby.

Using The Loop With A Radio Without A Built-in Ferrite Antenna

For those readers who wish to use the loop antenna with a radio that only has an external antenna, use the method described below.

a) Cut a 10-foot length of 22-gauge wire.* *

**you may have to experiment with this in order to find the proper length for your situation.
b) Wrap one turn around the loop so that you have two nearly equal lengths of wire remaining.

c) Where the two wires meet, begin twisting the two lengths together into a twisted pair of wires.

d) When twisted the wire together to a point where you have reached near the end of the wires, strip and clean the ends of insulation using a proper wire stripper. (Do not use a knife as it can be a danger to you, and its use does not often produce a good clean end).

e) At the radio, attach on end to the antenna terminal, and the other end to the ground post on the radio.

f) To test it, turn on the radio and tune it to a strong local AM broadcast station. Then tune the variable capacitor on the loop. You should hear an improvement in the strength of the signal. You can also try changing the direction of the loop to see if any changes occur in the level of signal strength.

### Making A Tuntable For Your Broadcast Band Radio

To get the strongest signal with a broadcast radio with a built-in ferrite loop antenna, you will need to point the radio in the direction of the station. If you are listening to only a few stations this can be achieved by simply turning the radio by hand in the direction you want. If you are doing some serious searching for stations you will find this to be bothersome after a short amount of time. Eventually you will reach a point when you are no longer enjoying your monitoring.

Many people have found that a radio with a ferrite loop can be turned toward (or away from) a broadcast station easier when using a tuntable than by hand. This is a simple device (sometimes called a “Lazy Susan”) that uses ball bearings in a track to smoothly turn a platter of some time (it can be either metal or plastic). These are purchased as a manufactured unit from most hardware or appliance stores, or they can be built from parts. There is no ideal size for this device. You should plan it according to the type of radio you will use. The plan provided here is based on the dimensions of the General Electric Super Radio III that was used in last month’s article.

As with our passive loop, you do not need to use tools, and the wood can be purchased pre-cut and finished. One possible source is found in hobby and craft stores where you can buy large finished pieces in the project wood sections. Here you will find cut and trimmed wood that would normally be used for plaques or pictures. They will cost more than unfinished wood, but they will last for years and make your monitoring station look professional. Again, you do not need to cut or drill the wood in order to attach the tuntable mechanism, but you can use a good epoxy glue instead.

To make the tuntable you must be careful to keep all of the parts properly centered. If you do not, the tuntable will not rotate about the axis and your “aim” will be off to a degree. The best way to do this is to simply measure out the centers of the boards and put everything together with out gluing. Try turning the tuntable with the boards attached and see how well it works. Make “eyeball” corrections and mark the position of the parts lightly with a pencil.

When you are ready, mix the epoxy according to the manufacturers’ instructions and apply a light coating to one surface of the tuntable mechanism. Apply this to the bottom board while carefully lining it up with the reference marks you have made. Do not attach the top until the bottom unit has cured and hardened (and this is suggested to be for 24 hours even for the so-called 3-minute epoxy). To ensure that a good bond is made you may wish to hold the tuntable firmly to the surface of the wood using either elastic bands or twine. Do not hold them down so hard as to move the two parts out of alignment.

For the second step you should check first to make certain that the tuntable still turns, then apply a light coat of epoxy to the top of the mechanism. Carefully apply the top part of the unit and again check to see if the marks you made are lining up properly. Again wait for 24 hours, and where possible try and hold the parts together as described above.

Your “test” of the unit should be a simple one; simply place your radio on the loop and try using it. With the radio on, tune in a strong station and then turn the radio around the axis of the tuntable. If the loop in the radio is a good one then you should “hear” the distinct “peak” and “null” that is characteristic of that type of antenna. Once you have tried this, then add the passive loop by placing it to one side of the radio and then tuning it with its own variable capacitor. You should
Ready-Made Loops

There are at least two ready-made passive loops designed for use with broadcast band radios that have built-in ferrite loop antennas. One is currently made in the United States and has been on the market for a number of years. The other is a new model that has been recently developed in Japan and is now available in the U.S.

Select-A-Tenna

The Select-A-Tenna works in a similar way to the project described in the article, and will provide the same performance or better. It is contained in an attractive plastic case with tuning dial and sells for under $60. This American-made product is available through Intensoelectronics Corporation, Box 562 Hales Corners, WI 53120, as well as through several shortwave suppliers. Ordering information can be had through their toll-free number at 1-800-382-4155. You can also see the loop (as well as hear a demonstration if your computer is properly equipped!) by going to the C. Crane Website at <http://www.ccrane.com/select-a-tenna.htm>. There are several different models of this product available, one of which can be used with a radio that has no ferrite loop, and another that is used in conjunction with a long-wire outdoor antenna, though these are sold at higher prices.

I've used this particular product on several occasions and found all of the manufacturer's claims about performance are correct. It is well made, and with proper care you can take it to remote locations to help tune in distant signals. It is also useful in urban areas where electrical interference needs to be reduced, though it will not be as effective as an electronic filter.

The Poster Loop

The Poster Loop, which will be distributed later this year by Kiwa Electronics, is a new product in a very exciting line of high-end antennas for the broadcast band. Like the loop described in the article, it is designed to be placed alongside a portable receiver with an internal ferrite coil. The company claims their product will improve signals; given the performance of their other products (such as their $360 amplified BC band loop) this cannot be disputed. No price for the new Poster Loop was available at press time.

Kiwa Electronics’ High-Performance MW Air-Core Loop Antenna features electronically-balanced circuitry, complete 360-degree rotation, tilt controls, a local/DX preamp switch, liquid-filled compass for bearing measurements of signals and tunes from 530 to 1700 kHz using a main and fine-tuning control. The control surface is separate from the antenna to facilitate adjustments. It’s powered by an included AC supply or battery.

Kiwa’s Pocket Loop is a 12-inch air-core loop antenna that collapses to fit in your pocket. Tuning range is from 530 kHz to 23 MHz in four bands using battery-powered low-noise amplifiers. No direct connection to your receiver is required. Slip a special coupler over the whip antenna for improved reception. For enhanced BCB reception, the coupler is placed near your radio’s internal ferrite bar antenna. Powered by a 9 volt battery, (not included) the Pocket Loop costs $120 (plus shipping/handling).

For more information contact Kiwa Electronics 612 South 14th Avenue Yakima, WA 98902 USA 509-453-5492 or for orders at 800-398-1146. You can also check their Web page at <http://dune.wolfenet.com/~kiwa/index.html>.

Remember that the time of day, and the season may have significant effects on your monitoring results. Take advantage of the information available to you through the many clubs that promote and support the monitoring of the broadcast band. Be certain to read Bruce Conti’s Broadcast DXing column in Popular Communications for timely tips, loggings and advice.

Getting The Most From Your Accessories

As with anything worthwhile, you may need to practice using the loop and turntable get the best results. There is some art and science involved in using your radio and as the saying goes “results may vary according to your location.”

FREEPLAY... ...FREE POWER

FREEPLAY RADIO

The World’s only completely battery-free, wind up AM/FM and Shortwave radio!

The power source is an internal B-Motor carbon steel spring driving a generator that is powered by hand.

Put the power back in your hands and contact BayGen today.

Dealer inquiries welcome.

1 800 WIND 234
Ron Halberstrom of Minnesota has been doing some research for a high school term paper entitled “Great Inventions of the Twentieth Century: Television Broadcasting.” His problem is in assigning proper credit. That’s because different sources alternately credit either Philo T. Farnsworth or Vladimir Zworykin. Ron made the tragic error of asking us to settle the debate by selecting one of these distinguished gentlemen.

Actually, both Farnsworth and Zworykin built and improved upon ideas that existed at that time. Their main contribution was using a cathode ray tube (CRT) and associated circuitry to depict moving electronic television images. In fact, that was a far cry from the invention of television, or television broadcasting.

If “television broadcasting” is defined as the transmission of moving images to the public over the radio airwaves, then I’d say the credit for inventing television broadcasting should probably go to now-forgotten John Geloso, a 28-year-old Italian immigrant. Geloso was the chief engineer of the Pilot Electric Manufacturing Co., Brooklyn, New York, a manufacturer of popularly priced table-top radio receivers. Geloso was also responsible for the design, construction, and successful operation of the Pilot/WRNY television apparatus 70 years ago.

Prior to the development of the CRT, television technology consisted of rotating synchronized mechanical disc and drum image scanners offering 30- to 60-line definition (eventually standardized at 48 lines and 15 pictures per second). This system had been invented in 1923 by Scottish engineer John Logie Baird. Considerable testing, demonstration, and experimentation had been made with mechanical drum systems using both wirelines and wireless. Charles F. Jenkins first publicly demonstrated wireless transmission when he sent a silhouette photo image from the District of Columbia to Philadelphia in this manner in 1923. In 1925, Jenkins demonstrated transmitting a motion picture over Naval station NOF, Washington, D.C.

In February of 1928, John Logie Baird transmitted a live image from London to New York via shortwave. In late June, 1928, Geloso’s prototype Pilot Radio system was taken to Chicago, Illinois, where it was connected to the transmitter of broadcast station WCFL (1500 watts, 620 kHz). During the one-day test, a receiver was set up in a club house a few miles distant from the WCFL transmitter, located at the Municipal Pier. After that, the communications equipment was returned to the factory for upgrading.

The prototype Pilot camera used for the WCFL demo had used nine-inch photoelectric cells, but these were changed to a 22-inch size in order to provide a brighter image.

Before August of 1928, everything had merely been a series of brief demonstrations. However, as of August 12, 1928, the first experimental WRNY/W2XAL television broadcast tests were directed at New York City, using Geloso’s improved...
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equipment. Actual daily broadcasting commenced on August 21. The audio portion of the signal was transmitted over WRNY (500 watts, 920 kHz), with the video portion going out over experimental shortwave station W2XAL (500 watts, 9700 kHz). The transmitters were located in the small community of Coytesville, at a site on Route 9W, a half mile north of Fort Lee, New Jersey. Studios were in New York City’s Roosevelt Hotel. WRNY/W2XAL were both owned and operated by the Experimenter Publishing Co.

**Who Was Watching?**

Certainly, there wasn’t a large audience waiting the arrival of these broadcasts. However, remember that these were still the early years of broadcasting, when radio was looked upon by the public as a novelty and technological marvel. In September of 1928, New York’s Madison Square Garden held the “Fifth Annual Radio World’s Fair.” Television demonstrations given by three companies at that event proved so popular that one newspaper reported, “The Garden’s special police force was on the brink of mutiny. At one time the lines leading to the various demonstration chambers wrapped themselves about the floor like so many snake-dances and threatened to disrupt the good behavior of the entire floor.”

No less than six companies offered television receiver kits at the 1928 Radio World’s Fair. All reported briskly selling out of every kit they had brought with them and frantically pleading with their respective factories to rush them more.

**Big Success**

It didn’t take long for others to commence television broadcasting using mechanical scanning disc or drum systems. The AM video signals were allowed to occupy a bandwidth no wider than 5 kHz. This is incredibly meager when compared with the spectrum-hungry requirements of modern-day television systems that need 6 MHz for combined FM video/audio transmission.

On September 11, 1928, General Electric’s WGY in Schenectady, New York, broadcast a one-act television drama, “The Queen’s Messenger,” by J. Hartley Manners. It was presented live at 1:30 p.m., and repeated live at 11:30 p.m. WGY’s video went out on 790 kHz (50 kW) and also W2XAF, 9555 kHz (40 kW), while the audio was transmitted only over W2XAD, 13660 kHz (25 kW).

By late 1928, irregular telecasts were being made at Lexington (near Boston), Massachusetts, with 500-watt video going out over W1XAY on 4878 kHz, and the audio portion sent over WLEX (50 watts, 1390 kHz, later changed to 1420 kHz). These broadcasts were made by J. Smith Dodge, of Adams Street, who owned both stations. The television equipment there was designed and operated by Alfred J. Pote, formerly in charge of the experimental labs at Raytheon Manufacturing Co.

Jenkins Laboratories, at 1519 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C., was also transmitting movies by late 1928 over its station, W3XK. The video frequencies used were 1605 kHz and 6420 kHz, each with 5 kW. W3XK operated every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday night from 8–9 p.m. No audio was needed, even though W3XK ran recent films. Talking films didn’t appear until 1927, so early television audiences didn’t expect movies to talk.

Don Lee, in Los Angeles, put station W6XS (500 watts, 2150 kHz) on the air on December 23, 1931. By 1931, there were some 26 television stations licensed in major cities to operate with mechanical scanning systems, with no fewer than seven in the metro New York/New Jersey area. Admittedly, some transmitted little more than still test patterns interspersed with brief interludes of film shorts.

**Johnny Come Lately**

Electronic TV technology using the CRT offered the promise of a vast improvement over mechanical scanning systems.
The transmitter used by W2XAL was small and simple, but it holds a place in history as the video component of the first television broadcast station.

technology. By 1927, Philo Farnsworth had been able to give a lab demonstration of his system, providing 100-line resolution at 30 pictures per second. Still, nothing practical could be done with it since the corresponding camera tube, called an iconoscope, hadn’t yet been sufficiently developed. That full development was demonstrated by Zworykin in 1928.

It wasn’t until October of 1931, three years after mechanical television technology broadcasting had been going full tilt, that Philco applied for an experimental license to test the Farnsworth electronic system over the air. This became

---
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In tests conducted by Lockheed Corporation, one of the world’s largest Aerospace Companies, at their Rye Canyon Laboratory and Antenna Test Range, the Wilson 1000 was found to have 58% more power gain than the K40 Electronics Company, K40 CB Antenna. This means that the Wilson 1000 gives you 58% more gain on both transmit and receive. Now you can instantly increase your operating range by using a Wilson 1000.
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**HF-VHF-UHF Receiver Multicouplers & Preamplifiers**

Are you using several HF radios or VHF/UHF scanners at your monitoring site?? .consider including a multicoupler or a preamplifier to your system.
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(The rest of the text continues with antenna-related content and pricing information.)
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*Individual test results may vary upon actual use.*
4-kW station W3XE, located at Tioga and "C" Streets, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Video signals were sent on 49 MHz, with SSB audio on 54 MHz. The station began its first field tests in 1935 using 345 lines. In December of 1936, it upgraded to 441 lines, 60 frames per second.

The electronic system proved far superior to the mechanical systems, which could never achieve better than 220-line definition, at about 15–20 frames per second. In 1931, RCA was sending pictures with 121 lines, which increased to 343 lines by 1935, then 441 lines by 1937. (In 1941, transmission technology was standardized in North America at 525 lines, 30 pictures per second.)

In late 1936, during the Tenth Anniversary of the Inauguration of NBC, that network opened its experimental station, W2XBS (10-kW, 343-line video on 41.75 MHz, audio on 52 MHz), atop New York City’s Chrysler Building.

Other similar experimental stations appeared in the late 1930s, in Boston (MA), Schenectady, Albany (NY), Kansas City (MO), and elsewhere. In Los Angeles, W6XS, the old Don Lee mechanical disc station upgraded to the new technology and became W6XAO (300-line, 24-frame, 1-kW video on 42-MHz, 150-watt audio on 52 MHz).

As the 1930s ended, nearly all mechanical scanning technology stations had either modernized or gone dark. The last two old timers holding out in 1939 were Purdue University’s W9XG (60 lines/20 frames, 1500 watts, 2050 kHz) from West Lafayette, Indiana, and the State College station, W9XAK (60-lines/20-frames, 2050 kHz) in Manhattan, Kansas.

Overseas, electronic stations were on the air in London, Paris, and Warsaw.

The Birth Of Television, Not!

The amazing popularity of electronic video technology has generally caused its inception to be universally regarded as the birth of television. It’s the system we still use today. Of course, those pioneer commercial stations using electronic technology take credit for creating television broadcasting. But they weren’t broadcasting until 1941. Before 1941, when the FCC established transmission standards, all stations were considered by the FCC as doing only “fundamental research or technical experimentation in the art of developing television apparatus.” That was more than a decade after Geloso and the others.

To Confuse Matters...

Further confusing the issue was the famous dedication speech at RCA’s 1939 New York World’s Fair exhibit, as delivered by Gen. David Sarnoff, President of RCA. In that speech, broadcast out over NBC’s national radio network and telecast on W2XBS, Sarnoff proudly announced the “inauguration of the television era.”

What was he thinking? Those words were perceived by many as historic fact that 1939 was the birth of television. Therefore, in 1989, media dummies ran around perpetuating this myth by beating the drum about “television’s 50th birthday.” Too bad it caused mechanical scanning television broadcasters to vaporize from the national memory.

Epilogue

True, Geloso’s images were black and white, small, sent slowly, and fell far short of the clarity provided by today’s television receivers. Nevertheless, the images were live, they moved, were bright, easily recognizable, and were broadcast to the public over the airwaves on a regular daily schedule years before anyone else we know about was doing it.

And what became of our intrepid hero? Flushed with success, in October of 1929, Pilot Electric moved from their cramped quarters in Brooklyn to huge facilities at an old former cotton mill in Lawrence, Massachusetts. Unfortunately, this ex-pensive move was poorly timed and coincided exactly with the start of the Great Depression. By 1932, Pilot had gone under. Although Pilot’s owner later went back into business under a similar name, John Geloso had gone back to Italy. There he became a prosperous manufacturer, although during the war years he was hunted by the Fascist Italian government because of his American ties. When the war ended, he returned to manufacturing, producing a line of TV receivers, high-fidelity equipment, and ham radio gear.

In my opinion, Geloso deserves to be rescued from obscurity and finally recognized as a star in the galaxy of television broadcast pioneers. Maybe a mention in Ron Halberstrom’s term paper will help. It couldn’t hurt.

We always seek input from our readers in the form of old-time radio photos, picture post cards, QSL cards, news clippings, station directories, comments, memories, anecdotes, etc. Reach us by postal mail, and you can also send along comments and column ideas directly to us by e-mail at: <Radioville@juno.com>.
How I Got Started

Congratulations To Alexander Sidorov
In The Ukraine!

Popular Communications invites you to submit, in about 150 words, how you got started in the communications hobby. Entries should be typewritten, or otherwise easily readable. If possible, your photo (no Polaroids, please) should be included.

Each month, we'll select one entry and publish it here. Submit your entry only once; we'll keep it on file. All submissions become the property of Popular Communications, and none will be acknowledged or returned. Entries will be selected taking into consideration the story they relate, and if it is especially interesting, unusual, or even humorous. We reserve the right to edit all submitted material for length and grammar, and to improve style.

The person whose entry is selected will receive a one-year gift subscription (or one-year subscription extension) to Popular Communications. Address all entries to: "How I Got Started," Popular Communications, 76 North Broadway, Hicksville, NY 11801-2909 or e-mail your entry to <popularcom@aol.com>, letting us know if you're sending photos.

Our April Winner

Alexander Sidorov of the Ukraine, who sent along a couple of photos, will receive a free one-year subscription to Popular Communications. He writes: "It all began in 1985 when my parents bought a radio for me that was a first-class unit made in the USSR; it was the most prestigious in its class. I used to sit at the radio in the evening and listen to local stereo music and often tuned in to West German MW stations which couldn't be heard in our country at the time. I also listened to pirates at 1600 kHz.

I got a license for work in the 160-meter band. For two years, I've been using a homemade transceiver. I now also own a Sony ICF SW-7600 and have started listening to stations in all bands. Now I have taken an interest in TV DXing, but so far haven't obtained great results. Last June, there was a tremendous event in the FM band here—I heard stations from all over Europe and part of the Near East. So far I have received more than 80 QSL cards and letters thanks to my Sony ICF SW-7600 and my antenna inside my room!

Alexander Sidorov at his monitoring post in a rural area of the Ukraine.
This month we are going to deal with a badly rusted chassis. Now that the Philco bakelite block condensers have been dealt with, there are still a few other "potted" Philco capacitor assemblies that need restoration in the Philco 89. More on these later.

**Repair Or Restore?**

There are several schools of thought regarding restoration. Some folks feel that a set need only be put back in working order — only the components that are found to be defective need be changed. Others insist on changing all resistors and capacitors and replacing them with new stock components. Whether the cabinet should be refinished or left original is the subject of many heated debates.

I want my radios to look as good as they can, so I sometimes go to what may appear to some extreme measures to achieve those goals. Some collectors may applaud my work, others may feel I am desecrating valuable artifacts. It boils down to being a personal thing. Before the hate mail starts, I want you to know that most of the radios undergoing restoration in this column were basket cases. I bought them cheap, and the work involved in bringing back these sets by far greatly exceeds their restored values. The 89 cathedral had considerable cabinet and veneer damage; its rusty chassis had missing tube shields and smashed tubes.

**The Philco 89 Chassis**

Examination of our model 89 restoration candidate revealed that sometime over the decades a mouse had set up housekeeping in the radio. This is an all too common problem. Mice love old radios; they must feel like they are checking into the Grande Hotel when they find one in a cellar or barn. They also make very poor house guests. Various areas of the chassis were designated as the privy by the varmint, resulting in areas that are now deeply pitted with rust.

**Rust Removal**

When it comes to rust removal, you have several options. Small areas of surface rust may be ignored, or lightly sanded using "Three-In-One" oil as a lubricant with a wet sandpaper. A Dremel tool equipped with a wire brush will also serve to remove small areas of rust. I have always felt the results were less than desirable; you end up with dull and bright areas on the chassis and swirl marks where the abrasion was applied. Besides, once the rust has developed, the protective factory plating is also gone. Cleaning only removes the rust, and leaves unprotected bare steel exposed to the elements. Eventually the steel will oxidize, leaving fresh rust on the chassis unless those areas.
Before painting, the aluminum shield cans need to be masked. I found
that tissue tubes are an ideal size and snug fit.

The chassis was finished with two coats of gray primer, followed by
two coats of zinc-bearing paint.

are sprayed with a non-gloss (matte) clear enamel finish.

The photo clearly shows the rusted areas on a model 89 chassis. Because the
cabinet was brought back to "new" condition, I decided that the metal chassis
also deserved some heroic cosmetic work. This was easier to do with the chas-
sis stripped of all components. I don't advise newcomers to attempt the follow-
ing procedures. Your old radio probably has existing problems, and the next sev-
eral steps will most likely compound them by adding several new ones that will
have to be tracked down and corrected.

Strip the chassis!? You might think this is a tedious job involving removing each
component piece by piece until the chassis is left bare. You can do this, but
chances are you will never be able to put the radio back together again. This is how
I do it. Using a small electric drill and 1/8" bit, I carefully drilled out all of the rivets
mounting the sockets, tube shield bases, and various other components. All of the
screws used for mounting the filter capac-
tors, main tuning capacitor, the Philco block condensers, IF and RF transformer
coils, and the power transformer were
also removed.

The hardware holding the trimmer capacitors and all of the mounting nuts
for the bandswitch and other controls
were also removed. The power trans-
former leads, and those going to the pilot
lamp and tuning capacitor sections, had
to be cut to allow removing these com-
ponents. Ditto for the tube grid clips. But

first, all of those leads were carefully
labeled and sketched on paper. Some
good close-up color photos of the chassis
top and bottom were taken so I would
know how things went back together!

The next two photos show the bare chas-
sis and what appears to be a hodgepodge
pile of wire and parts. The "hodgepodge"
is the circuitry from the 89 chassis! When
the time comes, the "hodgepodge" of
wires and parts will easily slip back into
the restored chassis. Actually, it was wish-
fuf thinking: it was a real pain. New hard-
ware — screws, nuts and lockwashers —
will replace the rivets. Use pan head
screws on the sockets for the 80 rectifier
and 42 audio tube. These tubes have wide
bases and a high sitting screw will prevent
them from fully seating in the sockets.

Underside of chassis after restoration. Blocks are rebuilt, the resis-
tors have been checked for value and the bad ones replaced. Note the
new line cord and fuse.

The 89 sports a small tin can housing several capacitors. These Philco
"bypass banks" are easily restored.
Several wires will need to be reconnected to restore the original wiring. Because I couldn’t remove the aluminum cans used for shielding the IF and RF transformer coils — they are “swedged”-mounted to the chassis — I had to leave them in place. The aluminum cans can be cleaned with steel wool and detergents. I used an abrasive cleaner such as Bon Ami or Ajax applied vigorously with an old toothbrush. A small palm sander was used to remove as much of the rust as I could from the chassis.

Replate Or Paint?

You now have two options. You may take the chassis to a commercial plating service, where the chassis will be acid stripped and a new galvanized finish applied. That can be a fairly expensive undertaking, so I decided to try painting the chassis. The chassis must be completely free of any loose rust or dirt before painting. For the first step, the aluminum cans used to house the RF and IF transformer coils must be covered. The cardboard tubes used for paper towels or toilet paper tissue provide an ideal snug fit over the cans. Once the cans are suitably masked, the chassis is sprayed with several light coats of gray enamel primer and allowed to dry for several days. Once the paint has cured, two additional finish coats of Rustoleum cold galvanizing compound were applied. Again, the chassis is left undisturbed in a warm, dry area for several days, allowing the solvents to be released and the paint to fully cure and harden. The final application of galvanized paint gives the chassis a finish that closely matched the original factory finish. The transformation shell should be vigorously cleaned before painting, using detergents and an old toothbrush. Sand the rusted areas as needed. Be careful! Don’t allow liquids to get inside the transformer shell!

Cleaning The Tuning Condenser

The tuning capacitor was cleaned by soaking it in a bath of warm detergent for several hours. The celluloid dial strip should be removed prior to cleaning! This should free up most of the loose dust and dirt. The bath is followed by a good washing in hot water, followed by a second washdown using electronic tuner cleaner. Be sure to wash out the mica trimmers — the tuning nuts should be backed off to allow a good flushing of the mica and capacitor plates. I use a non-lubricating electronic cleaner called Tech Spray “Blue Shower 1677” universal cleaner/degreaser on the compression trimmers. It does not leave a residual lubricant. In the past, I have tried some other cleaners that have lubricants. This results in a set of capacitances. Lubricant bearing tuner sprays are fine for switch contacts or volume controls.

The bearings must be regreased — note that the 89 tuning condenser has bearing raceways in the front and rear. You access the rear bearings by removing a small cover plate. Be careful — the bearings will be free with the plate removed! I used GC 10-2302 Lubriplate® on the bearings. Be very, very careful when handling the capacitor, the aluminum plates are easily damaged. The dial strip is also very fragile and will crack if not handled carefully.

Putting It Together

It’s easier to first slide all of the electronic guts back into the chassis and have them remounted before the bulky tuning condenser and power transformer are reinstalled. Use 6-32 hardware to replace the rivets that were used to mount the tube sockets and other small components.

I painted both the top and bottom of the chassis. In retrospect, it may have been better to just treat the outer surfaces with paint. The paint is a good insulator, which presents a problem when we need to attach a ground to the chassis. You must carefully scrape away the paint in the area where a ground lug will be attached, and using external tooth lockwashers to achieve a good low resistance “bite” into metal is strongly advised.

Philco Metal Can Capacitors

Not all Philco capacitors were hidden in bakelite boxes. The model 89 chassis revealed a small metal box with five leads emerging from it. This was identified in the Rider manual as a being a Philco “bypass bank,” part number 06624. This assembly houses five capacitors, all with a common ground returned to the metal shell. It contains two .05-mfd capacitors, brought out with green colored leads; two .09-mfd capacitors (using white wires with blue tracer leads); and a lone .25-mfd capacitor (white lead wire).
Although the parts are tarred together, the assembly is easily slid out of the can. The replacement mylar caps can be stacked together, or mounted on a small piece of pre-drilled phenolic project board (RadioShack). The photos show how I rebuilt my capacitor bypass bank.

I used heatshrink tubing over splices made between the wiring and capacitor leads. The caps were glued together and tied into a bundle using lacing cord. You will have to glue the cardboard end sections into place. C+H Sales is a good source for lacing cord. Solder the capacitor ground returns to the can body as we did on the old assembly.

The Philco Tone Control Capacitor

One last item. The Philco 89 does have a simple tone control. The set has a .01-mfd capacitor across the plate of the 42 audio output tube to ground. This forms a simple "rolloff" circuit, limiting the audio output tube to ground. This forms the value of the tone capacitor to suit my personal tastes. A .1-mfd capacitor may deliver audio that I consider to be too "hassy," so I may select by ear a .082 or .05-mfd replacement instead.

Regardless of the capacitance value, remember that this rolloff capacitor is being subjected to a combined high DC plate voltage and a very high AC audio voltage. When on hand, I use capacitors with 1200-volt DC ratings in this application, especially in push-pull audio output stages.

Next time we meet let's see what we can do with that torn speaker cone, "repair" some damaged tubes, and power up the set! Will the radio work? Tune in next month...
Last month we told you how GPS works. This month we'll examine some of the hot new GPS portable and fixed-mount receivers and show you how well they work for the hobby radio user who wants to combine radio positioning with radio communicating.

The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) has available to map makers the cartographic information acquired by the government for almost any type of equipment use. About five years ago, a company called Lowrance (Tulsa, Oklahoma) painstakingly (I've been told) converted USGS highway mapping into a database that they loaded into an LCD screen GPS fixed-mount receiver called Global Map. (You see it at the bottom of the photo of my communications van.) This $600 GPS was primarily intended for the marine market because it featured a GPS card reader that could read C-Map electronic chart cartridges. Mariners could insert a C-Map cartridge into the reader, and the Lowrance Global Map system would show them as a boat icon, somewhere out on the water. As you would cruise from one boating area to another, you would insert the appropriate $199 chart cartridge.

But most interesting is what the Lowrance Global Map equipment would do when you put it in your car. Without any chart cartridges, an imbedded map of the United States would come up and show major highways! There were even names of towns and all sorts of rivers that could be seen from the USGS data base that got loaded into flash memory on this equipment. "We just stuck in the USGS data base because we had some room left over on one of our internal chips," comments a former manager of the Lowrance GPS division. "Five years ago, our concentration was on boating, and we were too busy coming up with boat products to even consider what our highway maps could do for the RVer," adds the Lowrance representative.

In fact, when Lowrance developed their new portable handheld GPS mapping system for C-Map chart cartridge cartography, they once again included the internal highway maps that would automatically come up when no cartridge was inserted in the back of the unit.

"Our new twin-cartridge handheld soon became a favorite among RVers because they discovered without cartridges inserted into the back of the unit for water charting, a road map of the USA came on screen and was very accurate," adds Lowrance Corporation.

While other companies developing portable and fixed-mount GPS sets had a "base map" that would come up when no cartridge was installed, their base maps had only boundaries of the coastlines and nothing else inland.

The marine use of GPS electronic charts has become so intense that you can now find boating charts on eight different types of cartridges. Of course, absolutely none of these eight are interchangeable with another cartridge system!

But one of the eight, C-Map, has become the industry "standard" for ocean as well as inland cartography. The C-Map "NT" can now work in over 10 different brands of equipment — and C-Map, the world's leading producer of marine charts, now announces their intention to go inland with their GPS mapping efforts.

"Our inland cartography consists of United States Geological Survey 1:100,000 scale maps to cover the continental United States," comments Ken Cirillo, Vice-President and General Manager of C-Map. "There are a total of 75 C cards that will cover the entire United States, showing lakes, rivers, rapids, streams, marsh areas, major highways, and state routes," adds Cirillo. "C-Map NT users can really discover, explore, and enjoy the United States out on the road in their RVs by choosing a variety of C-Map inland cards to cover them wherever they may plan their trip," adds Cirillo.

We tested the new C-Map NT cartridges in our communications van, and we specifically compared them to the flash memory imbedded cartography found in our fixed-mount and portable Global Map Lowrance products. Now keep in mind that the Lowrance equipment was working without any chart cartridges, and the C-Map trial units (several seen on the wooden holder in the communications van) were working on the $99 C cards. We found that the C-Map NT inland cartography was much more accurate as to our real position than the flash memory cartography out of Lowrance. The Lowrance units would frequently show us going down a high-
C-Map cartridges running on C-Map's "Road Cruiser" highway mapping system. This unit is not exactly portable: it has a curly cord that plugs into 12 volts and a small patch antenna with a magnetic base that slaps onto the top of your car. The patch antenna is slightly larger than a silver dollar, so we're talking about a minimum-sized protrusion.

The C-Map "Road Cruiser" features a built-in, 12-parallel-channel GPS with two bottom slots for accepting the new generation C cards. Since I travel by boat as well as by car, the left slot had our local harbor and the right slot had Southern California roads. It was a nice transition—when I sailed off the electronic end of the picture from the water, I immediately saw myself traveling down the big roads on my way home.

C-Map's Road Cruiser Screen

The much larger screen on the C-Map "Road Cruiser" allows you to check your position at a glance. On the smaller equipment, you really had to let your passenger do the navigating because the screens were diminutive. On "Road Cruiser," our vehicle position was displayed graphically on a map as well as numerically for latitude and longitude. You can set it up so that the map stays stationary, and you watch your vehicle travel up the roads and off the screen. But I like to put the map in action, where your vehicle always stays in the center, and the roads pass beneath you as you travel down the highways.

The 7-inch-high resolution LCD display with its built-in GPS and rubber-rear-lit keypad also gave us real-time display of our vehicle's speed, route, distance, and time-to-go-to-destination. It was easy to create routes and display them on the electronic map. You can "guesstimate" where you plan to go and end up, but we chose to let the distant party tell us their latitude and longitude so we could navigate directly to them out on the desert. When the "Road Cruiser" showed us that we had arrived at our 400-mile-away destination, we were within 27 feet of our actual stop-spot. The C-Map "Road Cruiser" also gave us a track of the route traveled so we could show our pals exactly how we got there!

C-Map vector-data format is produced...
Magellan's NAV 6000 displays both ocean and inland roads C-Map cartography.

by identifying, classifying and storing in a digital structure the land objects relevant to navigation. With C-Map vector maps, what you may see on the screen is only a fraction of what you get. The electronic charting system's software unlocks the power of the map data, letting you bring valuable detail and information to the screen with a simple command. We could customize our map data by selectively removing layers of data according to our needs. All of our test equipment displayed the C-Map electronic charts in precisely the same way, although "Road Cruiser," available directly from C-Map, gave us the very large screen LCD readout. And, if we'd really wanted to go larger, they have a device called "Desert Cruiser" that offers a 10-inch-high resolution LCD display with built-in GPS, trackball, rubber rear-lit keypad, and a little external magnetic antenna.

So we found the $99 electronic charts more accurate than the flash memory in the older Lowrance units. GPS accuracy to a known geodetic survey point was exactly the same among all GPS sets — including the little $99 Magellan GPS which doesn't do charts.

But if you want to drive across the United States, you're looking at a handful of chart cartridges, each costing $99; something to think about. But chances are, those $99 chart cartridges have infinitely more detail (i.e., small streets) than flash memory, right? Wrong! At least for now. The inland cartography $99 chart cartridges have a very long way to go before they can even get close to what you might see on your computer, running floppies or a national CD-ROM road atlas. The little 5 megabyte cartridges don't do surface streets, nor do they get down to any level other than the major interstates. And, if they do show you some slightly smaller roads, these roads may electronically vanish in the middle of nowhere, yet you are still on the highway in real life. I would say that we are going to see a lot more detail added to these $99 cartridges soon. For $99, we better! I expected more.

The Amazing Garmin

Well-known GPS manufacturer Garmin International (Olathe, Kansas) is also busy in the marine as well as the aviation marketplace with GPS equipment using Navionics and aviation data bases for cartridge cartography. Instead of using C-Map "C cards," Garmin does their own thing with "G cards." The Garmin cards can hold marine charts, air charts, and even their own in-house compiled inland map charts. And when I tested the Garmin inland map cartridges against C-Map inland cartography and against Lowrance built-in flash memory, there were no major surprises. All three electronic charting systems would show all the big highways going to a favorite lake; all three systems would NOT show the smaller access roads; and all three systems would selectively list different items as points of interest. The C-Maps would show greater detail of lake underwater structure for the fishermen than the Garmin might indicate, while Garmin had launch ramps indicated on the screen that Lowrance didn't have. But Lowrance was running for free on imbedded cartography, whereas C-Map and Garmin required $99+ chart cartridges that were not interchangeable.

But then Garmin did something that instantly moved them into the winner's circle — they took a fresh in-house data base, added various points of interest, subtracted out-of-date cities and towns, and then flash-memorized the entire United States highway data base into their newest and smallest unit, the Garmin III, selling for under $370 without the need for chart cartridges.

The nine-ounce Garmin GPS III uses a 12-parallel-channel GPS receiver and, mounted on the inside dash of your vehicle, easily locks onto visible satellites. "Our GPS III features a built-in base map that requires no chart cartridges," com-
ments Steve Featherstone of Garmin. "All major roads in North, South, and Central America, with seamless scrolling between cities, states, provinces and countries, come straight out of flash memory without cards," continues Featherstone. "For RV, radio enthusiasts, and campers, our GPS III built-in base map not only gives you millions of miles of interstates and highways, but also rivers, lakes, shorelines, points of interest, and every little city in the country."

Now you can drive all the way across the United States and watch yourself, on the relatively small screen, stay exactly on the roadway and pass from one town to another. No $99 cartridges to buy! The cartographic information is also layered on the LCD screen so you can easily zoom in and out with excess data getting electronically stripped away. You can zoom in and watch yourself take the cloverleaf and head off to a new direction, or you can zoom out and see yourself traveling down the interstate halfway between state boundaries. How much further to the next big town ahead? Simply move the little icon, press a button, and it tells you how far you need to go, approximately how many minutes it's going to take, what direction you are traveling, and the bearing to that distant spot, all the while keeping track of your driving by recording your track and your highest speed.

Nope, it doesn't do small roads. The only way you're going to get small roads on a GPS is to tie this type of equipment into your laptop computer that's running off of a CD-ROM street atlas of the country, or a handful of big floppy disks. Although you don't get small roads, you still get a precise track of when you got off the major road, so that if you need to thread your way back to the big highway, there it is, in living black and white, right on the screen.

**Uses For The Radio Enthusiast**

For the radio enthusiast, a GPS is a handy way to "navigate" to distant repeater sites or mountaintop remote base installations. Most FCC data bases will include latitude and longitude of transmitting facilities, allowing your GPS to take in this information and then display exactly how far it is to that interesting two-way radio location.

---

**PC HF Facsimile 8.0**

For Windows $179.95

SSC's best selling Fax and Telex decoding system now runs under Windows. Connect our new Windows FSK demodulator between your PC and SSB to receive weather fax, NAVTEX, RTTY, ASCII, SITOR, FEC and morse code. Receive weather and radio telex while your PC runs other software. The product includes demodulator, software, manual, frequency list and broadcast schedule. SSC also makes modems and software to receive weather satellites and SSTV. Call or write for our complete radio products catalog. Visa and Mastercard Welcome

**Software Systems Consulting**

615 S. El Camino Real
San Clemente, CA. 92672
Tel: 714/498-5784
Fax: 714/498-0568
http://www.sscorp.com

---

**Smokin' Gunn II**

two element directional beam.

For information and pricing, contact any of the following Dealers:

- **Barker Electronics**
  Lawrenceville, IL
  618-943-4236

- **TC Radio**
  Watha, NC
  910-285-5841

- **Big Buffalo's Hide**
  Norwich, CT
  603-455-1557

- **Hi Tech Repair**
  Montgomery, NY
  914-877-5550

---

**The Garmin GPS 45.**
Your GPS can also tie into a packet modem that would read the NMEA data-stream and "squawk" your location in a packet format. This is all part of the APRS Service—Amateur Radio Packet/Position Reporting Service. If you’re into transmitter hunting, weather storm watching, or anything else where your present position information is important, the GPS with an NMEA 0183 output will be a handy addition to your radio communications system. Almost all portable GPS sets feature an NMEA output that is fully compatible with a GPS packet modem. This is the same principle behind how GPS is serving the transportation industry by keeping dispatchers up to date on where all of their motor carriers are located. And the future is... the future is GPS. You have already paid for it in your tax dollars. The Department of Defense is soon to turn off Selective Availability for even more precise position finding. Take advantage of the most modern position-finding system ever to come to private citizens like you and me in the history of radio location. Where all of the other radio location services, like Loran, Omega, RDF, Omni, Tacan, and the others, get you down to a couple of hundred yards, GPS and a companion differential beacon receiver could get you down to a couple of millimeters. And those little portable GPS sets—the ones with maps—what else can you use when you get lost in a city to instantly show you where you are and exactly where you need to go to get back onto the big interstate leading out of town?

And if you really need to get down to the street level, wait about a year for the new tiny chart cartridges from C-Map, or tie in your GPS to a laptop running on those relatively inexpensive USA street map programs.

Happy traveling and radio operating with GPS!

When seconds count, REACT® needs you...

...to summon help for an injured motorists, an elderly woman trapped in a fire, a trucker stranded in a blizzard, a drowning child!

As a REACT volunteer CB radio monitor you may be the only communications life-line for someone in serious trouble. You relay messages from those desperate for help to police or other emergency services.

Your REACT Team will also use CB and other radio services to provide safety communications for events like parades, marathons and even balloon races. The fellowship with other REACT members at Team meetings and annual conventions is an added bonus.

Volunteer. Join Today!

Add a New, Exciting Challenge to Your Life. Help Save Lives and Property!

REACT® International, Inc.
Tel (316) 263-2100
FAX (316) 263-2118
P.O. Box 998, Wichita, KS 67201

GPS Resources

C-MAP/USA
133 Falmouth Rd.
Mashpee, MA 02649
Phone 800-424-2627 (U.S. only) or 508-477-8010; Fax 508-477-6168

Garmin International
1200 E. 151 St.
Olathe, KS 66062
Phone 913-397-8200
Fax 913-397-8282

Lowrance Electronics
12000 E. Skelly Dr.
Tulsa, OK 74128
Phone 918-437-6881

Magellan Systems Corp.
960 Overland Ct.
San Dimas, CA 91773
Phone 909-394-5000
Fax 909-394-7050

Raytheon Marine
676 Island Pond Rd.
Manchester, NH 03109
Phone 603-647-7530
Fax 603-634-4756

Trimble Navigation, Ltd.
645 N. Mary Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3642.
Phone 800-827-2424 or 408-481-8000
Fax 408-481-2000

CIRCLE 76 ON READER SERVICE CARD
RadioShack 7-Channel Weatheradio

In the days of 8-track tapes, RadioShack brought us the Weather Cube weather band receiver. Now, in the digital age, they have launched the 7-Channel Weatheradio®. The radio has many new features, including coverage of all seven channels now being used by the National Weather Service (NWS) for its NOAA Weather Radio (NWR) broadcasting system, an external antenna jack and a remote signaling port. The radio is also capable of decoding digital transmissions known as Specific Area Message Encoding (SAME).

What's The SAME System?

The SAME system was developed to address a perception of over-warning when using the NWR tone-alert feature. For many years, the NWS has been broadcasting forecasts and weather warnings on its NWR system. The system provides a direct link to the nearest Weather Service office for anyone with a receiver. The tone-alert feature on some receivers allows you to equip your home or business with a "weather alarm." Reception of a 1050-Hz tone triggers the receiver and alerts the listener to the threat of severe weather without requiring you to continuously listen to the audio. However, leaving an NWR receiver set for tone-alert activation at all times is a little like setting your home alarm system to notify you of security breaches in any building within a mile of your home: that is, the tone alert will be activated for warnings for any location in the transmitter's coverage area, which can be quite large (any county within 40 to 50 miles of the transmitter), but it's usually not necessary for you to be awakened for a flash flood warning for a storm 60 miles distant. If that happens often enough, you'll be conditioned to turn off the tone-alert feature at night—the time it could really be a life-saver.

Each urgent weather message from the Weather Service is preceded by a coded transmission that allows receivers to identify the contents of the message and the county for which it is intended. The SAME system employs audio frequency shift keying (AFSK). Sophisticated hardware has been developed for the broadcast industry and government emergency services to decode these transmissions and control functions. SAME is actually a part of the new Emergency Alert System for emergency notification of weather and other hazards that is replacing the Emergency Broadcast System across the U.S. NOAA Weather Radio is now also a means for receiving warnings about chemical spills and other man-made hazards as well as all natural hazards, including weather threats, volcanoes and earthquakes.

The RadioShack 7-Channel Weatheradio decodes the SAME signals and uses them to control the radio's operation, such as triggering the audible alarm. The new radio comes in a desktop size, about 15 percent larger than its previous tone-alert desktop model. The additional size is needed to include a liquid crystal display and a keypad for programming. A wall mounting bracket is also included.

An intriguing feature of this unit is the 7.5-Vdc external alarm port. This signal...
could be used to either trigger visual or loud audible alarms for the hearing impaired or for use in noisy environments. It could also be used with home automation systems, through an X-10 interface, for example. I did not test this function.

Programming the radio is a new step for the weather radio user. In its default state, the radio is ready to be activated by any tone-alarm warning on the frequency. The user will want to select the counties for which the radio will be activated, taking advantage of the SAME decoding feature. The user decides the counties for which warnings will activate the unit and each is entered by means of a Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) code, a unique six-digit number assigned to each county or parish in the U.S. The leading digit of the FIPS code indicates the sub-county area, a place for possible refinement of the system in the future (currently all FIPS codes have a zero as the leading digit). The next two digits designate the state, and the final three indicate the specific county. Up to 15 separate FIPS codes may be entered into the RadioShack radio. For the most part, the user is on his own when it comes to finding out what the FIPS codes are in his area; lists of numbers are not included with the radio.

Fortunately, there are several sources for the numbers. Each RadioShack outlet is supposed to have lists on hand for its area, and there are lists on the World Wide Web and others available by automated phone or fax through systems hosted by the National Weather Service, RadioShack and other manufacturers (see box).

The actual programming is fairly simple when you follow the steps outlined in the instruction booklet. I recommend selecting your FIPS codes and writing them down before starting the process since there is a time-out in the system that kicks back to operating mode from program mode after any 45-second break in keypad activity. Also, it’s a good idea to enter counties adjacent to yours for greater “heads-up” time in the event of a warning.

How Well Does It Work?

I monitored the unit during a recent evening of severe weather in central Oklahoma, and I also kept an eye on local TV broadcasts for radar data and warnings. The Weatheradio unit performed flawlessly, excluding warnings for counties 50 miles north, while alerting for the counties I had selected.

When a warning triggers the unit, the audio comes on for five minutes, ample time to hear the details of the warning and related bulletins. An LED remains lit after the audio is squelched, indicating the type of bulletin (statement, watch or warning). The liquid crystal display indicates the nature of the bulletin (severe thunderstorm, for example, as opposed to tornado, hurricane, etc.).

When another message triggers the unit, it supersedes the previous alert in the displays (up to three alerts are retained in memory and can be reviewed using a keypad function). After the bulletin has expired, the unit returns to its default message of “WEATHER ALRT ON.” And if the 9-volt backup battery is low, the LCD will also flash “REPLACE BATTERY.”

Drawbacks?

One problem is that the FIPS codes have only been assigned for counties. There are no FIPS codes for offshore areas, even though the Weather Service issues severe weather warnings and other bulletins for offshore areas; marine interests form a large population of Weather Radio listeners. Also, people living in coastal areas might normally monitor for activity offshore, providing them longer lead times for weather that might later affect their county. It is possible that this oversight could be rectified by assigning FIPS codes for offshore areas or by using the leading FIPS digit to identify the offshore area adjacent to each county.

Another thing to consider is that if you are relying on a SAME alert, there are additional points of possible failure in the warning system. The proper FIPS digits have to be entered into the transmitting radio by the operator when a warning is issued (a step that will soon be automated), and poor reception in the home or a programming error on the part of the user could prevent decoding of a warning signal.

Programming can be checked by scrolling through the LCD listing of FIPS codes in program mode, and reception problems may be identified by checking for activation during the weekly test time (10:00 a.m. to noon on Wednesdays).

The Weather Service has addressed a source of perceived over-warning by the Weatheradio, and it may now be more practical for people to leave their tone-alarm radios on-guard in their homes and businesses without concern about unnecessary interruption of sleep or work. The RadioShack unit seems very well designed and is recommended for home, business or school use at a cost of $79.99.

---

**Specifications For RadioShack 7-Channel Weatheradio**

**Catalog No. 12-249**

**Frequencies (MHz)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Frequency (MHz)</th>
<th>Sensitivity (12 dB SINAD): 0.3 µV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Channel 1</td>
<td>162.400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel 2</td>
<td>162.425</td>
<td>FIPS Code Sensitivity (90 percent success rate):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel 3</td>
<td>162.450</td>
<td>0.3 micro-V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel 4</td>
<td>162.475</td>
<td>Signal-to-Noise Ratio: 40 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel 5</td>
<td>162.500</td>
<td>Selectivity (+/- 25 kHz): 60 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel 6</td>
<td>162.525</td>
<td>Dimensions: 5 3/16 x 6 3/4 x 1 3/16 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel 7</td>
<td>162.550</td>
<td>Weight: 17.67 oz.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Sources For NWR-SAME Information And FIPS Codes**

- Automated Telephone, NOAA Weather Radio SAME line: 1-888-NWR-SAME
- NWS Local Offices, <http://www.nssl.noaa.gov/nws/otherservers.html>
Scanning The Globe

MONITORING THE 30 TO 900-MHz "ACTION" BANDS

Finding Just About Anything On Your Scanner

One of the more frequent requests I get in the mail here at Pop'Comm is for specific frequencies. People want to know the channel used by the medical helicopter or cable TV operator that serves their area. I'd love to sit and look up each and every request for our readers, but the limitations of family, friends, other hobbies and a real job keep me from even considering such a feat. What I have done successfully within this column in the past is to give readers the power to find the frequency on their own.

Going by the responses I receive from those who have attempted the tricks on their own and have been successful, I'm convinced that's the way that helps everyone — the inquirer and the reader who is similarly inquisitive. What I thought I would do this month is to offer some tips to help you become proficient in finding frequencies, even if you don't have a CD-ROM, regional frequency directory or Internet access. With a little understanding of how the radio spectrum is set up for scanner listeners, you can find just about anything.

Searching

How do you use your scanner? Do you listen to the same frequencies every day? Do you search for new channels that may prove interesting? While there's nothing wrong with using your scanner to hear routine public safety communications in your community, there are plenty of other things to be heard. Except for low-priced radios, most scanners have the capability to search through frequency ranges. For instance, if you search from 153.740 to 156.240 MHz, you'll find not only police, fire, local government, school buses, veterinarians, rescue squads and ambulances, but also trauma helicopters, businesses, hospital security and maintenance, park police, business paging, mall and store security, police mutual aid, police point-to-point broadcasts, street crews and highway workers and more.

For the most part, the types of communications you will hear on your scanner depend upon where you live. If you live in a major metropolitan area, you'll hear the entire range of communications suggested here. However, if you live in a rural area, you'll hear only a handful of these types of communications. The point is, however, that you will hear all kinds of things, if you go looking for them.

In the example above, we limited our search between two frequencies spaced about 2.5 MHz apart. The less the range you search between, the higher the chances you have of finding active communications without passing over them. For instance, if a station transmits on 155.190 MHz on a sporadic basis (and you don't know the frequency), you stand a better chance of finding it if you are searching from 155.000 to 155.400, than you would if you were searching from 150.000 to 160.000. That's because the search function will pass over the target frequency more often in a search range that has less range to search through.

Figuring It Out

If you stumble across new stations, how do you determine what it is you are hearing? First, check your local scanner directory. Most radio stores carry one version or another of a local scanner guide. In the rear of most scanner guides, licensees are shown sorted by frequency. For instance, if you heard hospital security on 155.175, you could look under that frequency to find what nearby hospitals might be licensed on that frequency. While callsigns aren't always used, you should jot down any you hear. These begin with a W or K and have a combination of anywhere from two to four letters and three to five numbers, such as: KA3002, KB91235, WXJ42, WYR333 and KNJJ244. Typically, callsigns with just two letters, in the first two examples above, are for stations that are licensed for mobile operation only. Those stations with three letters and two numbers are usually for fixed stations, such as control stations that are at base stations and operate through repeaters or perhaps are used for point-to-point communications only. Stations with three letters and two numbers are usually for fixed stations, such as control stations that are at base stations and operate through repeaters or perhaps are used for point-to-point communications only. Stations with three letters and three numbers are used for base stations and all associated mobiles and handhelds.

By catching the callsign, you can figure out not only what type of station you are hearing, but also perhaps who it is, by matching the callsign in a scanner directory. That's part of the trick to being a successful frequency detective. By knowing
how to search for new frequencies, you can find all kinds of new stations that might prove interesting to monitor. Sure, you may prefer to keep an ear on your local police and fire departments on a day-to-day basis, but on a rainy day, you might find it more interesting to tune across a range of frequencies and find new stations you weren't aware of previously. It all adds up to enhance the hobby.

New stations you weren't aware of previously. It all adds up to enhance the hobby. And don’t forget, when you come across exciting new frequencies, send a list to us here at “Scanning the Globe” and we’ll tell others in your area of some fun new frequencies.

**Nosy For News**

Dave Fenton of Plymouth, Minnesota, says he has an older Realistic PRO-2005 scanner as well as a Uniden Bearcat 200XL handheld scanner at his listening post in the Minneapolis area. John said he is looking for frequencies used by newspapers, not just in his area, but also in others where he might be traveling.

Newspapers are allocated two basic groups of frequencies. The first one is a block of four VHF frequencies: 173.225, 173.275, 173.325 and 173.375 MHz. The second group is on UHF. Base stations, repeaters and mobiles can use 452.975 and 453.000 MHz, while mobiles can use 457.975 and 458.000. In addition, a handful of frequencies is reserved for low-power handheld use: 452.9625, 452.9875, 457.9625 and 457.9875.

Newpapers use these frequencies for a variety of functions, including circulation (newspaper delivery), administrative and dispatch (delivery of advertising materials) and news (both reporters and photographers). Some newspapers even might use the frequencies for advertising sales representatives, vehicle maintenance, paging and more.

While a lot of newspapers use these few channels, many smaller papers can’t afford to invest in all the equipment needed to put a major radio system on the air and instead may use conventional business band frequencies (after all, a newspaper is a business, and thus qualifies for that radio service as well). Most newspapers using business band will show up on shared repeaters in the 461 to 465-MHz band, or on T-band frequencies in the top 20 metropolitan areas. In addition, some newspapers also use 800-MHz repeaters and trunked systems, and the 935 to 940-MHz trunked systems in major cities. In fact, some larger newspapers may use a variety of radio systems in their operations.

For instance, a newspaper might use one or two VHF channels at 173 MHz for news photographers, a UHF frequency at 453 MHz for circulation deliveries, a UHF business band frequency at 461 MHz for outlying circulation units, an 800-MHz trunked system for reporters on assignment and low-power frequencies at 453 and 458 MHz for building security and data transmission for press operations monitoring. Check around and see what you can find.

However, don’t fret if you know your local newspaper must have a way to contact its personnel and you aren’t hearing anything over the air. There’s a good chance key personnel are using cellular or wireless phones. Many newspapers use cell phones for photographers and key reporters, especially police reporters. Not only does it make it harder for the competition to monitor, it’s quieter for the staff on assignment, too (no noisy radio, just a phone that might ring).

**Those IDs**

Ben Kirklin of Pleasantville, New Jersey, writes to inquire about the Registered Monitor Program. "Scanning the Globe" usually gets quite a few requests for this information every year. Registered monitors receive a distinctive identifier, such as my own, KPA3CA, which helps identify them as serious monitors when writing to others, especially when seeking verification letters or QSLs. The Registered Monitor call starts with a "K" and then contains the state abbreviation, the amateur radio call district numeral and a suffix. As you can see,
my Registered Monitor ID was issued when I lived in Pennsylvania long ago. For more information on the Registered Monitor program, write to CRB Research Books Inc., P.O. Box 56, Commack, N.Y. 11725, and tell them Pop'Comm sent you!

Send Your Letters, Photos And Questions!

What are your favorite frequencies?

Home On The Ranges

For those who want to get a start in searching, here are a few ranges to check out and the primary types of communications you’ll hear:

- 33.00 to 34.00: Fire, ambulance and school buses
- 39.00 to 40.00: Police
- 45.00 to 46.50: Police, fire, ambulance, school buses
- 46.61 to 46.97: Older cordless phones
- 49.67 to 49.99: Older cordless phone bases
- 52.00 to 54.00: Hams (FM mode)
- 118.000 to 137.000: Aircraft (AM mode)
- 137.000 to 144.000: Military
- 145.110 to 147.390: Hams, FM simplex and repeaters
- 148.000 to 150.750: Military
- 150.995 to 151.475: Tow trucks, parks and environmental
- 151.625 to 151.955: Businesses
- 153.035 to 153.725: Manufacturing
- 153.410 to 153.725: Utilities
- 153.740 to 156.240: Police, fire, local government, ambulances, rescue units, school buses, business
- 156.275 to 157.425: Marine
- 158.130 to 158.265: Utilities
- 158.730 to 159.465: Police, local government, parks and environmental, streets and highways
- 159.495 to 160.200: Trucking
- 160.215 to 161.565: Railroads
- 162.000 to 174.000: Federal government, weather broadcasts, wireless microphones
- 222.000 to 225.000: Hams
- 225.000 to 406.000: Military aviation (AM) and satellites (FM)
- 406.000 to 420.000: Federal government
- 420.000 to 450.000: Hams (except public safety in the 420 to 430-MHz band in U.S. areas near Canada)
- 450.000 to 451.000: TV and radio stations’ news crews, remote broadcasts
- 451.000 to 453.000: Industrial, utilities, buses, trucking, tow trucks, taxis
- 453.050 to 454.000: Police, fire, local government
- 454.000 to 455.000: Mobile telephone, paging
- 455.000 to 456.000: TV and radio stations’ news crews, remote broadcasts
- 460.000 to 460.625: Police, fire
- 460.650 to 461.000: Airlines, alarm companies

Do you have any scanner-related questions? Do you have any listening tips worth passing along to your fellow readers? How about sending in a photo of your listening post or antenna farm? Write to Chuck Gysi, N2DUP, "Scanning the Globe," Popular Communications, Box 11, Iowa City, Iowa 52244-0011, fax to (516) 681-2926, or e-mail to <SCAN911@aol.com>. Make sure you indicate in your e-mail that you are writing regarding this column.

FACT:
Transmit antennas should always be fine-tuned after installation to ensure maximum performance.

FIRESTIK:
Fiрестик makes the only antenna with a patented bare-hands tunable tip for the easiest tuning method available.

WAVECOM Decoder

W41PC Data Decoder and Analyser. DSP technology with two 56042-66 and one TMS34010 processor. More than 70 modes (HF, VHF/UHF and Satellite) supported, new modes under preparation. Real-time FFT and code analysis. Source code/training for professionals available. Up to 4 cards in one PC. Standalone version: W41PC-DRP.
Troubleshooting In The Shack

Now that space-age amateur transceivers are standard equipment in most shacks, many hams don’t fix their own gear. Even some technicians are reluctant to play around with the subminiature surface-mount components found in modern rigs. Who can blame them?

Sooner or later, however, every piece of gear will need attention. So, if the thought of grabbing a toolbox and a digital multimeter is frightening, rest assured that there’s a lot of troubleshooting power in the “tool” between your ears. Nobody’s found anything better than common sense, especially when it comes to beating off Murphy.

When something goes wrong, eliminate the simplest possibility right away: Is the radio plugged in? Don’t laugh! As any professional technician can tell you, a lot of service calls could be avoided by covering the basics.

Beyond checking out the power cord, simply asking someone for advice is often a good way to solve a frustrating problem. Chances are good that one of your ham friends has had a similar encounter with Murphy and can probably suggest a reasonable cure. And don’t be afraid to ask for help. Two brains are almost always better than one.

When you have a problem with your rig, don’t be in a hurry to “open the hood” and look inside. There’s probably not going to be a big arrow pointing to the problem. You might spot a burned resistor or a loose wire, but you’re just as likely to break a wire in the process of getting the thing opened up. Sit back and analyze the problem before you dig in. What are the possible causes?

Your thoughts should go from general to specific. For example, if your rig is completely dead, don’t open it up and start testing the transistors in the speech processing circuit! Here are a few things for you to consider:

- Did the rig fail when you were using it, or was it dead when you tried to turn it on? If it’s dead today and it wasn’t yesterday, what’s different? Could someone have tweaked a control? Was there an overnight electrical storm? Extreme cold? Think! Analyze!

- If the failure occurred right in front of you, were there any obvious symptoms? Did you hear any crackling noises or see any sparks? Were there any strange smells? What exactly were you doing when the failure occurred?

- If it’s not a complete failure, can you localize the problem? Is it confined to one band? Do you use a different antenna on that band?

- If the rig’s completely dead, make sure there’s 120 Vac at the wall socket. A popped circuit breaker in the basement may be the culprit.

- Have you read the equipment manuals yet? You know—the ones nobody likes to read from cover to cover.

- Is your coax or feedline intact? There’s no chance of water contamination, is there? Are the connectors on right? (One subset of Murphy’s Law deals exclusively with connectors!)

- If you have two VFOs, are you switched to the right one? Many older rigs with outboard VFOs require a shorting plug if the secondary VFO is not connected. Read the fine print!

- Check the front panel. Is the squelch turned down? RF gain up? Is the preselector tuned correctly? Any problems here can make even the best receiver seem dead.

- How about your keyer? Some require different settings for tube and solid-state rigs. Again, read the manual.

- Make sure you’re not plugging your headphones into the microphone jack, and vice versa. Headphones always make lousy microphones!

- If your rig has tube finals, is the filament power on, or did you merely turn on the high voltage? You can’t get out that way!

- Trouble with your antenna tuner? Is the correct antenna attached? Is the antenna selector switch set correctly? If you’re using an internal balun or are matching open-wire feeders, many antenna tuners require an external jumper to function properly. Does yours?

Before Murphy Strikes

- When your rig is functioning properly, take a few minutes to make a chart of the front-panel control settings. When you have problems later, you can quickly compare settings. This is especially useful if you have children who like to “play” with your radios when you’re not around. (Make sure the power to such radios is disabled — for your children’s protection and yours.)

- Don’t skimp on labels. If you bring more than one feedline in from the outside, label them. If you build your own equipment, label the controls. You may remember what everything does today, but will you remember forever? Murphy loves poorly labeled boxes!

- Try to use standard connectors for RF, audio and power. Don’t use PL-259s for power connectors, and don’t use RCA jacks for RF. Sooner or later you’ll connect something improperly and Murphy will be right there.

All of these ideas may seem like common sense, but most of us have had to learn them the hard way. Believe me, when it comes to Murphy, a little prevention is worth a lot of troubleshooting!
**Tap into secret Shortwave Signals!**

Turn mysterious signals into exciting text messages with this new MFJ MultiReader™

**Easy to use, tune and read**

It's easy to use — just push a button to select modes and features from a menu.

It's easy to tune -- a precision tuning indicator makes tuning your receiver easy for best copy.

It's easy to read — the 2 line 16 character LCD display with contrast adjustment is mounted on a sloped front panel for easy reading.

**Copies most standard shifts and speeds.** Has MFJ AutoTrak™ Morse code speed tracking.

Use 12 VDC or use 110 VAC with MFJ-1312B AC adapter, $12.95. 5V/2x3/5.5x4 inches.

**No Matter What Guarantee**

You get MFJ's famous one year *No Matter What* unconditional guarantee. That means we will repair or replace your MFJ MultiReader™ (at our option) no matter what for a full year.

**Try it for 30 Days**

Order an MFJ-462B MultiReader™* from MFJ and try it in your own setup — compare it to any other product on the market regardless of price.

Then if you're not completely satisfied, simply return it within 30 days for a prompt and courteous refund (less shipping).

**Built this regenerative shortwave receiver kit and listen to shortwave signals from all over the world with just a 10 foot wire antenna.**

**Free MFJ Catalog**

*Write or Call tollfree...* 800-647-1800

**Nearest Dealer/Orders: 800-647-1800** Technical Help: 800-647-TECH (8324)

**1 year unconditional guarantee** <50 money back guarantee (less s/h) on orders from MFJ. FREE catalog with every order.

**MFJ ENTERPRISES, INC.**

Box 494, Miss., State 39762
(601) 323-5869; 8-4:30 CST, Mon.-Fri.

**WEB:** http://www.mfjenterprises.com

**MFJ**... makes quality affordable

Prices and specifications subject to change © MFJ Enterprises, Inc.
This listing is designed to help you hear more shortwave broadcasting stations. The list includes a variety of stations including international broadcasters beaming programs to North America, others to other parts of the world, as well as local and regional shortwave stations. Many of the transmissions listed here are not in English. Your ability to receive these stations will depend on time of day, time of year, your geographic location, highly variable propagation conditions and the receiving equipment used.

AA, FF, SS, GG, etc. are abbreviations for languages (Arabic, French, Spanish, German). Times given are in UTC, which is five hours ahead of EST, i.e. 0000 UT equals 7 p.m. EST, 6 p.m. CST, 4 p.m. PST.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UTC</th>
<th>Freq.</th>
<th>Station/Country</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>UTC</th>
<th>Freq.</th>
<th>Station/Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0000</td>
<td>5930</td>
<td>Radio Prague, Czech Republic</td>
<td></td>
<td>0315</td>
<td>7305</td>
<td>Vatican Radio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0000</td>
<td>7350</td>
<td>Voice of Russia</td>
<td></td>
<td>0330</td>
<td>9840</td>
<td>Radio Budapest, Hungary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0300</td>
<td>5013</td>
<td>Radio Cristal, Dominican Republic</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>0345</td>
<td>7340</td>
<td>Voice of America via Botswana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0300</td>
<td>5905</td>
<td>Radio Vilnius, Lithuania, via Germany</td>
<td></td>
<td>0400</td>
<td>4775</td>
<td>Trans World Radio, Swaziland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0300</td>
<td>6055</td>
<td>Voice of Islamic Republic of Iran</td>
<td></td>
<td>0400</td>
<td>4976</td>
<td>Radio Uganda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0300</td>
<td>7115</td>
<td>Radio Yugoslavia, Bosnia</td>
<td>EE/Serbian</td>
<td>0400</td>
<td>7385</td>
<td>RFPI, Costa Rica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0300</td>
<td>9022</td>
<td>Voice of Islamic Republic of Iran</td>
<td></td>
<td>0400</td>
<td>9730</td>
<td>China Radio Int'l, via French Guiana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0300</td>
<td>11905</td>
<td>Radio Thailand Int'l</td>
<td></td>
<td>0400</td>
<td>9745</td>
<td>HCJB, Ecuador</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0500</td>
<td>11800</td>
<td>RAI, Italy</td>
<td></td>
<td>0430</td>
<td>5060</td>
<td>Radio Nacional Progresso, Ecuador</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0500</td>
<td>4719</td>
<td>Radio Abaroa, Bolivia</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>0430</td>
<td>5077</td>
<td>Caracol Colombia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0500</td>
<td>4850</td>
<td>Radio Luz y Vida, Ecuador</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>0450</td>
<td>9770</td>
<td>VORGAN, Angola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0500</td>
<td>4955</td>
<td>Radio Nacional, Colombia</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>0500</td>
<td>3290</td>
<td>GBC-Voice of Guyana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0500</td>
<td>5030</td>
<td>Radio Rebelde, Cuba</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>0500</td>
<td>7300</td>
<td>Voice of Turkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0500</td>
<td>5930</td>
<td>Radio Bulgaria</td>
<td></td>
<td>0500</td>
<td>9570</td>
<td>Radio Portugal Int'l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0600</td>
<td>3200</td>
<td>Trans World Radio, Swaziland</td>
<td>vern.</td>
<td>0530</td>
<td>9725</td>
<td>Adventist World Radio, Costa Rica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0600</td>
<td>4820</td>
<td>La Voz Evangélica, Honduras</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>0540</td>
<td>9770</td>
<td>VORGAN, Angola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0600</td>
<td>4830</td>
<td>Radio Tachira, Venezuela</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>0550</td>
<td>3290</td>
<td>GBC-Voice of Guyana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0600</td>
<td>4835</td>
<td>Radio Tzululutan, Guatemala</td>
<td>SS/vern</td>
<td>0550</td>
<td>9835</td>
<td>NHK-Radio Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0600</td>
<td>4840</td>
<td>Radio Amazonas, Venezuela</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>0550</td>
<td>9905</td>
<td>Swiss Radio Int'l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0600</td>
<td>4885</td>
<td>Radio Clube do Para, Brazil</td>
<td>PP</td>
<td>0550</td>
<td>6250</td>
<td>Radio Nacional, Equatorial Guinea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0600</td>
<td>5055</td>
<td>TFC/Faro del Caribe, Costa Rica</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>0550</td>
<td>6900</td>
<td>Voice of Meteorology, Turkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0600</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>Radio Havana Cuba</td>
<td></td>
<td>0550</td>
<td>3366</td>
<td>Ghana Broadcasting Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0600</td>
<td>6120</td>
<td>Croatian Radio</td>
<td></td>
<td>0580</td>
<td>11710</td>
<td>RAE, Argentina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0600</td>
<td>9510</td>
<td>Radio Romania Int'l</td>
<td></td>
<td>0645</td>
<td>4980</td>
<td>Voice of Greece via VOA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0600</td>
<td>9580</td>
<td>Voice of Russia</td>
<td></td>
<td>0650</td>
<td>6015</td>
<td>Radio Kiribati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0600</td>
<td>9645</td>
<td>Radio Bandeirantes, Brazil</td>
<td>PP</td>
<td>0660</td>
<td>9810</td>
<td>Radio Kiribati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0600</td>
<td>9645</td>
<td>Radio Bandeirantes, Brazil</td>
<td>PP</td>
<td>0660</td>
<td>9935</td>
<td>RS Macedonia, Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0600</td>
<td>9645</td>
<td>Radio Bandeirantes, Brazil</td>
<td>PP</td>
<td>0660</td>
<td>3400</td>
<td>Star Radio, Liberia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0600</td>
<td>9645</td>
<td>Radio Bandeirantes, Brazil</td>
<td>PP</td>
<td>0660</td>
<td>6015</td>
<td>Radio Austria Int' via Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0600</td>
<td>9645</td>
<td>Radio Bandeirantes, Brazil</td>
<td>PP</td>
<td>0660</td>
<td>6115</td>
<td>Radio Union, Peru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0600</td>
<td>9645</td>
<td>Radio Bandeirantes, Brazil</td>
<td>PP</td>
<td>0660</td>
<td>6270</td>
<td>Adventist World Radio, Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0600</td>
<td>9645</td>
<td>Radio Bandeirantes, Brazil</td>
<td>PP</td>
<td>0660</td>
<td>4960</td>
<td>Radio Vanuatu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTC</td>
<td>Freq.</td>
<td>Station/Country</td>
<td>Notes</td>
<td>UTC</td>
<td>Freq.</td>
<td>Station/Country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0700</td>
<td>5020</td>
<td>Solomon Is. Broadcasting Corp.</td>
<td></td>
<td>1430</td>
<td>9640</td>
<td>Radio Canada Intl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0700</td>
<td>9956</td>
<td>KHBN, Palau</td>
<td></td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>9415</td>
<td>Radio Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0730</td>
<td>6040</td>
<td>Radio Clube Paranaense, Brazil</td>
<td>PP</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>9430</td>
<td>Trans World Radio, Guam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0800</td>
<td>4755</td>
<td>Radio Educadora Rural, Brazil</td>
<td>PP</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>9535</td>
<td>NHK-Radio Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0800</td>
<td>5950</td>
<td>GBC-Voice of Guyana</td>
<td></td>
<td>1550</td>
<td>11640</td>
<td>Vatican Radio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0800</td>
<td>6070</td>
<td>CRFX, Canada</td>
<td></td>
<td>15600</td>
<td>11570</td>
<td>Radio Pakistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0900</td>
<td>9700</td>
<td>Radio New Zealand Int'l</td>
<td></td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>9810</td>
<td>Radio New Zealand Int'l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0900</td>
<td>1520</td>
<td>Radio Finland Int'l</td>
<td></td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>11615</td>
<td>Radio France Int'l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0930</td>
<td>6064</td>
<td>Colmundo Bogota, Colombia</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>13630</td>
<td>UAE Radio TV, Dubai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>3251</td>
<td>Radio Comas, Peru</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>13750</td>
<td>Adventist World Radio, Costa Rica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>3280</td>
<td>La Voz del Napo, Ecuador</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>9810</td>
<td>Far East Bct. Assn., Seychelles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>4790</td>
<td>Radio Atlantisa, Peru</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>9955</td>
<td>WRMI, Miami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>4840</td>
<td>Radio Andahuaylas, Peru</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>1730</td>
<td>11680</td>
<td>Radio Vlanderen Int'l, Belgium, via Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>5629</td>
<td>Radio Ilican, Peru</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>13650</td>
<td>Radio Canada Int'l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1030</td>
<td>4460</td>
<td>Radio Norandina, Peru</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>1830</td>
<td>9200</td>
<td>Radio Omdurman, Sudan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1030</td>
<td>5025</td>
<td>Radio Quillabamba, Peru</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>1830</td>
<td>9510</td>
<td>Trans World Radio, South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100</td>
<td>3315</td>
<td>Radio Manus, Admiralty Is,</td>
<td></td>
<td>1830</td>
<td>9580</td>
<td>Africa Number One, Gabon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Papua New Guinea</td>
<td></td>
<td>1830</td>
<td>11810</td>
<td>Detutsche Welle, Germany, via Rwanda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1830</td>
<td>15244</td>
<td>La Voix du Congo, Dem. Rep. of the Congo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100</td>
<td>3925</td>
<td>Radio Tampa, Japan</td>
<td>JJ</td>
<td>1850</td>
<td>9260</td>
<td>Icelandic State Broadcasting Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100</td>
<td>4860</td>
<td>Radio Federacion, Ecuador</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100</td>
<td>6570</td>
<td>Defense Forces Br. Stn, Myanmar</td>
<td>Burmese</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100</td>
<td>11787</td>
<td>Radio Iraq Int'l</td>
<td>AA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100</td>
<td>15115</td>
<td>HCJB, Ecuador</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1130</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>Radio Republik Indonesia, Kendari</td>
<td>II</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1130</td>
<td>7420</td>
<td>Trans World Radio, via Russia</td>
<td>various</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>4753</td>
<td>Radio Republic Indonesia, Ujung Pandang</td>
<td>II</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>4890</td>
<td>NBC, Papua New Guinea</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>5005</td>
<td>Radio Malaysia, Sarawak</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>6950</td>
<td>China Radio Int'l</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>7285</td>
<td>Radio Korea Int'l</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>9660</td>
<td>Voice of the Mediterranean, via Italy</td>
<td>AA/EE/II</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>9715</td>
<td>Radio Tashkent, Uzbekistan</td>
<td>Khmer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>9805</td>
<td>Radio France Int'l</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>11904</td>
<td>National Voice of Cambodia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1230</td>
<td>6120</td>
<td>NHK-Radio Japan, via Canada</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1230</td>
<td>7215</td>
<td>UAE Radio, Abu Dhabi</td>
<td>AA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1230</td>
<td>9865</td>
<td>Radio Thailand Int'l</td>
<td>LSB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1230</td>
<td>9930</td>
<td>Radio Free Asia via KWHR, Hawaii</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1230</td>
<td>11650</td>
<td>Radio Sweden</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1230</td>
<td>11755</td>
<td>.LE, Radio Finland Int'l</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1230</td>
<td>15240</td>
<td>Ra. tio Sweden</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1300</td>
<td>5050</td>
<td>All-vida Radio</td>
<td>Hindi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1300</td>
<td>5260</td>
<td>Kazan'h Radio, Kazakhstan</td>
<td>Kazakh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1300</td>
<td>7265</td>
<td>Radio &quot;ritas Asia, Philippines</td>
<td>Vietnamese</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1300</td>
<td>7285</td>
<td>Radio Kc.'ea Int'l</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1300</td>
<td>9500</td>
<td>Radio Aus. alia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1300</td>
<td>9515</td>
<td>BBC via can'da</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1300</td>
<td>11660</td>
<td>Radio Austral.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1300</td>
<td>11740</td>
<td>Vatican Radio</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1300</td>
<td>11815</td>
<td>Polish Radio, Poi. nd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1300</td>
<td>15220</td>
<td>BBC, via WYFR</td>
<td>USB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1300</td>
<td>21455</td>
<td>HCJB, Ecuador</td>
<td>USB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1330</td>
<td>9580</td>
<td>Radio Australia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1330</td>
<td>12105</td>
<td>Voice of Greece</td>
<td>GG/EE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1330</td>
<td>13730</td>
<td>Radio Austria Int'l</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400</td>
<td>7200</td>
<td>NHK-Radio Japan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400</td>
<td>9565</td>
<td>Radio Republik Indonesia,</td>
<td>II</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400</td>
<td>9630</td>
<td>Radio Exterior de Espana, Sp.'n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400</td>
<td>11690</td>
<td>Radio Jordan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400</td>
<td>13800</td>
<td>Radio Norway</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400</td>
<td>15565</td>
<td>BBC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1430</td>
<td>7400</td>
<td>Adventist World Radio, Guam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Radio Free Euphoria, 6955 USB heard at 0320 with special program. Also at 1525 and 2336. (Lee Silvi, OH) 2330 with talk of and songs about pot. (William T. Hassig, IL)

Radio Free Speech, 6955 at 1339. Also 1525. (Silvi, OH) 1420 to 1448 close. (Jerry Coatsworth, ON) 1535 sign on with "Bill O' Rights" hosting & plugs for pirate publications. (George Zeller, OH — welcome, George! — Editor)

Radio Metallicia Worldwide, 6955 at 1530 with Dr. Tornado calling himself "Sr. El Nino." (Dean Burgess, MA) 6952.8v at 2356 opening with "In the Tornado with YL "Jade" in studio and "Sr. El Nino." (Dean Burgess, MA)

Radio Free Euphoria, 6955 at 0115 and 6958.7v at 0205. (Hassig, IL) Take It to the Limit Radio, 6955 USB at 0300 with DJ "Don Pardo" electronically altered voice. Talk radio recordings. Also at 2255 with rock and country. (Hassig, IL)

Take It Easy Radio, 6955 USB at 1000. QSL via Belfast address. (Hassig, IL) 2010 with hard rock, comedy, talk about other pirates, blues and talk about politics (including the Tazuni Privacy bill). Off at 2113. (Dave Jeffer, NY)

Partial India Radio, 6955 USB at 0317 with letters. Also at 1639, possible Unshackled program (Coatsworth, ON) 1617 to 1659 close with DX banter between Sanjay and Harold Krishna. Stoneham address. (Zeller, OH) 1618 with Beavis and Butthead clips. (Burgess,
MA) Anteater Radio, 6955 USB at 0550 with short program, then a short QS. (Coatsworth, ON)

Radio Eclipse, 6954.8 at 1552 to 1602 sign off. Steve Stein with music and hells to specific pirate stations. Also on 6953v at 1537, probably via Metallica transmitter. (Zeller, OH) 2300 with a tribute to Take It Easy Radio, on top of Radio Azteca. Another day at 0205 with a repeat show. (Hassig, IL) 1430 with Captain No-Beard. (Coatsworth, ON) 2144 with news items and rock. Providence address given. (Jeffery, NY) 1543. (Jenkins, WV)

He Man Radio, 6955 USB at 1706 to 1711 sign off. He Man gives IDs while He Man Jr. plays terrible piano music in background. Off suddenly. (Zeller, OH) 2105 to 2136 off with music and letters. (Coatsworth, ON) 2116 to 2146 off. Blue Ridge Summit address. (Jeffery, NY)

One Voice Radio, 6955 USB at 1813 with replies to letters. The host called himself "Joe." (Jenkins, WV) 2330 with talk on health topics, chocolate "high." Was on top of Radio Euphoria. (Hassig, IL) 1621 with usual program of info from various magazines and journals. Also at 2830. (Silvi, OH)

Voice of Communism, 6955 at 1700 with music from '60s and '70s TV shows. Hard to copy. (Coatsworth, ON) 1542 sign on to past 1624. Clever old Radio Moscow parody, complete with exaggerated echo effect in voices just like the old USSR transmitters. (Zeller, OH)

Friday Radio, 6955 at 2150 with hard rock. Tinny audio. QSL via Providence. (Hassig, IL)

Radio Nonsense, 6955 USB at 0010 with Twilight Zone stuff. Different date at 2337. DJ Joe Mama? (Hassig, IL) 0020 to 0030. (Silvi, OH) 0001 to 0033 with Beavis and Butthead. (Coatsworth, ON)

Radio Azteca, 6955 USB at 2300 with usual program; clobbered by Radio Eclipse. Also at 0242. Program 27 (?) with rock and Bullwinkle music. (Hassig, IL) Separate days at 2223 and 0137 but faded after 20 minutes or so. (Silvi, OH) 1419 to 1435 sign off with Bram Stoker wondering what it's like in hell. (Coatsworth, ON) 2042 with funny news items, top 10 all-time joke punch lines. (Jeffery, NY)

Voice of Shortwave Radio, 6955 USB at 1820 with hard rock, Blue Ridge Summit address. (Jeffery, NY) 0430 with tape about radio bands, raps version of "Gilligan's Island" theme. (Hassig, IL)

Hotel California Shortwave, 6955 USB at 1825 with ID, "Hotel California" IS, rock, parodies. Providence address. Off at 1925. (Jeffery, NY)

WQSL, 6955 USB at 2247 with usual slogan of "the verification station." Belfast address. (Zeller, OH) 1441 over Howard Stern Experience before moving to 6960 where it had splattered from Radio Metallica. (Coatsworth, ON)

Voice of Indigestion, 6955 USB at 1500 to 1528 close, songs and novelty ads, talk by a hard-to-copy computer vox. Belfast address. (Zeller, OH)

Radio Freedom, 6955 at 1730. Test announcements and songs. (Silvi, OH)

Up Against the Wall Radio, 6955 USB heard at 1627. (Jenkins, WV) 2221 signing on with a klaxon horn sound effect. (Hassig, IL)

Reeder Madness Radio, 6955 USB heard at 1455. Host said he was Harry N. Swinger, Jr. pro-pot advocate, but acted like he was against it. (Jenkins, WV) 0251. (Silvi, OH)

Howard Stern Experience, 6955 USB at 1436 with tape of Stern program. Over WQSL and covered by Metallica at

(Continued on page 77)
Back in January we told Optoscan 456 owners about the Tape Pause Adapter that’s required to use the OS-456 safely with a tape recorder to control start and stop of the recording function. It’s a great device, and we told you that Optoelectronics will give you one for free, which they will, but they do have to charge shipping and handling. Sure can’t blame them for that. Sorry about any misunderstandings that this may have caused.

Acronyms always make you sound smart. Like you’re in the know, so to speak. But they have a way of coming back to haunt you, too. It’s very easy for us to get caught up in the “lingo” and forget what it is we’re trying to accomplish. One of my favorites is “PCMCIA” (People Can’t Memorize Computer Industry Acronyms). I invented “ASP” so that we could be part of the in-club too... no sense in the computer nerds having all the fun.

Your scanner is a radio receiver. That shouldn’t surprise anyone, but it does get forgotten as we start looking at the myriad of information that is published on various models. What we want the radio to do is receive signals that are coming through the air, process them in some fashion and turn that into audio that’s not too harsh on the ears. Right? So what we need to know is what specifications make for a really good radio, versus features and other hype that goes along with marketing scanners and other receivers.

The basic function of the radio is to pull a signal out of the air, convert it down from radio frequency energy to something manageable by the internal circuitry of the unit, and finally, extract the audio. Simple. Analog — at least mostly. There might be some digital control over the frequency the unit is tuned to at any given time, but that’s about it.

Some older units like this B-6 could have excellent specs because they were crystal controlled and only had to operate in a narrow band. It’s more challenging for the broadband receivers of today to maintain performance over the wide range of frequencies that we listen to nowadays. In the early days of the programmable receiver, selectivity wasn’t much of a concern...there wasn’t any.

Scanner specs are the most important part of choosing a new scanner. Or at least some folks would make you feel that way. In reality, detailed specifications are not available on most consumer grade scanners, and the ones that are can be misleading. My advice is to look at scanner specs if you’re interested, but let your ears make the decision about what radio works best for you.

Having said that, if you’re not interested in what all that stuff means, you can stop reading here and we’ll see you next month. However, if you’re curious about what all those numbers refer to, and just what your receiver is up to, keep reading.

So what’s all the hype? Well, it turns out, of course, that there are a multitude of ways to get the signal decoded and out the speaker, with slightly different results based on the choices of the designer. By choosing slightly different components in the design of the circuitry, there can be a major impact on the performance of the overall receiver, or a major impact on the cost of manufacture, which has a major bearing on most of the component and design choices that are selected.

The specifications are a way of measuring and calibrating how successfully a radio can achieve the objective of extracting signals from the ether. But the problem is that all specs are not created equal. The specifications of one manufacturer may or may not be based on the same criteria as another, and therein lies the real problem with using specs to make any kind of comparison between consumer receivers. To make things worse, some specs (like filters in particular) may be published as the specs of the original component manufacturer based on the stand-alone component, not how it performs in the circuitry of your radio. Depending on how the surrounding electronics are configured, there may or may not be any relevance to the original manufacturer specs.

There are, however, some basics of receiver operations and specifications that are useful to understand. Once you have a feel for what the radio is up to, it can help in reading specifications, if you can get them, or in evaluating by ear any radio that you may be considering. Of course, you won’t be able to get any
detailed information or detect slight variances by ear, but ultimately it's how the receiver works that is important. If you can get detailed specs, great. By all means, use them as a tool to help with your evaluation of the radio.

Antenna Crowding

If you think about it for a second, your antenna is the gateway to the whole process. Lots of radio energy is arriving at the antenna all the time. Some is from the VHF/UHF public safety channels that we want to hear, but a lot from other sources as well. The AM and FM broadcasters in town are putting out fairly strong signals that arrive at your antenna, too. Of course, it's up to the receiver to pick out what we want to hear and ignore the rest, but this can be a major accomplishment, especially if you're in an area of dense RF with lots of strong signals to sort through.

Your antenna is actually the first line of defense. We make scanner antennas so that they are more sensitive to the frequencies that we want to hear. So, hopefully, it will also be less sensitive to the frequencies we don't want to hear and less likely to pass those signals on to the receiver. Depending on the antenna, however, this may not always be exactly the case. Many of us use discones precisely because they perform over a broad frequency range and allow us to listen to lots of signals in the different bands. Guess what? That same discone is also passing energy you don't want going into your receiver, precisely because it's so broad banded. The antenna can't tell what's going on at the antenna all the time. Some is from the rest, but this can be a major accomplishment, especially if you're in an area of dense RF with lots of strong signals to sort through.

How Many Conversions Does It Take To Receive A Signal?

One of the main specifications you'll see discussed regarding scanners is the notion of double conversion or triple conversion reception. This isn't really a "specification," but rather a short summary of how the receiver is built. It can be pretty important in certain circumstances, but there's a lot of confusion. Let's take just a minute (OK, half a coll...
Unfortunately, making the filter too narrow also results in a dramatic reduction in audio fidelity, so sometimes you have to accept compromise. Here's a filter with a better "shape factor." Notice how the lower frequency signal is now outside the "passband" of the new filter. Unfortunately, making the filter too narrow also results in a dramatic reduction in audio fidelity, so sometimes you have to accept compromise.
of why bother with triple conversion is that the more stages of mixing and filtering the signal is put through, the more likely it is that the image frequency will be eliminated before the audio is extracted. If the math works, it is still possible for stray frequencies to enter the triple conversion receiver at various points and make it through, but it is much less likely. Of course, triple conversion means more parts, and therefore more cost in the manufacture of the receiver.

Having said all that, and having outlined the basics of the design, we can now begin to understand a little bit more of where these specifications come from. They are all just measurements of how effectively the receiver is doing the jobs that were outlined above.

The Big Three

How well can it pull the signals out of the air? This is probably the most basic question that we can ask, and the measurement for this is sensitivity. Sensitivity is usually expressed as so many microvolts (millions of a volt of signal at the antenna terminal). Most modern scanners have no problem in the sensitivity range. In fact, quite the opposite can be true, particularly in metropolitan areas. A radio that is too sensitive (if there is such a thing) can be prone to interference if the other circuitry in the receiver can’t process the signals correctly.

Can It Pick Out Just One Signal?

This is selectivity, and it probably causes more problems than sensitivity for most of us. Selectivity is the ability of the receiver to pick out just one signal that we are interested in from all of those that are arriving at the antenna at once. Selectivity is largely a function of the IF filters. Frequently, you’ll see a specification for the width of the filters, or the shape factor.

The job of the filter is to allow the signals that we’re interested in to pass on to the next stage of the receiver, but to block any signals outside of that range. Filters have a certain “bandwidth,” which specifies the range of frequencies that will be passed through them. If you’re listening to normal FM broadcast signals, that filter needs to be about 150 kHz wide. In that same width with narrow band FM commonly used in two-way radio transmission, 10 signals would fit. So we need a narrower filter to pick out the one of the 10 that we’re interested in hearing. A filter of about 15 kHz is more appropriate in this case.

The reality is that filters are not on/off switches that can stop a certain frequency signal, but allow one just a few hertz higher to pass through. Digital signal processing shows some promise for being able to do this, and the Watkins Johnson shortwave receiver is an excellent example of this technology implemented in a receiver. However, for scanners, we’re still using analog systems. And analog filters are not nearly as selective.

Most analog filters have a shape that looks more like a triangle on each end of the desired box shape we discussed before. Signals that are very strong can get through the filter even at some distance away in frequency. The measure of how sloped the lines are is called shape factor, and the closer to 1:1 the shape factor is, the better the filter.

Dynamic Range: How Versatile Is The Receiver?

Dynamic range is the weakest signal the radio can process versus the strongest signal the radio can process, expressed as a ratio. In reality, you’ll probably never see it published. Most manufacturers don’t publish a dynamic range figure because most of these figures are relatively poor. The range of signals a scanner can encounter over the range of frequencies it covers is quite extensive.

Very weak signals can tax the ability of the amplifiers to even detect the signal, and then the circuitry must pull that signal out of the noise. Very strong signals can lead to overloading, which can make signals appear in places where they don’t exist. It can also cause the receiver to shut down its amplifier circuitry so that weaker signals are lost, or cause distortion somewhere in the process that leads to noise coming through the speaker that you can’t understand. Of course, none of these is a good thing. Metropolitan listeners are more likely to have problems at this end than at the other.

That’s it. Those three specifications will tell you more about the makeup of a receiver than any of the rest of the gobbledygook that you are likely to encounter. This is not to say that some of the other specs aren’t relevant, but they tend to be more like gravy than essential specs. Pay attention to frequency coverage, number of memories, audio output and those things that you can touch and feel. There is merit to looking at the specifications if you can get them, but the numbers won’t tell you nearly as much as a few minutes with the receiver listening to the frequencies you want to hear. Good luck!

Your Input Needed!

We’re always looking for your input. After all, “ScanTech” is your column. I still need pictures of your shack for our upcoming article on putting a shack together, but I’d also like any other pictures you might have of scanner-related topics. And, of course, your questions are always welcome via e-mail or through the post office. See you next month!
Three Great New Radios!

Every once in a while, I get a letter from one of the many folks who have been involved in CB for a long time who says something like this, "Ya know, they just don't make 'em like they used to. Those Brownings and Trams were just terrific."

In some ways, I have to agree; those Brownings and Trams were terrific. And they don't make 'em like they used to — in a lot of ways, they make 'em better than CBers even five years ago would have dreamed about.

Right now, it seems there are three companies — in alphabetical order, Cherokee, Cobra, and Midland — competing to see who can come up with the most innovative new CB technology. So this month, we'll review one radio from each of the companies: a base station from Cherokee, a mobile rig from Cobra, and a hybrid CB from Midland. Each is very different from the others, yet each is terrific in its own right.

Cherokee's CBS-500 AM Base Station

The Cherokee CBS-500 is a 40-channel, AM-only base station that delivers a whole lot of radio in an attractive package for the person who wants to get started in base station operation.

The front panel is molded out of an attractive gray plastic. The entire case measures just under three inches high, just over 11 inches wide and 8.25 inches deep. At the upper left corner, there is a rocker-style on/off switch; below that, a headphone jack, and beneath that, a 4-pin connector for the standard hand microphone. To the right of that, a small (approximately two-inch diameter) front-firing speaker provides audio.

Almost in the center of the front panel is a signal strength/power output meter, and under that are four buttons: one for instant channel 9 or 19, another for activating dual-watch or decreasing power for local conversation, another for activating the automatic noise limiter and noise blanker, and a fourth button for controlling scanning or memory scanning.

Full use of these four buttons is enabled by a pair of additional buttons — the FUNCTION button and the ML/MS button — located between the signal strength/power output meter and the CBS-500's liquid crystal display. Here's how it works: press the No. 3 button, and you turn on the automatic noise limiter, but press the FUNCTION button first and then the No. 3 button, and you turn on the Noise Blanker. Each of the buttons has a secondary feature that is activated by the FUNCTION button.

If you press the FUNCTION and ML/MS buttons, you can store the currently selected channel in any of the four memory presets; just press the 1, 2, 3, or 4 button to make your selection. If you want to recall a memory preset, poke the ML/MS button and then the 1, 2, 3, or 4 button.

At the upper right of the CBS-500's front panel is an LCD information center that displays frequency, channel number, plus indicators for function mode, scan, dual-watch, noise blanker, automatic noise limiter, memory store, memory retrieval, and transmit.

Underneath the LCD are four knobs: volume control, squelch control, RF gain, and a rotary channel selector. The first three each have a blue dot on the front surface that makes it easy to tell at a glance where the control is set.

On the back panel is a power cord, an antenna connector, a socket for connecting to DC power and a jack for an external speaker. That's it. This radio has a really simple control set: just four knobs, six buttons, and an on/off switch.

There were two features that I particularly liked. One was the ability to scan all 40 CB channels by simply squelching out the noise and pressing the SCN/MSCN (scan) button. The CBS-500 then scans the channels until it finds one with a signal strong enough to break the squelch. It then hangs on that channel until the signal drops below the squelch threshold, at which point the scan resumes. If you want to scan the memory channels — you guessed it — you press the FUNCTION button, then the SCN/MSCN button.

A second cool feature is not documented in the operating instructions: if you press the channel 9 button, you go instantly to channel 9. Turn the channel selector knob one click to the right and...
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Cobra's 29 WX ST

The Cobra 29 is the quintessential trucker's radio. Big (8 5/8" deep x 7 9/32" wide x 1 13/64" high), beefy, the 29 is built to withstand the rigors of long-haul travel in a big rig. What's more, Cobra is famous for delivering clear, crisp audio on both transmit and receive. Check out the CB on any 18-wheeler, and there's a good chance you'll find a Cobra ready to provide communications on the open road.

With the 29 WX ST, the folks at Cobra Electronics have taken the trucker's classic and made it even better. Along the bottom of the front panel, there's a front-mounted four-pin microphone connector with a heavy-duty dynamic microphone. Next to that, is a pair of concentric knobs; the inner knob controls On/Off and volume, the outer knob sets the squelch. Then you'll find another pair of concentric knobs for adjusting microphone gain and receive gain. Next, a Delta Tune knob can be used to fine tune stations that are slightly off frequency.

To the right, another knob is used to select any of seven NOAA weather channels or to turn off the weather alert function. The SWR CAL knob allows exact calibration of the SWR meter, and the last knob in the row is the channel selector.

Immediately above the channel selector is a large green digital channel indicator, which I found easy to read day or night. To the left of that is a pair of indicator lights: one turns red when the SoundTracker system is on, the other turns green when receiving, red when transmitting. Beneath these two indicators is a button for activating the SoundTracker.

Cobra's claim is that the SoundTracker "cuts static coming in . . . adds punch going out." I can testify that it does both. Under certain conditions — at medium range in particular — I got reports that pushing the SoundTracker button boosted audio punch on transmit. And on receive, it sometimes made the receiver so quiet that I couldn't tell if the squelch was on or not. Now, that's quiet!

To the left of the SoundTracker button is a row of five switches; one for instant channel 9/19, another for selecting between CB and weather functions, a CB/PA switch, a switch for the automatic noise limiter/noise blanker functions, and a switch for controlling the functions of the meter, including transmitted and received signal strength, SWR measurement, and SWR calibration. The meter indicates power output, received signal strength, and SWR readings.

The Cobra 29 WX ST also has a weather alert function. If the weather channel selector knob is tuned to an NOAA weather radio channel that is active in a particular area, and if the Weather Service issues a severe weather alert, the alert function will sound even if the radio is turned off. So if you're booking down the road, singing along with the Eagles' greatest hits and unconcerned about those dark clouds in front of you, a squawk from the weather alert will remind you to turn on the 29 WX ST and listen to the weather bulletin. Of course, you can defeat the alert function by simply turning the weather channel selector to OFF.

Ultimately, what really sets the Cobra 29 WX ST apart is its crisp clear audio on transmit and receive. No wonder it's the number one choice of professional drivers. If you need a radio for your long hours behind the wheel, at $199.95 suggested retail price, the Cobra 29 WX ST is a great choice.

Midland's Innovative Model 75-822

Midland Consumer Radio, you'll remember, is the company that brought out that terrific model 79-290 mobile AM/SSB transceiver that also has 10 weather channels. In doing so, they made their mark as an innovative CB company. Now they've come up with what I think might be the perfect rig for the "casual" CB user — the model 75-822.

But first, who is the casual CB user? Well, somebody like my brother-in-law, a guy who isn't a big-time CBER but who wants to have one in his car for occasional on-the-road communication. He goes camping a lot, so he might want to have
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The ASTATIC EchoMax 2000 is the next generation base station CB microphone with microprocessor controlled digital echo.

EchoMax 2000 features an ASTATIC exclusive we call "Slapback Echo." Slapback provides you with an entirely new range of unique sounds... ranging from a "duet" effect to the sound of an announcer at a major league baseball stadium.

EchoMax 2000 also features master gain control, heavy-duty steel construction, two digitally synthesized ETS tones, and dual relays which eliminate annoying receiver "pop."

The affordable EchoMax 2000 is made in the U.S.A. by Astatic, leaders in CB microphone technology, and comes with a one year limited warranty.

Contact your local Astatic Dealer today!
To find the Astatic Dealer nearest to you, call 1-440-593-1111.

CIRCLE 160 ON READER SERVICE CARD
The radio hobby lends itself to more uses than just passive listening. It can be applied very well for getting active in volunteerism.

It would seem that communicating is essential during times of emergency and disasters. Radio users are sought at that point to volunteer because of their skills and abilities. Volunteer radio groups use the Internet to advertise themselves and attract new members. The variety of radio uses in volunteering include SKYWARN programs, Search & Rescue, missing persons, Health & Welfare reports after disasters, and highway safety.

If someone were looking for a volunteer group to join, searching the Internet would be an easy way to check into what's available. I used the search engines of Yahoo, Alta Vista, and Excite. With "volunteer radio" as my criteria.

One of the first Web pages I checked out was <http://acs.oes.ca.gov/other.htm> which is the Auxiliary Communications Service for the State of California. The Affiliated Organizations they list include the Web pages for each organization. They list Radio Emergency Communications Teams (REACT), Civil Air Patrol, Amateur Radio Emergency Service (ARES), Radio Amateurs in Civil Emergency Service (RACES), and the Military Affiliate Radio System (MARS). Contacting any of these groups is one way to get started as a radio volunteer. You can go to the home pages of each organization to learn more about what each does and to see if you'd be interested in joining. You can then leave an e-mail message for them to contact you with more information.

**ARES Groups**

I found St. Charles County Amateur Radio Emergency Service at <http://www.win.org/county/depts/emergent/scceg275s.htm>. In St. Charles County, radio amateurs are organized, meet, and train on a routine basis to help in major emergencies, such as the Great Flood of 1993. The group is a branch of ARES and serves St. Charles County in Illinois.

Another ARES group can be found in Mason County in Washington. Their Web page can be found at <http://mobiradio.com/ares/about.htm>. This group is also affiliated with RACES. With a RACES membership, a licensed amateur radio operator will be provided with State liability insurance when he or she responds to an authorized mission. This group offers various training listed on their "Training" link and includes Basic Operator Training, EVAP Training, First Aid Classes, ICS Training, EOC Training Strike Team, Map Reading, Message Handling, HAZMAT, Net Control Station, and VE Testing.

The Midlands Amateur Radio Emergency Service (MARES) in Douglas County, Nebraska, is also an ARES/RACES organization. Their membership provides assistance to counties around the Omaha metro area and their coverage includes, in addition to Douglas County, the counties of Dodge, Sarpy, Saunders, and Washington, as well as Western Pottawattamie in Iowa. MARES will also provide communications for special events, such as parades, foot or bicycle races, etc., whenever appropriate, for the purpose of training and enhancing the communications skills of its members. The MARES group holds a Sunday night net that meets on the 146.940 KOUSA repeater at 0200 UTC, and the members are expected to make a commitment to participate in the net and in the meetings and activities as often as possible.

**Weather And Radios**

Do you have an interest in weather as well as radios? How about becoming a SKYWARN Storm Spotter? Almost every National Weather Service office has a volunteer spotter program. You can check out the Web page of the San Angelo, Texas, organization at <http://www.srh.noaa.gov/FTPROOT/SJT/HTML/Preparedness/spotting.html>. They provide training sessions in late winter and occasionally in the fall. It's the first step to becoming a SKYWARN spotter. The San Angelo spotter organization uses amateur radio and General Mobile Radio Service (GMRS) frequencies that are operated by REACT.

**Outside The U.S.?**

For those readers outside the United States, there are also volunteer radio groups in Canada. One can be found at <http://www.rac.ca/index.htm>, which is the Radio Amateurs of Canada. Another Canadian radio group can be found at <http://www.igs.net/~gamble/index.htm>. This is the Emergency Measures Radio Group (EMRG), which is made up of Federally licensed radio operators located in the Ottawa-Carleton region. EMRG members are either licensed amateur radio operators, Civil Emergency Service (CES) volunteers, or other radio enthusiasts who have some level of radio experience and are active in volunteerism.
radio operators or are members of the licensed XM49 Emergency Radio Squadron. EMRG acts as the interface between the amateur radio and XM49 communities in Ottawa-Carleton and the Regional Municipality of Ottawa Carleton (RMOC) Emergency Measures Unit (EMU). As an organization, EMRG provides three main functions:

- Organizational structure for contacting volunteers
- Training of volunteers
- Advanced planning for emergencies:
  a. Frequencies to use, operating locations, procedures
  b. Identification of locations which could benefit from permanent equipment, such as an outside antenna at a hospital or remote fire station.

For something completely different, check out Macquarie University’s Amateur Radio/Internet Gateway at <http://marconi.mpce.mq.edu.au/>.

Macquarie University in Sydney has combined amateur radio and the Internet to help create an emergency network of communication. The VK2GMU radio “tower” Internet/Packet gateway can play as an emergency link for WICEN to other parts of the city and state.

**Why Not Start Your Own Organization!**

I’m sure there are even more opportunities to find a group to join if you are interested in “volunteering your hobby.” If there isn’t a group near you, there is always the possibility of starting your own field organization or team. Very rarely will communities turn away skilled and trained volunteers who wish to help keep their area safe and secure.

Until next time, happy clicking — and don’t forget to let us know about any interesting radio Web sites you’ve found.
Computers attached to the Internet can emulate radios via software that lets you hear audio and sometimes see video from places that can be near or far from your location. Ordinary radio reception has always been dependent upon the signals transmitted reaching your receiver. These signals are sometimes blocked by the terrain or poor propagation. Sometimes the signals reach you, but they suffer from poor quality due to natural and man-made noise, in addition to a weakening with distance.

When computers emulate a radio, the medium that transports the information normally carried by the transmitter's RF is a telecommunications network. The program content is digitized at the source, and a network, like the Internet, carries the data. Your computer needs to have a connection to the network, which is most commonly via a normal telephone line and modem. You also need to have the software required to convert the digitized data back into sound and video, a soundcard, and some speakers or headphones to create the sound. Some software will also support sending sound and video if your system also has a microphone and/or camera attached.

The quality of the audio and video depends on many things, but most critical is the amount of bandwidth, or, in other words, the speed at which you can send and transmit data to the network. A 14.4 modem is typically the minimum needed to listen to audio, and, at that rate, audio quality will be similar to an AM radio broadcast. Faster modems, such as 28.8 and 33.6, will support audio broadcasts at a higher rate and sound quality is much better, sometimes in stereo. This isn’t quite as good as what you’re used to hearing on your FM stereo, but it’s certainly pleasant listening. This is also the slowest speed that will work with video, but the screen will be small and the pictures don’t change nearly as fast as regular video. Users with 56k modems, ISDN, or faster connections will likely enjoy listening and watching broadcasts this way.

Secondary to the speed of your connection is the speed at which your computer’s processor can convert the digitized data back into sound and video. For instance, a 486 running at 100 MHz or greater should be fine for audio, but audio and video together typically require a Pentium class processor or better running at 200 MHz or faster to achieve acceptable results. I’ve got such a setup, using 33.6 modems and either a Pentium 166 MMX notebook or a Pentium II 266 desktop computer.

I’ve had fun experimenting with listening to radio broadcasters from around the world who make their programs available. I can imagine that some of you are already wondering why in the world I would do this when I’ve got plenty of good radios I could use. Well, there are a couple of answers to that question. Sometimes my job takes me on the road, and most hotels are not good places for setting up antennas, especially ones for HF. With the computer, which I must carry for work, I can enjoy shortwave, music, and entertainment broadcasts that I would otherwise miss. The software programs I use for hearing these audio and video broadcasts are The Real Player and Microsoft Net Show. This software can be run on your computer while you are also using it for other things, like work or reading e-mail. You will find that the broadcasters typically use one or the other format, and you need the corresponding application installed on your system. If you like this as much as I do, you will want to have both.

How To Do It

The Real Player can be downloaded from <http://www.real.com> at no cost (other than your normal Internet access costs). There are versions for both Windows™ and Macintosh Systems. A version that supports additional features, such as programmable preset buttons for your favorite stations, is called The Real Player Plus. The Plus version was selling for $29.99 at the time this article was written. I especially like the ability to SCAN the presets in the Plus player. I suggest you download the regular Player and use it for a while before making a decision about purchasing the Plus version.

Microsoft's Net Show can be downloaded from <http://www.microsoft.com> without additional cost and is available in versions for Windows 95 and NT. If you ordered Internet Explorer version 4 on CD, it may be there and so it will not be necessary to download it. Both The Real Player and Net Show integrate with your Web browser, so that when you click on a link to audio or video, the system recognizes the appropriate player and launches it for decoding the data. This makes listening to or watching things that are placed on Web pages as simple as clicking on them. Depending upon your setup, sounds and images may start playing after a short delay, which is known as streaming.

I have a friend who is an avid DXer and gets great pleasure out of tweaking and tuning in a weak signal from thousands of miles away. He recently told me that using the net to listen to shortwave broadcasts has enhanced his hobby in two ways. The first is that he can easily verify a poor signal by listening to the same feed on his computer. The second is that, while he enjoys using his skills to tune in the weak signals, they are often not much fun to listen to for content. With the computer, he’s now able to really enjoy the programs, understand what they are saying, or hear the music like never before.

I’ve used it to monitor a broadcast that I normally wouldn’t be able to hear due to poor propagation. Some shortwave broadcasters also make programming that’s not normally available over the air, available via the net.

If police, fire, and aircraft monitoring is of interest to you, take your Web browser and click over to <http://www.policescanner.com>. This is the address for Audionet’s page, where you can listen to live police scanners in Los Angeles, California, Dallas and Plano, Texas, and New York City, as well as a fire scanner in Dallas. There was an announcement for an upcoming weekly live and interactive talk show about scanners, and I know that I’ll keep checking back to see what additional details are announced. It’s an opportunity to add yet another running scanner to those already running in your shack.

Other Great Places And Things To Do!

Gene McAvoy has created a Web page with scanner type audio sources listed on it at <http://www.oz.net/~gmcavoy/sw_scar_audios.html>. Once you get The Real Player installed, surf over to <http://www.timecast.com>, which has an online guide to all the programs available via The Real Player. The different things available to be seen or heard are both categorized and searchable. I’ve found that many of the stations that I’ve heard while travelling are also on the net and can be listened to in advance of another trip so I can find information on items of local interest.
While the two programs discussed above simulate some of the aspects of radio monitoring, you may be thinking, "What about talking or sending pictures from your shack? Can I do that?" The answer is yes, you can! There are two common programs that support both audio and video connections. As mentioned above, the system and bandwidth requirements for video are greater than those for audio. CU-SEEME (pronounced See You See Me) can be downloaded from <http://www.cuseeme.com> and is probably the most common PC-based conferencing software in use today. The download is a demo copy that times-out and can no longer be used after an evaluation period. If you find it worthwhile, it can be purchased for $69.99.

Microsoft's Net Meeting is available for Windows 95 and NT systems and can be downloaded from the Internet at <http://www.microsoft.com>, without additional cost. If you purchased Internet Explorer version 4.0 on CD, it may also be on that disk. Though you can use these programs with no camera attached to your PC, and will be able to hear and see others, the real fun is when you have a camera attached, like the QuickCam from Connectix (<http://www.connectix.com>)—then others can see you and you can show off your shack. Cameras are either black and white grayscale or color. Costs start around $99 and go up, depending upon the image quality. The conferences are very similar to those you hear when hams make contact with others, introduce themselves, tell where they’re located, and ask folks how good their equipment is functioning. You can confer with one other person directly and privately, or you can connect to a "reflector" or server that combines multiple users into a conference. To conserve bandwidth, it's common practice to not send audio when taking part in a large conference. These programs support a small window for seeing others' video and a copy of what your camera is sending. There's also a small area where you can type words and a window where those words, as well as those typed by other conference participants, will be displayed and gradually scrolled. This method of conferencing is similar to the popular text-based online chat programs. Depending on your system's sound card, you may be able to speak and listen in full duplex mode, which is similar to using a speaker telephone. If your soundcard only supports half duplex, you'll have to use your mouse or a keyboard entry to toggle between listening and speaking, much like push-to-talk is used on radio microphones.

In my last column, I quoted from a reader's letter and asked other readers to comment on computers and radio. I got one response that suggested the best thing to keep in mind was a sense of balance between the two things.

Another reader took the occasion to send me an e-mail message after reading my column in his car while out on a job site. He is an amateur radio operator and used packet radio to send the message to me! He's one who thinks that computer and radio work well together and proved it! I think balance is an important thing, and, while I may cover subjects that can involve significant cost, I also include items that are more modest in price when selecting topics for this column.

Here's a tip: If you're looking to purchase a newer, faster computer, ask the computer manufacturers if they have an outlet for refurbished or excess stock. Sometimes you can save a bundle on a system that's been reworked to "like new" condition.

And if you have something related to computers and radios that you'd like to see covered, please drop me a line at either the Pop'Comm HQ address, or via e-mail at <griffined@sprynet.com>. If you'd like to schedule a chat using the software mentioned above or know of a good Internet broadcaster and want to share that information with others, include that in your note, too.
A Winter DX Heatwave

The low A and K indices of late December produced some excellent conditions for transatlantic mediumwave DXing. Some great DX catches were reported by Neil Kazarooss in the Chicago area: "The superb conditions continue here in Illinois, as I fell asleep 0530 UTC December 27 listening to Finland on 963 kHz, which had music and talk audible about 25 percent of the time. Also Denmark on 1062 kHz and several more from the UK were heard. German on 531 kHz must have been Switzerland. Tonight (UTC December 28) early evening I had RNE5 (Spain) on 531 with an ID and bits of audio seemingly parallel 1107 kHz. Also copied some of Croatia on 1125 parallel the big gun on 1134 kHz, and had Slovakia on 1098. At sunset, I heard Saudi Arabia on 1521 and a big signal from TWR on 1467 kHz. Many other carriers were in well at near audio levels including 1188 kHz."

Mark Connelly in Massachusetts followed up on Neil’s report; "Neil Kazarooss mentioned 'absolutely the best ever' European DX from his home near Chicago. He listed stations that he hadn’t even heard during the Newfoundland, Canada DXpedition a month earlier! His report spurred me to do some tuning during the 0500 to 0800 UTC time period (midnight to 3:00 am local). Generally, I’ve neglected this time block because I usually like to sleep then, and with cold weather and meddling non-DXers (police, etc.), operation from the car at high-quality shore locations doesn’t usually work out too well. Neil’s report of good high latitude propagation, and some really good sunset-period reception here of stations such as Sweden on 1179 kHz, gave me the idea to do some tuning from my home QTH (25 km from the seashore) between 0500 and 0800 UTC on December 27.

It paid off! I had my best ever reception of Finland on 963, and at 0715 UTC a nice sign-on from the Faroes on 531 kHz, a station I’d heard only once before from a U.S. site (Harwich, MA; a much better site than home for Euro’s). Finland had a great signal for over an hour (before 0630 to after 0730 UTC). Kaliningrad on 1386 blasted in with a great "This is the Voice of Russia World Service" ID at 0600 UTC. Of course, the usual Scandinavian big guns (Norway-1314, Denmark-1062, Sweden-1179) were booming in at near local quality. Even at 0800 UTC, when I did decide to ‘pack it in’ for a night’s sleep, Norway and Denmark were putting in good signals."

I came in at the tail end of the late December Scandinavian feeding frenzy with only a glimpse of Finland on 963 and an early morning hit on 531 that could have been from the Faroes. Argentina on 1620 hasn’t been definitely heard yet at my New Hampshire QTH, due to PCH and a number of TIS stations on the frequency. But a January 3-4 Saturday night mini DXpedition at the Parker River NWR coastal salt marsh in Rowley, Massachusetts, produced some interesting logs, although conditions were back to normal by then with Spain dominant across the dial.

Patrick Martin in Oregon also reported reception of transatlantic carries during late December, including audio from Norway-1314, and at 0535 UTC December 24 an interval signal from Sweden on 1179 kHz cutting through 1180 QRM. Both the A and K indices were at zero toward the end of December. The low indices usually result in good high latitude reception of transatlantic signals that would otherwise be subdued by the north polar auroral dome. Conversely, listen for Latin American and sub-equatorial transoceanic DX when higher indices and increased solar activity are present. Listen to WWV at 1430 to 1530 past the hour for the latest numbers and solar activity forecast.

Regarding the February edition of "Broadcast DXing," Martin reports the following correction: “Mark Connelly wasn’t the first in the U.S. to receive India on MW. I have heard that India was received back in the 20’s/30’s. I QSL’d Shillong, India, 864 kHz, 100 kilowatts, back in 1992 from Seaside, Oregon. I also logged and QSL’d Vietnam-1010 in 1984, Bangladesh-558 in 1994, and two from Nepal on 576 and 792 in 1993. I just QSL’d Oman-1413; the QSL took a couple of years. I have many QSL cards and letters from Asians.” Martin is an avid MW DXer and QSLer and a member of the International Radio Club of America, with a total of 2,425 MW QSLs collected in Oregon since 1965.

Radio News/Talk

AM radio is still top dog in many of the larger markets, according to the results of last fall’s ratings. For example, in Boston, long-time leader WBZ “Newsradio 1030” remained ahead of number two WXKS “Kiss 108” 107.9 FM and number three WJMN “Jamn’ 94.5” FM. CBS sister station KDKA 1020 AM followed suit in Pittsburgh, holding first place well ahead of rocker WQXT “Y-108” 107.9 FM in third. News/talk KMOX 1120 AM maintained a commanding lead over second place WIL 92.3 FM, while urban contemporary KMJM 107.7 FM held onto third place in St. Louis.

Listen for WQTH Hanover, New Hampshire, to be signing on soon (if not already) with 50,000 watts daytime power on 720 kHz. This might be a good sunrise/sunset target for DXers needing to add New Hampshire to their logs. There’s a new station in Colombia that’s being widely heard. Listen for Radiodifusora Nacional de Colombia on 610 kHz. According to a report from Play DX the station is located in Uribia, on the Guajira peninsula overlooking the Caribbean, making it an easy target for North American DXers.

Station CHOM 97.7 FM in Montreal and CILQ “Q-107” 107.1 FM in Toronto risked license suspension due to their broadcast of the Howard Stern show. Interestingly, as reported in the December edition of "Broadcast DXing," CILQ had been using a 60-second delay to enable censoring of offensive material. But the CILQ Stern show broadcast was cited to be in violation of the Canadian broadcast code of ethics. CILQ has responded by
### Applied For Permits To Construct New FM Stations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NM</td>
<td>Lordsburg</td>
<td>105.7 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NV</td>
<td>Las Vegas</td>
<td>96.7 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NV</td>
<td>Tatum</td>
<td>107.1 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NV</td>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>92.3 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NV</td>
<td>Las Vegas</td>
<td>91.1 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Canton</td>
<td>90.1 MHz</td>
<td>500 watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
<td>Ada</td>
<td>89.9 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>Bend</td>
<td>90.5 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Coatesville</td>
<td>89.3 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Pocono Pines</td>
<td>105.9 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>Cross Hill</td>
<td>94.1 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Rapid City</td>
<td>90.5 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>Aransas Pass</td>
<td>88.1 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>Callisburg</td>
<td>91.9 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>Idalou</td>
<td>107.7 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>Shavville</td>
<td>102.5 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>Ellensburg</td>
<td>88.1 MHz</td>
<td>50 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>Mont Hope</td>
<td>106.7 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>Random Lake</td>
<td>91.3 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>Sturgeon Bay</td>
<td>88.5 MHz</td>
<td>50 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>Wautoma</td>
<td>102.3 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>Cheyenne</td>
<td>88.1 MHz</td>
<td>900 watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>Log Cabin</td>
<td>99.1 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>Midwest</td>
<td>107.9 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>Orchard Valley</td>
<td>89.7 MHz</td>
<td>68 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>Thermopolis</td>
<td>98.3 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Santa Maria</td>
<td>90.7 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Selma</td>
<td>88.5 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Truckee</td>
<td>101.5 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>Rocky Ford</td>
<td>95.5 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>Rye</td>
<td>90.9 MHz</td>
<td>5 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>Sidney</td>
<td>91.3 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>Walsenburg</td>
<td>90.9 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>Westcliffe</td>
<td>89.9 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>Lady Lake</td>
<td>90.3 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>Sebring</td>
<td>88.3 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>Marion</td>
<td>89.9 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>Ottumwa</td>
<td>88.3 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>Vinton</td>
<td>107.1 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>McCall</td>
<td>106.7 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>New Berlin</td>
<td>88.9 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>Sherman</td>
<td>88.9 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>Taylorville</td>
<td>88.9 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>Frankfort</td>
<td>90.7 MHz</td>
<td>250 watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>Valparaiso</td>
<td>91.1 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>Cawker City</td>
<td>96.3 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>106.5 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>Grand Isle</td>
<td>104.5 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>Mansure</td>
<td>95.9 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>Fife Lake</td>
<td>95.9 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>Freeeland</td>
<td>90.9 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>Hesperia</td>
<td>91.7 MHz</td>
<td>35 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>Muskegon</td>
<td>91.7 MHz</td>
<td>6 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td>Deer River</td>
<td>105.5 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td>Esko</td>
<td>88.7 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO</td>
<td>Deerfield</td>
<td>100.7 MHz</td>
<td>450 watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO</td>
<td>Kirkville</td>
<td>91.9 MHz</td>
<td>1 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO</td>
<td>Macon</td>
<td>99.9 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO</td>
<td>Moherly</td>
<td>97.3 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO</td>
<td>Thayer</td>
<td>92.7 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>Kosciusko</td>
<td>103.3 MHz</td>
<td>20 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>Baker</td>
<td>100.5 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>Billings</td>
<td>90.7 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>Collstrip</td>
<td>93.7 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>Great Falls</td>
<td>90.7 MHz</td>
<td>50 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Jacksonville</td>
<td>90.1 MHz</td>
<td>20 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Roanoke Rapids</td>
<td>91.1 MHz</td>
<td>2 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Sneads Ferry</td>
<td>89.9 MHz</td>
<td>1.5 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Wake Forest</td>
<td>91.1 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>Hastings</td>
<td>91.7 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>Imperial</td>
<td>102.9 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM</td>
<td>Alamogordo</td>
<td>107.9 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM</td>
<td>Cloudcroft</td>
<td>97.9 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM</td>
<td>Kirtland</td>
<td>102.9 MHz</td>
<td>100 kW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Granted Permits To Construct New FM Stations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Coalinga</td>
<td>88.3 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Hollister</td>
<td>90.7 MHz</td>
<td>1.4 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Livingston</td>
<td>88.3 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Pleasanton</td>
<td>103.7 MHz</td>
<td>(KKSF booster)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>Milliken</td>
<td>107.1 MHz</td>
<td>(KSIR-FM booster)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>Huntington</td>
<td>88.1 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>Bellevue</td>
<td>91.3 MHz</td>
<td>2.18 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>Keystone Hts.</td>
<td>91.5 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>Tampa</td>
<td>106.1 MHz</td>
<td>(Experimental FM/DAB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>Forest City</td>
<td>91.9 MHz</td>
<td>(Reinstated)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>Burley</td>
<td>88.5 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>Taylorville</td>
<td>97.3 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>Ocean City</td>
<td>90.7 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>Negaunee</td>
<td>101.9 MHz</td>
<td>2.1 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>Beach City</td>
<td>88.7 MHz</td>
<td>21 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>Lawrenceburg</td>
<td>89.7 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>Portland</td>
<td>91.1 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
<td>Salt Lake City</td>
<td>92.1 MHz</td>
<td>(KMGR booster)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Applied For Permits To Construct New AM Stations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>Honolulu</td>
<td>1130 kHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY</td>
<td>Casper</td>
<td>1400 kHz</td>
<td>1 kW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Seeking To Change AM Facilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NM</td>
<td>Burney, CA</td>
<td>1450 kHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Notes
- **New FM Stations**
- **Granted Permits To Construct New FM Stations**
- **Applied For Permits To Construct New AM Stations**
- **Seeking To Change AM Facilities**
preparing some Canadian-content inserts and providing local talent to supplement the show.

As of this writing, Philadelphia has continued to be without a full-time classical music station, since the demise of WFLN 95.7 FM last fall. The owner of classical music stations WCRB 102.5 FM in Boston and WFCC 107.5 FM in Chatham, Massachusetts, indicated an interest in expanding into Philadelphia to fill the void. WCRB is presently being promoted as the highest rated major market classical music station in the nation.

Here’s a collector’s item for those who grew up listening to Norm Nathan. “Sounds in the Night.” An audio tape commemorating this Boston personali-

ty’s 52-year radio career is now available. Jordan Rich, who is Norm Nathan’s successor overnights on WBZ, and Sarah Nathan (Norm Nathan’s daughter) compiled the tape from WHDH, WRKO, and WBZ air checks. The tape is on sale at the Berklee College of Music bookstore in Boston, or it can be ordered by phone at 1-800-670-0023.

A brief simulcast of WJMN “Jamn’ 94.5” on WNFT 1150 AM in Boston wasn’t supposed to happen. Janitors didn’t want to listen to rock music on WAAF 107.3 while cleaning at the WNFT transmitter site. So they simply tuned the radio to urban contemporary 94.5 not realizing that it was the same radio used to receive the WAAF signal for simulcast on WNFT. “Nifty 1150,” the former home of the Kid Star network in Boston, has been simulcasting WAAF while seeking a new format.

Christian radio is undergoing some changes in down-east Maine. WMSJ 91.9 has moved to 89.3 FM, with IDs as “WMSJ, Freeport, the new Joy 89.3.” WYFP Harpswell, owned by the Bible Broadcasting Network, is now on the air 94.1 MHz, while seeking a new format.

The One-On-One Sports network continues to grow across the AM dial. The...
latest stations to join the sports talk network include WXGX Newark, New Jersey, on 620, WKBR Manchester, New Hampshire, on 1250, WNRB Boston on 1510, WWKB Buffalo on 1520, and KXED 1540 Los Angeles.

**Flying To The Windy City?**

Chicago airport information stations have moved from 870 to 800 AM. Listen for "Chicago Midway Parknet" KPD456 and "Chicago O'Hare Parknet" both on 800 kHz. O'Hare International Airport also has a "parknet" parking and traffic information station on 88.1 FM.

And here's an interesting DX note. The Sunday radio section of the Orange County Register, Santa Ana, California, lists the Bruce Williams show on KOMO Seattle 1000 AM, with the qualifying statement, "Signal can be heard in Orange County." Does that mean Bruce Williams isn't broadcast locally in LA?

**X-Band Files In Brief**

New stations on the air: KGXL Costa Mesa, California, on 1650, and WTDY Madison, Wisconsin, on 1670. Listen for the vintage KDIA call letters replacing KXBT on 1640 from Vallejo, California. 1310 in Oakland dropped the KDIA calls when they changed their format from classic soul to Radio Disney.

**Loggings**

Some Saturday morning logs from Klaus Spies in Illinois, an interesting report from New Zealand via Cumbre DX, and selected logs from Connelly in Massachusetts and myself for this month's loggings...  

531 **FAROE ISLANDS**, Utvarp Foroya, Akraberg, at 0705-0718 UTC, a BIG carrier came on at 0705, xylophone IS started at 0713, then Scandinavian-language talk by man (sign-on) at 0715 was followed by religious music at 0718 (Connelly). At 0712 UTC heard with a goodhet against 530, but no audio for (Connelly).

610 **COLOMBIA**, R.Dif.Nacional, Uribia at 0300 UTC with cultura, nacional, and de Colombia mentions, accordion and romantic music, through difficult WGIR null (Conti).

612 **MOROCCO**, RTM Sebina-Aioun at 0135 UTC, good signal over Ireland, discussion by man and woman in Arabic and music // 207 LW (Conti).

837 **AZORES**, RDP Barrosa at 2210 UTC, football (soccer) in Portuguese // 9570 SW (Conti).

846 **ITALY**, RAI Roma 0105 UTC, news briefly in English about Italian parliament and prime minister, then news in French, Notturno Italiano ID, good signal // 6060 SW (Conti).

963 **FINLAND**, R. Finland (YLE), Pori, at 0630 UTC, woman said a few words in Swedish, then a man spoke in Finnish; very good, the best signal I've ever noted from this one. This was still coming through quite well when re-checked at 0736 UTC (Connelly).

1062 **DENMARK**, Danmarks Radio, Kalundborg, heard at 1928 UTC, hetting daytimer WILT-1060 with an early fade-in, and 0517 absolutely BLASTING in! (Connelly).

1062 **TURKEY**, TRT Diyarbakir at 2355 UTC, tentative with Middle Eastern style music, and at 0245 with Koranic recitations, presumed Turkey with no parallels found for positive ID (Conti).

1130 **WISM**, Milwaukee, WI, at 1400 UTC, news, weather, and talk, with no interference (Spies).

1179 **SWEDEN**, Solvesborg, at 2147 UTC, man in Swedish with a documentary about the history of Islamic fundamentalists and the Ayatollah Khomeini, good signal (Connelly).

1230 **WJLB**, Hammond, IN, at 1404 UTC, news, weather, and traffic report, S1 signal strength, interference from unID with SSB (Spies).

1280 **WBIG**, Aurora, IL, at 1408 UTC, radio shopping show (sounded like the radio version of the Home Shopping Network), S0 weak signal but with no interference (Spies).

1314 **NORWAY**, NRK, Kvitsoy, at 0015 UTC, man in Norwegian, then Eric Clapton's "You Look Wonderful Tonight"; excellent at S9+35, slightly better than adjacent CKEC-1320 and much stronger than WLOB/CHGB/CJWW-1310 (Connelly).

1360 **WLBK**, DeKalb, IL, heard at 1410 UTC, Saturday Sports Special, no interference (Spies).

1386 **RUSSIA-KALININGRAD**, V.O. Russia, Bolshakovo, at 2330 UTC, good with talk in English mentioning "1386 medium wave," audio from this appeared as early as 2015, and at 0600 just about blowing the house down with chime and ID, "This is the Voice of Russia World Service" (Connelly).

1395 **NETHERLANDS**, Talk Radio, Lopik at 0440 UTC, telephone talk with strong het on low side assumed to be from Albania (Conti).

1520 "**KNRK**," Portland, OR at 2300 UTC with rock music and 94.7 FM IDs. I recall hearing KFXX Oregon (1540 AM) around this frequency a year or two back, so maybe the stations are connected. As yet this summer, no audio detected from more frequently heard WFLA on 25870 (Bryan Clark, New Zealand, via Cumbre DX).

1530 **SAO TOME E PRINCIPE**, VOA Pinheira at 0300 UTC, weak under WSAI with Yankee Doodle IS and news in English // 7340, 7415, and 9575 SW, and 0435 UTC with Portuguese program // 5745 (Conti).

1620 **WNWZ**, 910 Bensenville, IL, with repeating program similar to weather broadcasts on 160 MHz, sponsored by Bensenville ESA (Spies). (Klaus is interested in a mailing address for QSL-ing this station. If you know their address, please forward the info to "Broadcast DXing." Thanks.)

1620 **ARGENTINA**, R. Esmeraldas, Buenos Aires at 2340 UTC with folkish Spanish religious vocal with Afro-pop influences, to fair peaks (S7) with stronger (S9+20) PCH Netherlands in loop null (Connelly).

1685 **COLOMBIA**, MER Mercaderes at 0215 UTC, CW beacon with MER code IDs separated by a lone E, weak through an unID utility station (Conti).

Some great DX reports this time around! Thanks to Mark Connelly, Bob Gilbert, Steven Hildebrand, Neil Kazaros, Patrick Martin, Klaus Spies, and Edwin Tulowitzki. Keep in mind that FM/TV DX should improve as summer approaches. Help keep the DX reports going by submitting your logs, QSLs, and radio items of interest to "Broadcast DXing," c/o Popular Communications, 76 North Broadway, Hicksville, NY 11801, or check out our Web site at <http://www.popcomm.com>, 73!
What's New In ACARS Decoders?

Lowe Electronics of the UK was one of the first companies to offer a DOS-based dedicated ACARS Decoder for the personal computer (ACARS stands for Aircraft Communications Addressing and Reporting System). Their new Windows™ versions, the Air Master 2000, while still maintaining its original decoding excellence, now embraces a plethora of additional enhancements.

The Lowe Air Master 2000

The Air Master 2000 is Lowe's newest decoding software/hardware package. The hardware consists of a small demodulator built into a 25-way D-type plug, which is connected into the Com port on the back of a PC and takes its power from the PC. The software is then installed onto the computer's hard drive and is ready to run. The scanner is tuned to the appropriate frequency, and within a few minutes you should see your first ACARS messages being decoded! You can see from the screen shot the sort of messages that you will be able to decode. All the decoding of the data stream is handled by software running on the PC, which also enables some analysis of the messages to take place before they are displayed on the screen; hence items such as the registration number of the aircraft, its flight number, and the type of message are shown separately from the message text.

Options in the decoding software allow you to log to a data file or to a printer or both. In either case, data also appears on-screen in real time. ACARS data comes in particularly fast, especially if you are in a busy location, and the screen soon fills up

The display of message contents can be suppressed. If both the labels and the contents are displayed, the individual messages only have the separator line drawn between them every minute. Up to six strings of “alert text” can be specified. If one of these is received anywhere in the message, the program beeps. The display of message contents can be suppressed. If both the labels and the contents are displayed, the individual messages only have the separator line drawn between them every minute. Up to six strings of “alert text” can be specified. If one of these is received anywhere in the message, the program beeps.

Setting Up The Air Master 2000

Setting up Air Master 2000 is very simple: you plug the 3.5-mm jack plug on the demodulator into the external speaker socket on your air band radio, you plug the demodulator into a COM port on your PC, you run the Air Master software and tell it which COM port to use. That’s it! Let’s take it one step at a time, in a bit more detail.

The Main Screen

Air Master uses a Windows Multiple-Document Interface (MDI). This means that it can have several different displays open at the same time. Four different types of display are available: Live Data, Data Review, File Review, and Aircraft List. There can only be one Live Data, Data Review, or Aircraft List display open at any time, but up to six File Review Displays may be open.

You open new displays using the “Display” menu options. Because an MDI is used, the menu options and the status bar will change according to which display is currently active. (The “active” display has an active, usually dark blue caption bar and is the last display you opened or the last display on which you clicked the mouse).

Live Data Display

This shows the data as it is being received. The colors used in the display can be configured from the Options menu. There is an indicator at the top end of the scroll bar which flashes if any sort of data is being received (it will flash even if only noise...
is being received); this indicator can be disabled from the Options menu.

Air Master attempts to differentiate between uplink (ground-to-air) and downlink (air-to-ground) messages. Any message that is regarded as an uplink is marked “[Uplink].” (Uplink message identification is only enabled when “Label The Data” is checked on the Options menu).

As data is received, it is held in a series of buffers so it can be reviewed using the Data Review display. It can also optionally be saved in a log file.

When Live Data is the active display, the status bar shows which buffer is currently being used to save data and whether the scrolling is locked.

### Data Review Display

The Data Review display allows you to page through the buffered data. You can change the buffer using the “Next Buffer” and “Previous Buffer” menu options, or simply by using <Ctrl> plus the right and left cursor keys. The Home key will take you to the start of the current buffer, the End key will take you to the end.

When Data Review is the active display, the status bar shows which buffer is currently being viewed, and the date/time of the start of the data in the buffer.

### File Review Display

The File Review display shows the contents of a saved log file. You select the file when first opening the display and you can change the file using the “Load” menu option. You can page through the parts of the file using the “Next Part” and “Previous Part” menu options, or simply by using <Ctrl> plus the right and left cursor keys. The Home key will take you to the start of the current part, the End key will take you to the end.

When File Review is the active display, the status bar shows which part of the file is currently being viewed, and the date/time of the start of that part of the file.

### Aircraft List Display

The Aircraft List display shows a list of the aircraft that Air Master has heard during the current program session. For each aircraft, the registration number, flight number, and time last heard are shown. If more than a specified number (default 100) of aircraft have been heard, Air Master attempts to discard the oldest entry from the list when a new entry needs to be added. Entries in the list older than a specified number of minutes are automatically discarded.

There are menu options available for specifying the sort order of the list, whether or not you want the latest entry in the list to be automatically highlighted, the maximum number of aircraft to keep in the list, and the age in minutes for automatically discarding old entries. Clicking the “Clear” button will clear all entries from the list.

### Common Menus

Some items on the Air Master menus vary according to which type of data display window is currently active, while other items are common to all types of data display. The display menu has options for opening new display child windows within the main Air Master window, and it also has an Exit option for closing down the program. The available options on the menu are:

- **Live Data** — This opens the Live Data display window, which shows data as it is received. Only one Live Data display can be open at one time. If you select this option when the Live Data display is already open, the display is simply brought to the front.

- **Data Review** — This opens the Data Review display window, which allows you to review the data currently held in the receive buffers. Only one Data Review display can be open at the same time, so if you select this option when the Data Review display is already open, the display is simply brought to the front. Each receive buffer is about 25,000 characters in length.

  You can change the buffer currently being viewed by using the “Next Buffer” and “Previous Buffer” menu options, or simply use the right and left cursor keys. You can move around within a buffer by using the scroll bar, or the PageUp and PageDown keys.

  The Home key takes you to the start of the buffer; the End key takes you to the end of the buffer.

- **File Review** — This opens a File Review display window, which allows you to review the data currently held in a log file. Up to six File Review windows can be open at the same time.

  When you first open a File Review window, you will be prompted to select a log file to view. A different file can later be selected using the “Load” menu option. Files are viewed in parts or pages of about 25,000 characters in length.

  You can change the file part currently being viewed by using the “Next Part” and “Previous Part” menu options, or simply use the right and left cursor keys. You can move around within a part by using the scroll bar, or the PageUp and PageDown keys.

  The Home key takes you to the start of the part; the End key takes you to the end of the part.

- **Aircraft List** — This opens a window showing a list of the aircraft that the system has heard since it was started. The list can hold up to 100 entries. There are menu options for sorting the list by registration, by flight number, or having it unsorted.

  “Extras” — If you have any Air Master “Extras” installed, these will appear on the display submenu between “Aircraft List” and “Exit.”

- **Exit** — This option closes down Air Master 2000.

- **The Window Submenu** — The Window menu has options for arranging the child windows within the main Air Master window and for selecting a child window. (A Window menu is a normal part of any MDI application).

  **Cascade** — This option arranges the child windows in an overlapping cascade.

  **Tile Horizontally** — This option puts the child windows in a tiled arrangement which fills the main window. The tiles will be arranged in a pattern which favors horizontal rather than vertical divisions.

  **Tile Vertically** — This option puts the child windows in a
tiled arrangement which fills the main window. The tiles will be arranged in a pattern which favors vertical rather than horizontal divisions.

Arrange Icons — If you minimize the child windows within the main window, this options will arrange the Air Master icons in a neat row.

Record Favorite and Restore Favorite — If you have an arrangement of Air Master child windows which you regularly use, then you can record it as your favorite setup by using the “Record Favorite” option. You can return to this setup at any time by selecting “Restore Favorite.” Air Master will open the windows and arrange them exactly as they were when you recorded the setup. The only restriction is that you cannot record a setup which has more than one File Review window open.

Window Selection Options — For every child window that’s open, there will be a menu option to select that window.

The Help Submenu — This menu has options for displaying the on-line help contents page and also for displaying some information about the Air Master 2000 program.

**Live Data Menu**

When the Live Data display is the currently selected child window, all the Common Menu items are available as well as the following options.

The Options Submenu — This submenu has various options for setting up the Live Data display.

Setup — This option allows you to configure the COM port used by Air Master and also some other aspects of the Live Data display.

Alert List — This option allows you to configure the list of alert texts. Ctrl+A is a shortcut for this option.

Allow Parity Errors — If this option is checked, received ACARS messages will be displayed, even if they contain parity errors.

Suppress Repeats — If this option is checked, each time a message is received, it is checked against the previous 50 messages to see if it is a repeat. If it is, then it isn’t displayed.

Label The Data — If this option is checked, labels are added to received data. “ACARS mode:,” “Aircraft reg:,” etc.

Show Message Content — If this option is checked, the contents of the ACARS message are displayed. If the option isn’t checked, only the message header is displayed.

Show Data Indicator — If this option is checked, an indicator at the top of the scroll bar on the Live Data window will flash if any data, even noise, is being received. This gives a good indication that the output from the demodulator is getting through to the program, but it can become annoying!

Raw Data Mode — Raw Data Mode is only useful for anyone who wants to study the technical structure of an ACARS message exactly as it is transmitted. You will see that some characters will appear on the screen as small black rectangles. These are non-printing control characters which are used in ACARS messages, but which are normally removed when Air Master processes the message. The only way to view exactly what is in the message is to enable logging and then view the log file with a hex editor. Separator lines are still inserted between messages, but no checking is done for alert texts.

**The Logging Submenu**

Log Everything To File — If this option is checked, all received data is written to the log file.

Log Alerts To File — If this option is checked, only messages containing alert texts are logged. (If neither of the options is checked, nothing is logged).

Only One Log Per Day — If this option is checked, Air Master uses one log file per day, named in the format MMDD0000.LOG. For example, the log file for 12 May would be called 05120000.LOG. If this option is not checked, a new log file is started each time the program is run or logging is enabled. The file is named in the format MMDDHHNN.LOG. For example, if the program was started at 14:56 on 15 May, then the log file would be called 05121456.LOG.

Delete Log Files — This option allows you to delete log files which you no longer want to keep. When the dialogue box opens, you can select a single file, or you can hold down the Ctrl key and select several files in one go.

Output To Printer — If this option is checked, all received text is output to the printer. Air Master will use the default Windows printer with the default settings.

Beep On Alert — Checking this option causes the program to beep each time an alert text is received.

The Colors Submenu — This submenu has options for setting the color of the various types of text in the Live Data display. Note that the same colors are used in the Data Review display.

**Data Review Menus**

When the Data Review display is the currently selected child window, all the Common Menu items are available, along with the following options:

Refresh — Air Master saves received data in a series of buffers. Most buffers contain old data, but one will contain the data that Air Master is currently receiving. If you are reviewing this buffer, the contents will be changing while you are viewing it. Selecting “Refresh” updates the review display with the current contents of the buffer. The number at the left-hand end of the status bar shows the number of the buffer to which Air Master is currently writing.

Previous Buffer — Selecting this option causes the contents of the buffer previous to the one you are viewing to be displayed.
in the Data Review window. For example, if you are currently viewing buffer 2, you will then move to buffer 1. Pressing the left cursor key has the same effect as this menu option.

Next Buffer — Selecting this option causes the contents of the buffer after the one you are viewing to be displayed in the Data Review window. For example, if you are currently viewing buffer 2, you will then move to buffer 3. Pressing the right cursor key has the same effect as this menu option.

The Options Submenu — This submenu has various options for setting up the Data Review display.

Setup — This option allows you to configure the COM port used by Air Master and also some other aspects of the Live Data display.

Alert List — This option allows you to configure the list of alert texts. Ctrl+A is a shortcut for this option.

The Colors Submenu — This submenu has options for setting the color of the various types of text in the Data Review display. Note that the same colors are used in the Live Data display.

File Review Menus

When a File Review display is the currently selected child window, all the Common Menu items are available as well as the following options.

Load — This option allows you to load a different file into the 2000's File Review window.

Previous Part — Selecting this option causes the part of the file previous to the one you are viewing to be displayed in the File Review window. For example, if you are currently viewing part 2, you will then move to part 1. Pressing the left cursor key has the same effect as this menu option.

Next Part — Selecting this option causes the part of the file after the part you are viewing to be displayed in the File Review window. For example, if you are currently viewing part 2, you will then move to part 3. Pressing the right cursor key has the same effect as this menu option.

The Options Submenu — This submenu has various options for setting up the File Review display.

Setup — This option allows you to configure the COM port used by Air Master as well as some other aspects of the Live Data display.

Alert List — This option allows you to configure the list of alert texts. Ctrl+A is a shortcut for this option.

The Colors Submenu — This submenu has options for setting text color and background in the File Review window.

Print File — Selecting this option will print the file currently being viewed. If this will result in more than a few pages of output, you will be asked to confirm that you really do want to print it!

Aircraft List Menu

When the Aircraft List display is the currently selected child window, all the Common Menu items are available as well as the following options.

The Options Submenu — This submenu has various options for setting up the Aircraft List display.

Setup — This option allows you to configure the COM port used by Air Master as well as some other aspects of the Live Data display.

Alert List — This option allows you to configure the list of alert texts. Ctrl+A is a shortcut for this option.

List Setup — This options allows you to specify the maximum number of entries in the aircraft and the maximum age of entries in the list before they are automatically discarded.

Save The List — This option allows you to save the current aircraft list. By default, it will be put in the LIST subdirectory with an extension of “.LST,” but the file dialogue lets you save the file with a different name in a different directory.

Highlight Latest — If this option is checked, the latest entry in the Aircraft List will be highlighted. This causes the list to reposition itself so the latest entry is always visible — which can be annoying if you are trying to read it! Ctrl+H is a shortcut for this option.

Only List Alerts — If this option is checked, aircraft will only be shown in the Aircraft List if a message is received from them which contains an alert text.

Colors Submenu — This submenu has options for setting text color and background in the Aircraft List window.

Sort Order — This submenu has options for specifying the order in which the aircraft in the list are sorted.

Air Master 2000 supports Windows Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE). This means that it can pass received data to other programs in real time and so acts as an ACARS receive “front end” for them. It also can output a selected registration number and flight number from the Aircraft List so that an external database can display information.

The Air Master is available directly from Lowe Electronics at $125 plus shipping charges. It should be available soon from dealers nationwide. For more information, contact Lowe Electronics, Ltd., Chesterfield Road, Matlock, Derbyshire, DE4 5LE, UK. Phone +44 1629 580800 or Fax +44 1629 580020.

Users of the earlier Air Master DOS-based product can upgrade to Air Master 2000 for $55. The same hardware interface is used and you will be supplied with a new program diskette and manual.

You can order the Air Master 2000 with a credit card by e-mail at <orders@lowe.demon.co.uk> or you may request additional information at <info@lowe.demon.co.uk>. Their Web page is found at the following URL: <http://www.lowe.co.uk/index.html>. 
Government stations in each of the two Congos — Congo-Kinshasa (officially the Democratic Republic of) and Congo-Brazzaville (Republic of) — which face each other across the Congo River, have been making sporadic appearances lately as both countries deal with ongoing problems resulting from internal conflicts.

Radio Congo (or Radio Congo Liberte as it is now announcing itself) from Brazzaville is being heard occasionally on 5985, although usually quite poorly. It's scheduled on this frequency from 0400 to 0700 and 1700 to 2130 (though heard recently until 2200). Also active on occasion is 4765 (your best chances are nearer to 0400 and 2130). Address: B.P. 2241, Brazzaville.

Across the river in Kinshasa, La Voix du Congo is a daytime target listed on 15245, but is actually on 15244 and a fraction. Don't put too much faith in the listed 100 kW actually being true. It's probably considerably less than that. Currently, the best time to hunt for this one is between 1700 and 2000 UTC or later. The station doesn't appear to be in regular operation. The address is B.P. 3164, Kinshasa.

The Voice of Free China has been renamed Radio Taipei International.

The Swiss are pulling the switch on two of their transmitter sites. The old, almost historic site at Schwarzenburg has been closed for environmental reasons, and Lenk will be shut down later this year. The powerhouse installation at Sottens will remain active. Transmissions formerly carried by the two silent sites will be aired via German sites.

Not many of our readers report logging Cyprus. Other than carrying BBC programs, the BBC Cyprus relay also carries programs of the Cyprus Broadcasting Corporation. These are aired in Greek on Fridays, Saturdays, and Sundays from 2215 to 2245 on 6180, 7105 and 9760 and are intended for Cypriots living in the United Kingdom.

Various sources are noting a reduction in broadcasts from Radio Pyongyang, involving both the length of the schedule and the strength of the signals. The assumption is that precious wattage is being diverted to the government's efforts to jam international broadcasters carrying Korean language programming. But one has to wonder how many people have electricity to operate radios, or can afford — or find — batteries for them. If you'd like to keep an ear on the plight of Pyongyang, try their English to North America schedule (one of many target areas they try to reach) scheduled at 1800 to 1900 and 2100 to 2200 on 11700 and 13760 and 2300 to 0000 on 11335, 11700, 13760 and 15130. Mornings are actually the best, but they don't see fit to beam to us during that period. Other frequencies in use at various times, carrying various languages, are 3250, 3560, 4405, 6070, 6125, 6575, 7200, 7580, 9345, 9640, 9975, 11680, 11735, 11740, 11845, 13650, 15180, 15230, 15340, and 17735.

Remember that we always welcome your informational input. Log reports should be listed by country, double spaced between items, and tagged with your last name and state abbreviation. Besides your loggings, we're always in need of such things as info about station address changes or QSL policies, photographs of shortwave stations or personalities, photos of you and your shack (or, if you're the shy type, of just your shack), spare/sample QSL cards, station brochures, schedules and any other informative or illustrative items you care to send. Thanks so much for your continued interest and support!

Here are this month's logs. All times are in UTC, which is five hours ahead of EST, i.e. 0000 UTC equals 7 p.m. EST.
Dear sir,

We thank you very much for your reception report.

We believe that you will regularly listen to our Radio Pyongyang English Service in the future, too, and send us your detailed opinions and impressions on it.

We are sure that this will help towards the work of our Radio Pyongyang.

Waiting for your reply, we wish you a success in your work and happiness in your future life.

Yours sincerely.

English Service Section
Radio Pyongyang, DPRK


BULGARIA — Radio Bulgaria, 7170 at 0134 in Slavic language with folk music. Also 7375 at 0014 with news. (Casses, PA)

CAMEROON — CRTV, Yaounde, 4850 at 2120 to 2359 close, with Afro-pops, FF announcements, local folk music. Off with national anthem. Strong carrier but weak modulation. (Alexander, PA)

CHINA — Radio Canada Int’l, 9640 at 1430 and 13650 at 1759 with IS and sign on announcement. (Wilden, IN) 9805 at 2134. (Harris, TN) 11945 at 2151 with “Mailbag.” (Miller, WA) CFRX relaying CFRB, Toronto, 6070 at 1529 with talk show about whether CFRB is fair in its talk show coverage of current events and the way it treats callers. (Jeffery, NY) 2143. (Harris, TN) BBC Sackville relay, 9515 at 1300 with “Newshour.” (Jeffery, NY)

CHAD — Radiodiffusion Nationale Tchadienne, 4905 at 0534 with news sound bites and music “bumpers” in between, all in FF. Numerous IDs. (Dybka, TN)

CHINA — Xinjiang People’s Broadcasting Station, Urumqui, 4974 at 1340 with EE lessons. (Miller, WA) China Radio Int’l, 6950 at 1205. (Silvi, OH) 1235 to 1256 sign off with EE news features. Parallel weaker 7385/9715/11660. (Alexander, PA) 2201 in
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presumed CC with news read by a woman. (Jeffery, NY) CONGO (Kinshasa) — La Voix du Congo, 15244.45 in FF at 1830 with patriotic songs about Mobutu and ID at 1900. (Rausch, NJ) CONGO (Brazzaville) — Radio Congo Liberté, 5985 in FF from 2105 to 2200 close. hi-life music, talks by woman, speech by man about the reconstruction of Brazzaville and the nation. Mention of Mobutu, ID, anthem and off. (Rausch, NJ) COSTA RICA — RFPI, 7385 at 0351 and 15050 at 2017. (Jeffery, NY) Radio Mundial Adventista (AWR Costa Rica) 9725 at 0458 with religious program. (Miller, WA) Faro del Caribe, 5055 at 0238 with pops. (Miller, WA) (Presumed in SS. — Editor) COLOMBIA — Caracol Colombia, 5077 at 1413 in SS. (Miller, WA) CROATIA — Croatian Radio, new 5840 at 0200 to 0207 with EE news, ID, into Croatian and local folk music, Parallel 6120 fair. EE also aired at 0300-0305. (Alexander, PA) 6120 at 0206 with news. (Casses, PA) CUBA — Radio Havana Cuba, 6000 at 0213 and 0246, 9820 at 0201. (Casses, PA) 6000 at 0320 with letters. (Wilden, IN) 0323 with news feature and 9820 at 0333. (Jeffery, NY) 9830 USB at 2216. (Harris, TN) Radio Rebelde, 5050 at 0100 in SS. (Wilden, IN) CZECH REPUBLIC — Radio Prague, 5930 at 0018 with history piece, classical music. (Casses, PA) DOMINICAN REPUBLIC — Radio Amanecer, 6025.03 heard at 0405 in SS with light instrumental music. They put a harmonic (2x 1570) on 3139.95 so beware of this if you are looking for Madagascar on 3140. (Alexander, PA) ECUADOR — HCJB, 9745 at 0422 and 15140 in SS at 1752. (Harris, TN) 9745 at 0209 in EE, 15140 in SS at 2204 and 15550 in AA at 2122. (Jeffery, NY) Radio Quito, 4920 with pops at 0248, SS. (Miller, WA) Radio Federacion, Sucua, 4860.03 at 1105 with unknown vocal anthem, repetitive melody on harp-type instrument, chants, talk in local language, generic SS pops. (Alexander, PA) La Voz del Upano, Macas, 4870.02 at 0100 to 0142 sign off. Mostly continuous SS talks by man and woman. Brief breaks of Ecuadorian music. Off with national anthem. Weak, Irregular. Also heard tentatively in SS with religious recitations on 5040.05 at 2230, Ecuadorian style music, children’s chorus, plus some unusual sounding music similar to what is heard on Radio Federacion. (Alexander, PA) Radio Luz y Vida, Loja, 4880.61 at 0115 to 0129 sign off with SS announcements, ballads and Ecuadorian music. ID. Clean audio on this occasion but was disturbed for several weeks previous. (Alexander, PA) Radio Nacional Progreso, Loja, 5060.19 at 0530 to 0500 close with Ecuadorian folk music, SS ballads, commercials, echo announcements, IDs. Irregular. (Alexander, PA) EGYPT — Radio Cairo, 9900 in AA at 2208 with call to prayer. (Miller, WA) ENGLAND — Radio Korea Int’l, via Skelton, 3970 from 2115 to 2230 close, talks in unidentified language. Beware of this one when looking for Cameroon or Nigeria, both on 3970. (Alexander, PA) Radio Canada Int’l relay, 6050 in FF at 0648 with sports news. (Harris, TN) BBC, 15220 heard at 1310 with news hour. (via WYFR — Editor) and 15565 at 1400. (Wilden, IN) EQUATORIAL GUINEA — Radio Africa, 15186.2v, 2030 to 2259 sign off with religious programs in EE. Strong but muffled audio. (Alexander, PA) FINLAND — Radio Finland Int’l, 11755 at 1258 with discussion. (Miller, WA) FRANCE — Radio France Int’l, 7740 at 0057 to past 0205 with IS, FF programs, ID, news at 0100. Spur or new frequency? Parallel 5920 and 9800. (Alexander, PA) 9790 at 2226. Off air and returned twice. (Harris, TN) 11615 at 1654. (Miller, WA) FRENCH GUIANA — China Radio Int’l relay, 9730 at 0400 with ID, world news and news about China. (Jeffery, NY) GABON — Africa Number One, 9580 at 1846 in FF with news. (Miller, WA) GEORGIA REP. — Georgian Radio, tentative, 5040 at 0100 to 0320, with talk in unidentified language, light instrumental music, choral and religious music, gongs at 0145. Some music with a Mid-East flare. Very tentative and irregular. Possibly only on the air on UTC Sundays. (Alexander, PA) GERMANY — Deutsche Welle, 6070 at 0335 in GG. (Wilden, IN) GREECE — Voice of Greece. 5840 at 0244. (Miller, WA) New 12105 at 1325 to 1351 close. Greek music, EE news at 1335-1348, back into Greek. Parallel 15175 and 15630. (Alexander, PA) GUAM — Trans World Radio, KTWR, 9430 heard at 15145 with religious broadcast. (Miller, WA) GUATEMALA — Radio Tezulutlan, Coban, 4835 at 0216 in SS. (Miller, WA) GUYANA — Voice of Guyana/GBC, 3290 at 0510 with “Alexander’s Ragtime Band.” Good but ute QRM. (Dybka, TN) 5949.42 at 0805 to 0930 with local religious music, Hindi vocals, promos, time checks, commercials, U.S. pops. Heard only after WYFR sign off at 0800. Also presumed them at 0640 and 2130 on 5950.51 with adjacent channel clutter. No longer hearing them on 3290. (Alexander, PA) HONDURAS — La Voz Evangelica, 4820 at 0252 with religious programs. (Miller, WA) INDIA — All India Radio, Azizwal, 5050 at 1323 with popular music. AIR 7410 with EE to Northern Europe from 1830 to 1945 when switched to another language. (Miller, WA) INDONESIA — Radio Republik Indonesia. 9565 at 1459 in II with announcement, IS and sign off. (Miller, WA) 11755 at 1045 with local pops, talk in Indonesian, Song of the Coconut Islands at 1058. Fair but mixing with China. //9565. (Alexander, PA) IRAN — Voice of the Islamic Republic of Iran, on new 6055 (ex-6050) at 0030 sign on to 0128 close with IS, opening announcements in EE, sked, Koran, news, commentary, local music. Weak under Spain. //9022 and 9685. (Alexander, PA) IRAQ — Radio Iraq Int’l, 11787 at 1122. AA talk, many mentions of Iraq and Baghdad. Good, clear audio for a change. EE heard at 2132 on 11785 but distorted audio. (Alexander, PA) ISRAEL — Kol Israel, 7465 heard at 0505 with news. Also, presumed Kol Israel, 15485 at 2129 in presumed AA. No ID. Off at 2200. (Jeffery, NY) JAPAN — NHK Radio Japan, 9535 at 1503 and 9835 at 0500. (Miller, WA) KUWAIT — Radio Kuwait, 9855 at 2214 in AA. (Harris, TN) 2216 with AA music. (Miller, WA) LITHUANIA — Radio Vilnius, via Germany. 5885/5905 but 5885 drifted to 5883. 0030 to 0059 with EE to North America. Severe ute QRM on 5905. (Silvi, OH) 5905 at 0032 with world and local news. (Casses, PA) MADAGASCAR — Radio Netherlands, 9860 at 0234 with news, “Newsline.” (Jeffery, NY) Here and //11660 at 0030 to 0125 to South Asia. (Silvi, OH) MALAYSIA — Radio Malaysia, Sarawak, 5005 at 1319 with pop music. (Miller, WA)
These impressive antennas belong to Radio Austria International.

The "Blue Lagoon" pictured on this INBS (Iceland) QSL is near Keilavik International Airport.

These are the impressive antennas belonging to Radio Austria International.

PHILIPPINES — FEBC, 9875 at 2241 with music. (Miller, WA)

RUSSIA — Voice of Russia World Service. 5940 at 2159 with IS, ID and news. (Jeffery, NY) 2251 with program about the future of Russia. (Harris, TN) 9580 at 0211 with news. (Miller, WA)

RWANDA — Deutsche Welle via Kigali, 6015/9565 with EE/GG lesson, ID 0443 and woman with frequencies for Africa. Off at 0450. (Dybka, TN) 11785 at 2244. (Harris, TN) 11810 at 1835. (Miller, WA)

SWITZERLAND — Swiss Radio Int’l, 7280 at 1429 and into Italian. 9905 at 0502 with news. (Miller, WA) 9885 at 2013, 9905 at 0117, 13635 at 1420. (Casses, PA)

VATICAN — Vatican Radio, 7305 at 0313 with IS, into SS, off at 0315. (Wilden, IN) 11740 at 1257 with IS. (Miller, WA)

VENEZUELA — Radio Tachira, San Cristobal, 4980 in SS at 0231 with pops. (Miller, WA) And now, a monster thank you to the following who did their part this month: Paul Harris, Columbia, TN; Ed Rausch, Cedar Grove, NJ; Michael J. Miller, Issaquah, WA; Jill Dybka, Nashville, TN; Brian Alexander, Mechanicsburg, PA; John Casses, Johnstown, PA; Dave Jeffery, Niagara Falls, NY; Lee Silvi, Mentor, OH and Sue Wilden, Columbus, IN. Thanks to each of you!
We have a lot of news and information to pass on this month, so I thought we would just jump in with it. First, several new offerings for ute fans have come out. Klingenzuss Publications has released several updated titles. The 1998 Guide to Utility Radio Stations (16th Edition); 1998 Shortwave Frequency Guide (2nd Edition); and their 1998 Super Frequency List CD-ROM are now available.

The 1998 Guide to Utility Radio Stations is over 550 pages (softbound) sorted by frequency. It also has a section with stations sorted by country, a station call sign list, a Meteo station section with WEFAX schedules, a listing of NAVTEX stations, codes and times of broadcasts, and much more.

The 1998 Shortwave Frequency Guide is also over 550 pages (softbound) and includes utility and broadcast stations as well as Clandestine stations. The CD-ROM contains three databases: Formerly Active Frequencies, Utility Stations, and Broadcast Stations. Each is completely searchable by mode, frequency, call sign, etc. Check for these updated publications anywhere where hobby publications are normally sold.

Also just out is The Cornet Project CD-ROM. This is a four-CD-ROM collection of shortwave numbers station broadcasts from Irdial Discs, England. If you aren’t sure what the Swedish Rhapsody sounds like, or would like to hear what the Lincolnshire Poacher sounds like, they are all here. Although aligned towards the European-based ENIGMA club format/classifications, fortunately they also included the “known also as” names of the stations in most cases to permit use by non-ENIGMA members. For further information write: Irdial Discs, PO. Box 424, London, SW3 5DJ, England, or by e-mail at <irdial@irdialsys.win-uk.net>.

Speaking of Spooks, Chris Smolinski has released a Macintosh shareware program called MultiMode. It presently decodes CW, RTTY, SITOR, WEFAX, ACARS, DTMF, and WWVB time codes. The URL to download a copy is: <http://www.access.digex.net/~cps/SSS14.html>. MultiMode allows you to decode and display morse code, RTTY, fax, and many other modes on your Mac, without any extra hardware. The current version of MultiMode is 0.9.0, released on January 2, 1998. The program also has an audio spectrum display to aid in properly tuning in stations, and it features sophisticated digital filters for pulling weak signals out of the noise. MultiMode requires a color Macintosh with sound input. A model with a PowerPC (PPC) processor is highly recommended, although several modes can be decoded with reasonably fast models using the 68040 processor. You also need a radio capable of tuning in the frequency ranges of interest. You can contact Chris by e-mail at his site listed above with any questions or for more information.

The National Institute of Standards and Technology has announced they have more than doubled the power of station WWVB, near Fort Collins, Colorado, which has operated at 10000 watts for more than 30 years. It has now been boosted to 23000 watts, and plans call for over 30 miles. It has now been boosted to 23000 watts, and plans call for an increase to between 40000 and 50000 watts. The current upgrade made use of spare radio transmitters and other components provided by the U.S. Navy.

Longtime coastal station FFL, St. Lys Radio, France, has closed the doors as of January 16, 1998, ending a long period of maritime radio history. I’ll certainly miss their voice marker, which was almost a nightly visitor into Ohio.

Sue Wilden (IN) reports a new TIS (Travelers Information Station) on line for those who are interested in DXing them. The Indiana Department of Highways, in conjunction with the Columbus (IN) Area Visitor’s Center, has sent up a TIS at the intersection of I-65 and U.S. 31 to provide travelers with information about the Columbus area. Traffic information is also posted, especially during the peak leaf weeks at Brown County State Park. Indiana State Police can interrupt the broadcast for emergency weather or traffic reports. It’s on 540 kHz and has a range of 15 listed miles. Sue has heard test loops in the past at her house 10 miles away, but nothing more than “Indiana Department of Highways” over and over again. The station itself is a five-foot green cube.

Ken Alexander (Ontario, Canada) editor of Ontario DX Association’s (ODXA)
MW column "DX Ontario," checks in this month. Ken had operated the now closed ODXA BBS for years, which was one of the early places where you could find additional use logs. Ken reports hearing his first ever "MAYDAY" call on the international distress frequency 2182.0 kHz recently (see the logs area).

Dan Greenall, also from Ontario and the FM-TV DX column editor for ODXA, checks in regarding the voice mirrors information from the January column. Dan collected many of these markers on tape and ended up with a pretty good assortment. Dan is going to try to get some of these to me and we'll make arrangements to pass them along somehow. Dan also has a number of QSL cards from voice mirrors, the Bell System/AT&T Radiotelephone circuit, as discussed in the January column.

Gary Van Sant (OR) uses a Sangean ATS-909A along with a 40-foot longwire antenna inductively coupled to the receiver. He also uses a Kenwood R-5000, and a Sangean ATS-803A, but the 909 is his favorite. His listening includes numbers stations, civil aero and sometimes Russian fishing fleet ops and marine radio-telephone calls from to Murmansk and Nikolaev.

Alan Gale (UK) checks in with his usual great information from his part of the world. Alan reports that the UK Coastguard plans on giving four stations the axe and merging two others. Again, a new high-tech comms system and "remoting" appear to be the reason. The coasties "for the chop" are Liverpool Coastguard, Oban Coastguard (Argyleshire, Scotland), Pentland Coastguard (Orkney) and Tyne Coastguard (Northeast England). Stations to be merged are Lee-on-Solent and Portland. Alan suggests that anyone who hasn't got these stations verified should keep a lookout for them on 2182 or 2596 kHz.

Some other UK Coastguard stations also use 2226 kHz for weather reports to fishing vessels and storm warnings during bad weather. Sadly, a winchman from the Shetland Coastguard helo was killed while helping to rescue a stricken crewman from a distressed ship recently. Alan also reports that the big news there was the close down of the UK Coastal Radio service CW operations on the 31st of December. Alan was able to catch all of this on tape and was able to get down a good list of stations which called in for a final QSO, too. He has already received a QSL from one of the stations endorsed with "Final CW Broadcast" on it and promises to forward a copy soon. He also received a phone call from the operator at Land's End Radio, who told Alan they'd filmed the event, and that a video would be available soon. I agree it was a sad moment indeed, and one that looks likely to be repeated often over the next 12 months or so.

Finally, Alan reports that since Kinloss became the sole UK SAR station, they have called all stations every afternoon and told them that if QRM (jamming) is present on 5680.0 kHz, they should use 4718.0 kHz. SAR fans should keep an ear open on this channel for evening/night activity. Also, 8971.0 kHz has been reported as being used while the jamming of 5680 reported by Alan a few months back continues.

Nolan Tucker reports being stationary "for now" in Oregon. In regards to the 6683-kHz log in the January column Nolan reports the term "DV2 plus 7" is a passenger list: DV2s are Distinguished Visitors, plus 7 non-VIPS.

Thanks for the info and the reminder Nolan. The Distinguished Visitor codes are as follows: DV-1, President or head of state of foreign county; DV-2, Vice President, Prime Minister, Foreign Ambassador, Secretary of State or Defense, Speaker of the House, Chief of staff, General of Army, Air Force, Commandant of the Marine Corps, Fleet Admiral, etc.; DV-3, Under Secretary of Cabinet, Attorney General, Under Secretary of Army Navy and Air Force, etc.; DV-4, Lt. General, Vice Admiral and foreign Ambassador out of jurisdiction; DV-5, Major General and Rear Admiral (upper half); DV-6, Brigadier General, Rear Admiral (lower half), and Commodore; DV-7, Captain, USN or USCG, Colonel, USAF, Army or USMC, and comparable rank officer of friendly foreign nations.

David Wright (TX) and I maintain a list of aircraft tail numbers for U.S. Coast Guard aircraft, listing aircraft type and where it is based, for the WUN club. For quite awhile, one that had eluded updating was the HU-25A #2117. Dave discovered that in June, 1994, the 2117 was transferred to the Federal Aviation Administration's Airworthiness Assurance Nondestructive Inspection (NDI) Validation Center (FAA AANC), located at the Sandia National Laboratories in Albuquerque, New Mexico. This aircraft serves as a test-bed to develop new maintenance and inspection techniques for the USCG Aircraft Repair and Supply Center (ARSC). If you would like a free copy of this list, visit the WUN Web site at: <http://www.gem.net/~berri/wun> or drop me an SASE to my address, P.O. Box 4222, Youngstown, Ohio 44515-0222.

Dwight Simpson (WI) uses a Kenwood TS-430S, ICOM IC-706 and R71A, and
Sony ICF-2010 for HF listening. His HF antennas consist of a multi-band dipole, a three-element Yagi, an MFJ-1020B active antenna, and a random wire. Dwight followed the Search and Rescue (SAR) commun's involving the M/V Merchant Patriot, which was taking on water and sinking about 270 miles east of Cape Canaveral, Florida. The SAR lasted several hours while all 28 crewmen were rescued. The operation involved numerous USCG aircraft and the 920th Rescue Group at Patrick AFB, Florida, which deployed two HH-30 helicopters and one HC-130 aircraft for the rescue operation.

Mike Scott (NJ), who sent in the mystery we cracked a few months back (it turned out to be the AT&T voice marker), has another mystery. Now Scott thinks he will stump readers with this one. Back in 1963 Scott received a pair of North American walkie-talkies for Christmas. He discovered that by adding an antenna (an old bicycle rim with wire leading down into his bedroom window) he could hear more and talk further. These sets used a crystal transmit and a "pretty open receiver." Scott says there was a station that broadcast a series of tones. There were six tones to a group, three tones were the same and the other three were a little higher. He heard these tones for many years, but when he got his first "real" CB he could no longer hear them. Any ideas out there? Scott also suggests those who enjoy flying check his Web site at <http://www.buzzardsrow.com>.

Speaking of Web sites, every month I try to pick the best variety of logs to provide a balance based on what readers send in. The operative words are “what readers send in.” I then try to provide the best balance possible without too many repeated frequencies from the last two months back. But I can never fit every single log into the column. I’ve asked Harold Ort, our beloved editor, to allot me 20 pages . . . but until I can work on him some more (hi!), I’m going to try to place the unused logs in a file on my Web site monthly. Check it out at <http://www.concentric.net/~Commconf>.

I also want to welcome longtime HF monitor Tim Tyler (MI) back into HF after a brief absence. I went to the Offutt AFB Air Show with Tim a few years back for what turned out to be an "excellent adventure." Also back from a busy schedule is Tim Braun (VA), with whom I had another excellent adventure to the Philadelphia Naval Yard during an excursion from the Kulpsville convention a few years back.

**Digital News**

The U.S. Navy has announced an unfortunate loss for weather facsimile fans. Weather facsimile stations at Keflavik, Iceland; Cutler, Maine; Diego Garcia; Guam; Pearl Harbor, Hawaii; Stockton, California; and Yokosuka, Japan have ceased 24-hour continuous broadcast of radio facsimile operations, effective 1 January, 1998. The Navy will keep these systems in a back-up mode for on-demand service to be activated by fleet units upon request. The move to more reliable satellite systems is cited. Rota, Spain is not affected at this time.

Dave Wright also sends this test strip he caught being sent by CKN, Canadian Forces, Comox: RYRYRYRYRYRY RY RYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRY. Canadian Forces Fore-CAST CENTRE COMOX, LAZO, BC, CANADA, BROADCASTING ON 2752.1 KHZ CONTINUOUS DAILY, 2466.1, 6454.1, 12751.1 KHZ 0000Z - 2400Z. CKN COMOX CKN COMOX CKN COMOX CKN COMOX CKN COMOX COMOX MORE RY'S and then TRAFFIC FOLLOWS.

Ary Boender (Netherlands) reports PIAF, Presse-und Informationsamt der Bundesregierung, Bonn, Germany, has then TRAFFIC FOLLOWS. The U.S. Navy has announced an unfortunate loss for weather facsimile stations at Keflavik, Iceland; Cutler, Maine; Diego Garcia; Guam; Pearl Harbor, Hawaii; Stockton, California; and Yokosuka, Japan have ceased 24-hour continuous broadcast of radio facsimile operations, effective 1 January, 1998. The Navy will keep these systems in a back-up mode for on-demand service to be activated by fleet units upon request. The move to more reliable satellite systems is cited. Rota, Spain is not affected at this time.

Whew, quite a bit of mail this month, and it was all appreciated. Now on with the show . . .

**UTE Logging’s SSB/CW/DIGITAL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Call Sign</th>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>222</td>
<td>CUU</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>277</td>
<td>SML</td>
<td>Wyoming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>245</td>
<td>BKD</td>
<td>Texas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>246</td>
<td>FAU</td>
<td>Oregon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>248</td>
<td>PQQ</td>
<td>Montana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>276</td>
<td>YHR</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>280</td>
<td>QX</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>281</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>292</td>
<td>UI</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302</td>
<td>EAG</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>307</td>
<td>CVP</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>317</td>
<td>MVP</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>323</td>
<td>HHW</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>332</td>
<td>YFM</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>333</td>
<td>STI</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>335</td>
<td>IHS</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>344</td>
<td>PPQ</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>346</td>
<td>YXL</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>347</td>
<td>VER</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>DOP</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>352</td>
<td>YUP</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>353</td>
<td>CY</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>354</td>
<td>LJT</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>356</td>
<td>AY</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360</td>
<td>PN</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>365</td>
<td>CZM</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>368</td>
<td>IMR</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>TX</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>374</td>
<td>CZM</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>376</td>
<td>LJT</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>378</td>
<td>HO</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>379</td>
<td>LV</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>382</td>
<td>CR</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>385</td>
<td>JPZ</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>390</td>
<td>DOP</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>396</td>
<td>QBM</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>404</td>
<td>MOG</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>410</td>
<td>CO</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>414</td>
<td>BC</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>423</td>
<td>CKP</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>430</td>
<td>AYB</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>435</td>
<td>CW</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>440</td>
<td>MOG</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>CO</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>452</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>454</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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2872: KYV 301 wkg Shanwick at 0610 in USB w/postep, 51N20W. FL 410. (TO)
2932: Tokyo wkg CATHAY-Y-99 in USB mode at 1607. Advised this freq primary, 6655 secondary. (DS)
3034: Unid Latin American military station, 1015 on W/CW net. Cuban-like format, but seemed to be accompanying voice net on 3035 LSB that sounded more Mexican. Latter more likely. (AWH)
3150: PCD, Mossad, Israel, hr'd in USB heard at 2030. (TY)
3245: Cuban "Atencion" spoke at 1510 in AM, SS w/5FG tof in progress. (AWH)
3417: ART, Mossad, Israel, hr'd in USB heard at 2130. (TY)
3455: Qantas-60 wkg Tokyo Radio at 1352 in USB, reporting posn VASKO (N25-00.0/E142-02.4), FL 310, est OMLET (N21-00/E142-59.4). (DS)
4025: OM/EE w/5FG's 0400 to 0400 at 0000 in USB Sat/Sun, the word "bok" is used as a figure but is not a "0". (DI)
4034: Und at 0400 w/CW 5FG cut numbers. (CS)
4051: Southbound Net at 0300 to 0300 in USB w/various yachts, 1 acting as net control w/ wx reports & contacts, use 4003 (up x 3) and 4024 for extended QSO's. Mention of Mex Navy on 5005.0 kHz USB, but nothing heard there so far. (DI)
4219: A9M, Hamilton Rdo at 0415 w/ARQ ready signal & CW ID along w/PPQ, & L2W & UDB2! (FH)
4270: PCD, Mossad, Israel, hr'd in USB at 1500. (TY)
4295: HWN, Paris tuned at 1509 in 75/850 RTTY. (FH)
4325: Russian Navy, Ustinov at 2155 w/"R" Beacon ID. (AWH)
4420: Jammak to Royal Navy UKMCCS station and also 2 OM, u/i language using speech inversion scrambling heard at 0331 in USB. (RK)
4466: FD18, unID Air, France, w/VVV marker in CW at 2210. (DF) (FAF, Nice -Ed.)
4470: "Counting Station" spoke at 1520 in USB, YL/EE w/3-2FG's, //5046. (AWH)
4515: FDG, Bordeaux Air, France w/VVV marker in CW at 2213. (DG)
4665: YL/EE Mossad repeating "Victor Lima Bravo Two" heard at 2117 seemingly in AM mode. (DG)
4666: Tokyo Radio wkg various flt operating in the Central West Pacific area in USB mode from 0900-0927. (DS)
4724: USAF Offset Ghfs in USB mode at 1919 w/EMAF traffic. "I say again...tkoi2QestWxVQXTeIR Offutt, out." (66379, but not a bit weaker up there. (DS)
4739: A31, unid prob USN asset heard at 0231 in USB c/w SPANGLE 71 FOXTROT (P-3C) no joy here. This is USN Safety of Flight alternate. (Ed.)
4780: KPA2, Mossad. Israel, hr'd in USB at 1515. (TY)
4786: 85: Und military tactical at 1550 in USB w/EWC c/w DEUCE, noresp. (AWH)
4856: YL/Korean passing intermittently, random number groups in AM at 0837. (DS)
4880: YL/EE in USB mode at 2017 w/5LG's voiced in NATO phonetics. Heard on other occasions this freq at 1508, 1942. Previously noted as MOSSAD "ULX" channel. (DS)
5000: Time signal stn WWV in AM. (CB)
5135: Cuban on early w/a few numbers at 0500 in a.m., then stopped, then started at 0100 w/Atencion 9606203061 06421, 3 finals. (CS)
5136: Spook sn't hereby christened "Der Kleine Korprral," OM/EE w/strange Euroaccent 0525 rping "315 315 300 000". Also noted earlier same day at 1330 on 13360 for 325. (AWH)
5184: YL/Korean passing intermittently, random number groups in AM mode at 0859. Quiet after a couple of sets of 3-digit groups at 0900. (DS)
5230: MIW2, Mossad, Israel, hr'd in USB at 1715. (TY)
5295: CLP32, unid Cuban Embassy, w/and sent VVV & clg CLP1 in CW at 0332. (DG)
5305: A9, Unid, French Polynesia? at 0945 in ARQ-E 72/115 to 1230 lost synth. (FY)
5320: Man repeating 3-1-4 over and over at 2015. 5F here. (TB)
5422: "Lincolnshire Poacher" numbers broadcast kicks off in USB mode at 1806 with "LR" jingle followed by YL repeating "04064." Noted //6485 at 1807. (DS)
5440: Cuban "6589" type net at 1400 on w/control station RAY, staying on continuously while others use the frequency. RAY c/w WST, 1416 WST came up w/post rep as "21 55 New, 84 05 Oeste, al frente Cabo Frances" which is in the water, so WST appears to be a vsl of some sort. Cabo Frances is southwest of Pinar del Rio city on the south coast. The location is inside aero danger area MUD50 (surface to FL 450) on WAC CJ-26, if that means anything. 9756 ROMANO clg WST, noresp. At 1723 RAY c/w WST, noresp. (AWH)
5447: YL at 1023 in ARQ-M2 128.5/115, off 1027, RFHMMGW Mururoa reported here. (FH) (reportedly a Mururoa return link, these 128.5 baud stns tend to be associated with the Mururoa test site -Ed.)
5469: RFHWW/COM Popeete in ARQ-M2 128.5/115 idle tuned at 1025. (FY) (link to Mururoa -Ed.)
5535: Speedbird 6711 at 0010 in USB wkg Speedbird London for actual wx for UGEE, seleal BR-AP. (TO)
5541: Air France 095 at 0455 in USB w/pp thru Stockholm to Air France Operations patch was in FF. (TB)
5544: Und a/c "510" at 2034 in USB getting assorted wx from "Dispatcher," gave minimum overhead Nairobi of 250. (TB)
5568: Russia? at 0535 in USB, weak tx w/multiple RS pp's. (AWH)
5628: Cathay-888 w/post rep in USB mode at 1303 to Honolulu Radio, a/c reported 1302 posn 44N 170W, FL 370, estimating 45N 160W at 1349, next 46N 150W. (DS)
5643: United 862 at 0943 in USB wkg San Francisco with seleal check FG-1L. (TO)
5655: Manila w/unanswered calls to
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SINGAPORE-098 in USB mode at 1711. (DS)

6567: All Nippon 008 at 1114 in USB w/kg San Francisco w/ARP 39N170E F330. (TO)

6570: Lumpur Radio w/kg Singapore-322 in USB mode at 1729. (DS)

6573: Presumed Belgium VOLMET in USB mode from 1528-1530; strong & overly modulated w/UL computer voice. Weaker station came on at 1531, probably Guangzhou. (DS)

6580: At 1542 SMG01 in r/ccheck with Kinloss Rescue (G). 1514 Shanwick (IRL) asking Kinloss to QSP message to Rescue 11 and ask him to call them on 8879. At 1116 Rescue 11, Rescue 140, Rescue 177 w/kg Kinloss, searching Irish Sea for missing yachtsman who had called on a cellular phone saying that he was sinking. This turned out to have been a hoax, and a/c were stood down at 1340. (AG)

6586.5: Poss non-military, 1339 to 1509 in USB. RL Base, RL1, RL2 & RL5 running shorts in radiotelegraph computer tests, mentioned LSTSC & CPS system, one a/c was said to be on the ground at “Drum” (Ft. Drum, NY?), also mentioned sending info to several USAF generals. (AS)

6592: At 1445 YIE w/pp to Miami ops thru CAMS/LANT in USB re a vsl near 28N 65W, passed info to Miami ops who adv them to RTB. (DS2)

6593: NOI, AirSta Detroit, Mi, USA at 1740 in USB w/kg 6585 who reports en route to Detroit River light. Lt w/kg 6596 w/flight ops. (Ed.)

6596: At 2136, CG 6009 w/kg CAMS/LANT Chesapeake, 6009 rescued a 61 year old male & gave posn report. Req CAMS/LANT contact Public Relations and find out if they wanted video of rescue. (RM) Culdrose Ops at 2028 clg Rescue 11 w/no reply for 15 minutes. (TB) (Royal Navy—Ed.) REACH 232 at 0316 w/kg Kodial COMSTA for rdcl ck. (DW)

6597: STINGRAY 41, U.S. Customs a/c at 0315 w/kg Kinloss Rescue 11 w/no reply for 15 minutes. (TB) (Ed.)

6617: Russian VOLMET at 0523 in USB w/rx report. No idea of which one it was. (TB) (this is a NCA-VOL Russian Network A freq, w/Kiev, Ukraine at H+20—Ed.)

6637: FEDEX 056 at 0438 in USB w/pp thru Houston to Dispatch, re had been given a faulty flight plan while in Panama, when it had been corrected they had been given a new route & wanted to know why. Dispatch adv it was due to wx. (TB)

6640: American 2115 at 0022 in USB w/kg New York ARINC. (DW)

6658: KPA2, Mossad, Israel, hrd in USB at 1415. (TY)

6673: Japanair 6081 at 1149 in USB w/kg San Francisco w/QSY at KANUA 135.2 YVR CTR, selcal GM-BH. (TO)


6691: At 1618 Pritt/Bone in USB passing coded msg for Command Center Senior Duty Officer to BOOMTOWN. BOOMTOWN advised time of delivery was 1619Z. PETT/BONE then advised they’d be monitor-only advised time of delivery was 1619Z. Ck related URL’s at: <http://www.tacamo.net/cswc-1/Default.html>. (TT)

6696.2: AAA3USA, U.S. Army Mars, Ft. Meade at 0055 in PACKET 300/200 w/kg AAA0USA, US Army Mars, Ft Lewis. (DW)

6739: At 0642, 4ZY in USB w/pp to COM/SUBGRUTEN (Commander Submarine Group Ten) at DSN 573 DSN via MacDill Global. Patch was for “Esteeem Highly Alpha” to w/Group 10 Communications Watch Group Ten) at DSN 573 DSN via MacDill Global. Patch was for “Esteem Highly Alpha” to w/Group 10 Communications Watch Ck related URL’s at: <http://www.subbase.kb.navy.mil/csgpage.htm> for related URL. (TT) Offutt in USB mode from 1533-1534 w/EAM traffic “for BAN-LON,” w/o response. Followed by at least two other stations who echoed message simultaneously; one of them was McClellan. All down at 1535. (DS)

6754: At 0222 unid w/msg for Canadian cities in USB, OM w/very pronounced Canadian accent & he spoke very fast, poss Edmonton? (SW) (Trenton Military at this time—Ed.)

6802: SS/YL Counting Station at 0300 in AM, msg to “222,” both weak 8/8418. (CS)

6815.6: At 1:37 HOTEL 3 JULIETT in USB clg FOXTROT 6 GULF, (MF) (USCG—Ed.)

6850: North Korean Embassy, Cuba at 0216 in RTTY 50/1050, w/5FG crypto tfe. (AWH) (reportedly Tashkent—Ed.)

6859: Unid man in FF at 2020 in USB w/multiple lat/long posns, nothing listed here so assume a well-organized fishing fleet. (TB)

6863: At 0642, 4ZY in USB w/pp to COM/SUBGRUTEN (Commander Submarine Group Ten) at DSN 573 DSN via MacDill Global. Patch was for “Esteeem Highly Alpha” to w/Group 10 Communications Watch Group Ten) at DSN 573 DSN via MacDill Global. Patch was for “Esteem Highly Alpha” to w/Group 10 Communications Watch Ck related URL’s at: <http://www.subbase.kb.navy.mil/csgpage.htm> for related URL. (TT) Offutt in USB mode from 1533-1534 w/EAM traffic “for BAN-LON,” w/o response. Followed by at least two other stations who echoed message simultaneously; one of them was McClellan. All down at 1535. (DS)

6975: Female SS 5F digit by digit transmission starting before 1800 & ending at 1846 w/final?”. Carrier down at 1846. (GVS)

6985: Unid man in FF at 2020 in USB w/multiple lat/long posns, nothing listed here so assume a well-organized fishing fleet. (TB)

7000: At 0642, 4ZY in USB w/pp to COM/SUBGRUTEN (Commander Submarine Group Ten) at DSN 573 DSN via MacDill Global. Patch was for “Esteeem Highly Alpha” to w/Group 10 Communications Watch Group Ten) at DSN 573 DSN via MacDill Global. Patch was for “Esteem Highly Alpha” to w/Group 10 Communications Watch Ck related URL’s at: <http://www.subbase.kb.navy.mil/csgpage.htm> for related URL. (TT) Offutt in USB mode from 1533-1534 w/EAM traffic “for BAN-LON,” w/o response. Followed by at least two other stations who echoed message simultaneously; one of them was McClellan. All down at 1535. (DS)

7047: YL/EE in AM mode at 1325 w/3F grps. Strong. /10529. (DS)

7053: Cuban Atencion stn in progress at 0028 in AM, 3 finals. (CS)

7062: Caribbean-accented man heard at 1314 in USB giving lat/long posns of 7 vsf’s in fleet, all were around Jamaica, assume fishing ops. (TB)

7066: Possible Australian 4x4 Wheel Drive Club Station at 0845 in USB, 2 OM’s w/what about 4x4 vehicles, GPS, Radios, Satellite phones etc. (ID)

7110: MKK, RAF London, G at 1118 in RTTY 50th RD, foxes. (AB)

7198: YL/EE in USB mode at 1403 repeats, “YHF” in NATO phonetics, then announces two upcoming msgs, followed by 5LG’s. Heard on another occasion at 1334. (DS)

8031.5: NNNICOL. uniq NAVMARCOR-MARS ship call (ID?) at 2321 in USB w/kg NNN0YNR w/pp tfe, rare use of this 8 MHz freq. (Ed.)

8042: BAF36, Beijing Meateo at heard 1147 in FAX 120/576 w/chart. Weak w/fading. Royal Australian Navy, Canberra Control at 1142 in USB w/kg WARRNAMBOOL: HMAS Warrnambool, Fremantle-class Patrol Boat 20 8/IPSICH: HMAS Ipswich, Fremantle-class Patrol Boat 20 at 1148 w/kg DARWIN Control.

8125: Unid OM/EE in heavily accented EE at 0915 in USB w/long litany of plain text msg tfe to faintly-heard second stn. Very similar to tfe heard in Oct ‘91 on 8925 kHz & in Sep ‘96 on 6908 kHz. Ref’s to “station commander,” persons aboard vsis, & retirement orders; and reports of departures & arrivals of personnel. Called this a probable Philippines inter-island police net on previous occasions based on traf-
0640. Similar heard this freq at 0118, 0816, Di Wu Tai," msg header info, & then 4F msg 0632-0633, id as "Xinxing Guangbo Dientai intro text, traditional Chinese music from mode at 0630 joined in progress w/YL/CC actually on 13527.8, 13527.9-Ed.)

(CH) (yes, “C” is Moscow, “S” is Arkhangelsk same time in CW 01126 (Russian Navy?).

13527.8: Unid stn w/“C” & “S” almost at the 13438.6: DGN43, PIAB Bonn Germany at & wx at 1542 in USB. (HO)

13438.6: P6Z, MFA Paris, F at 0835 in FEC-A

13061.4: CLP8, Conakry, Guinea at 1418 in RTTY 50/425 w/SS msgs. (JR)

This month’s contributors: (AB) Ary Boender, The Netherlands; (AG) Alan Gale, UK; (AS) Andy Salamone, PA; (AWH) Albert W. Hussein, FL; (BF) Bill Farley, NM; (CB) Charles Boyd, MO (while camping); (CH) Chris Halinan, Germany; (CS) Chris Smolinski, MD; (DG) Dan Greenall, ON, Canada; (DJ) Doug Jarrard, NM; (DS) Dave Sabo, S. Korea; (DS2) Dwight Simpson, WI; (DW) Dave Wright, TX; (FH) Fred Hetherington, FL; (GVS) Gary Van Sant, OR; (HO) Harold Ort, NJ; (IJ) Ian Julian, New Zealand; (JS) Joe Richardson, FL; (KA) Ken Alexander, ON, Canada; (MF) Mike Fink, FL; (MT) Matt Thompson, PA; (PB) Paul Bunyan, U.S. mid-west; (RK) Richard Klingman, NY; (RM) Roland “Mac” McCormick, GA; (SW) Sue Wilden, IN; (TB) Tim Braun, VA; (TT) Tony Orr, VA; (TY) Tims abbrev. TACP & SURF. 

192/390 w/H msg to REVIPP, St Denis Air, Oonds to live. Anything you want to say to your enemy attack & adv “You have forty five seconds to live. Anything you want to say to your wife & children?” (TT) (Tims abbrev. TACP is Tactical Air Control Party, ALO is Air Liaison Officer—Ed.)

15687: At 1959, Customs COHEN then in USB active w/"Turkey talk" scrambled voice. (MF) (system is called “Parkhill”—Ed.)

15897.9: RFGW, Paris at 1420 in FEC-A 192/390 w/FF msg to REVIPP, St Denis Air, Reunion, then I to ZEN/Air Djibouti. (TB)

15867: At 1959, Customs COHEN then in USB active w/"Turkey talk" scrambled voice. (MF) (system is called “Parkhill”—Ed.)

16167.9: RFGW, Paris at 1420 in FEC-A 192/390 w/FF msg to REVIPP, St Denis Air, Reunion, then I to ZEN/Air Djibouti. (TB)

16098: HD820, Berne, at 1400 in ARQ w/SLG’s, off after “end of message.” (FH)

16167.9: RFGW, Paris at 1420 in FEC-A 192/390 w/FF msg to REVIPP, St Denis Air, Reunion, then I to ZEN/Air Djibouti. (TB)

16167.9: RFGW, Paris at 1420 in FEC-A 192/390 w/FF msg to REVIPP, St Denis Air, Reunion, then I to ZEN/Air Djibouti. (TB)

16098: HD820, Berne, at 1400 in ARQ w/SLG’s, off after “end of message.” (FH)

16167.9: RFGW, Paris at 1420 in FEC-A 192/390 w/FF msg to REVIPP, St Denis Air, Reunion, then I to ZEN/Air Djibouti. (TB)

15475: CLP18, EMBACUBA Dur-es-Salaam, Tanzania at 1820 in RTTY 75/850 w/SS tcf & 5FG’s to MFA Havana. (JR)

15704: 0: ASK, Karachi, Pakistan, w/lengthy “DE ASK…” marker in CW at 1340. (DG)

17162: PWN33, Natal in RTTY 75/850 monitored at 2140 c/q & coastal wx in Portuguese/E/E. (FH)

17590: HZN48, Jeddah Meato, Saudi Arabia at 2000 in RTTY 100/850 w/SS tcf & 5FG’s to MFA Havana. (JR)

17525: San Francisco Aeradio w/kg various a/c in USB at 0255. (TY)

18093.7: TY4, Ankara at 1415 in RTTY 50/1200, Arabic Turkish nx w/ssmes in some area. (MF) (ـ FM) (Anadolu Ajansi or “AA” nx—Ed.)

18636: CLP27, EMBACUBA Pyongyang, N. Korea at 1555 in RTTY 50/425 w/SS tcf & 5FG’s to MFA Havana. (JR)

18641.4: CLP44, EMBACUBA Harare, Zimbabwe in RTTY 50/425 at 1613 relaying msgs from EMBACUBA Baghdad. (JR)

19048: CLP1, MFA Havana, Cuba at 1440 in RTTY 50/425 w/SS circulars to CLP8, EMBACUBA Conakry. (JR)

19517.6: CLP23, EMBACUBA Lagos, Nigeria at 1640 in RTTY 50/425 w/SS tcf & 5FG msgs. (JR)

19706.5: LSD836, Buenos Aires Radio, Argentina with/ARQready signal & signing CW at 2230. (FH)

19884: Cherry Ripe Station at 0120 in USB, VL w/numbers. (IJ)

20020: Cuban mixing product heard at 1623 in LSB, audio from the “Atencion” station audible here whenever CLP1 was keying CW on 20017.5. Same thing noted at 1633 on 18630 LSB. Fair level & intermittent, CW very strong. Guess that means CLP1, RHC, & the numbers are all coming from the Bauta site. (AWH)

20841.7: CLP8, Conakry, Guinea at 1418 in RTTY 50/425 w/SS msgs. (JR)

22646.5: JOS, Nagasaki radio, Japan at 0420 w/CW marker. (IJ)

28285: Adelaide Is. (Antarctica) VPARDE, at 1815 w/CW piggy beacon, fair/good, listed 8 watts! (AWH)

From Lands End Radio/GLD - tor 0023z, CQ CQ de GLD GLD = this is the final w/ transmission from Lands End Radio. Since 1901 GLD has listened continuously on 500 kHz and is proud to have assisted many ships in distress both in peacetime and in war stop but now the time has come, ours is not to reason why, the satellites are calling, our morse transmitters die. Marconi if you can hear us we salute you = de GLD 31/12/97 2359z ar de GLD

CQ de GLD good luck and 73s de GLD
and the Politics of Misinformation” reported, “... the claim that FRS would have no impact on current users is especially ridiculous — the proposed FRS use of the 467 MHz band would decimate existing repeater operations.” Really? It’s a good thing the PRSG doesn’t have its finger on the launch buttons in the Defense Department!

There’s no question about it: the FCC should have included more strict rules for FRS users; after all, in the ever-chaotic CB bands, the rules are in place — what’s good for one Part 95 service should be good for all. We’ve talked with quite a few FRS users and they all seem to love their transceivers and take them wherever they go; even some hams are getting on the FRS bandwagon. Radio enthusiasts even see FRS as a stepping stone to ham radio. I don’t think so.

Talk to the person on the street and you’ll find that most know less about FRS than they do about their TV remote control. Both just work — and quite well, for their intended purpose. Folks know they can’t use an FRS radio to talk to Uncle Sam 500 miles away, or can they use a TV remote control as a garage door opener. If they’re shopping for clear, reliable communications for use over a few blocks around town or a couple of miles or so over open water, they’ll choose FRS or a comparable handheld CB, whichever is less expensive and has more options.

So are these FRS radios interfering with licensed GMRS users? Yes and no. In the great majority of instances, there just isn’t a problem; reminds me of the uproar many years ago over those old channel 14 “toy” walkie-talkies that were going to torture all those law-abiding CBers — the ones talking skip with 500 watts. Yet in a handful of other areas, certain locations in California and Chicago, specifically, GMRS repeaters have been clobbered by the little half-watt FRS transceivers. I doubt the problem is terribly widespread. So what to do? Since the FRS is here to stay, the answer is simple: Operators should PL tone their repeaters. Pretty easy, wouldn’t you say? Once again, the people have to do what Uncle Sam couldn’t.

But even as FRS use grows, it still seems to me that there’s more sand in the PRSG’s socks than the FRS’s; the battle between the PRSG and the FCC and radio manufacturers has been going on long before the creation of the Family Radio Service. Other GMRS problems — real problems — unlicensed, new business users on the personal GMRS frequencies, for example, are concerns that need Uncle’s attention, but with the downsizing at the FCC, it’s doubtful it will get the focus it deserves. And, frankly, I suppose if I were a licensed GMRS user, the FCC’s green light for unlicensed FRS operation on my GMRS turf could be considered a slap in the face or indifference toward GMRS users, but haven’t all radio services been smacked once or twice by Uncle Sam? So we pick up the pieces and move on, because, guess what, it won’t be the last time Uncle dumps in our living room.

Giving Credit, Where Credit Is Due: The FCC’s Stuker, Monie and Moffitt!

Unless you’re their family or friends, you’ve probably never heard of these three fellows, but they’ve done a good thing. We Americans have a field day criticizing our government from time to time (alright, most of the time). And, to be sure, very often the government has, shall we say, a field day with us. But when something goes particularly smoothly with Uncle Sam, we should applaud the effort. After all, those government employees are our friends, family and neighbors.

Such is the case with the FCC’s no-so-new toll-free phone number. I’ve called the 888-225-5322 number several times in the past few months, and guess what? The phone menu is short, to the point, and I’ve never been on hold more than a couple of minutes. You can’t say that after calling the Army or IRS where you’ll wait for an eternity to get through, and frequently until the millennium to get an answer, and when you do it usually isn’t correct. No sir, it’s hats off to the FCC for polite, informed customer service representatives on their toll-free line. And they don’t play music; Don’t get me wrong, I like good music, but, unless it’s elevator music, I don’t want to hear it on the phone.

I’ve got to admit (Pop’Comm Confession number 99) that I called the toll-free line a couple of times with a dumb question for which I already knew the answer. Without putting me on eternal hold, or getting handed off to 35 specialists, the FCC folks knew the answer, or got me to the person who did — the FIRST time! The rest of the bureaucracy should stand up, take notice and applaud.

Pirates Den (from page 43)

1500. (Coatsworth, ON) At 0329 opened with “Oh Canada.” (Silvi, OH)

WREC — Radio Free East Coast, 6955 USB at 2044 with rock, funny ads, ID, off at 2059. (Jeffery, NY)

Radio Tellus, 6955 USS at 2211 with hard rock, talk about other pirates. (Jeffery, NY) Hard rock, ads for LSD-based aspirin, Jo-Bo’s restaurant. Off at 2008. Wellsville address. (Jeffery, NY)

Omega Radio, 6955 USB at 1842 sign off. (Coatsworth, ON)

Rocket 99, 6955 USB at 1820. (Coatsworth, ON)

Voice of Intoxication, 6955 at 2021. (Coatsworth, ON)

Jerry Rigged Radio, 6955 USB heard at 2136. Said they’d soon be using “8 meg” and 21 and 31-meter bands. (Coatsworth, ON)

Voice of the Atlantic, (frequency?) 2219 with Black Magic woman and Born to Be Wild. No address given. (Coatsworth, ON)

Farmers From Holland, 6300 at 2331. Mostly polkas. (Coatsworth, ON)

Radio 3, 6955 at 1722 to 1747 close. ID as “totally awesome Radio 3.” (Coatsworth, ON)

Pirate Radio Boston, 6955 at 2003. (Coatsworth, ON)

WMPR, 6955.4 at 2140 with electric songs, over modulated. (Hassig, IL)

WBIG, 6955.9 at 1905 “WBIG — the large one.” Off with song “Mexican Radio,” Belfast address. (Hassig, IL)

Voice of the Longrun, 6955 at 2118 with backwoods comedy, music. Unreadable address. (Jeffery, NY)

Good goin’ guys! Keep at it and keep those logs coming my way!
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**VHF AERO SCANNER GUIDE:** Kenneth's Air-Scan, sixth edition. Great new edition of the newest comprehensive and popular USA/CANADA VHF air band directory ever published: Civilian, Military, Private Airports, Hotels & Seaplane Bases. Control Towers, ARTCC, Weather. Approach/Departure, FSS, Ground Control, ATIS, Unicom, National & Air National Guard freqs., etc. Many listings for airport security, fire/rescue, airline ground services & more beyond the airband. One "must have" guide to tens of thousands of air related monitor frequencies! Only $18.95, plus $5 s/h ($6 to Canada) from CRB Research, P.O. Box 56, Commack, NY 11725. VISA/MC accepted. Phone orders: (516) 543-9169. (NYS res. add $2.40 tax.)

**LEARN MORSE CODE IN 4 HOURS! Taught the military method. Send $9.95 to: I.L. Steiger, 375 Hillside, Seven Hills, OH 44131.

**QUESTIONS. 1-800-449-9189. NO FLORIDA SALES.**

**DEVICES FROM $15.00. CALL US WITH YOUR DIRECTIONS.**

**RADIO SHACK CANCER SCANNERS LOWEST PRICES all catalog items, NEW-FRS (10 Family Radio Service 2-way HT reg. $180--OUR PRICE $150. Join our buying club and save. No tax. Call 1-800-S446-3004 (orders only).**

**COTRONICS, Inc., 2250 S.E. Federal Hwy., Stuart, FL 34994.**

**CB MODIFICATION SECRETS, big new 200-page guide by Kevin Ross, author of "CB Radio Hacker's Guide." More great easy-to-do Am/SSB CB equipment upgrades and enhancements applicable to Cobra, Realistic, Uniden, President, etc. Freq. expansion, VFO, clarifier unlock, VOX, Roger Beep, anti-interference device, receive signal preamp and more. Only $21.95, plus $5 s/h ($6 to Canada) from CRB Research Books, P.O. Box 56, Commack, NY 11725. NYS residents add $2.22 tax. VISA/MC orders call: (516) 543-9169.

**MILITARY RADIOS:** Easily made battery adapters for military radios & other electronics. GET POWER UP! Big new 96-page manual of instructions, diagrams. Use readily available commercial batteries in PRC-6, -8, -11, -25, -28, -47, -47M, -77, -77C, AN/PRC-9, AN/PRT-7, RT-77, URC-68, more; also mine detectors, night scopes, radars, field telephones, etc. Only $14.95, plus $5 s/h ($6 Canada) from CRB Research Books, P.O. Box 56-PC, Commack, NY 11725. NYS residents add $2.22 tax. VISA/MC accepted. Phone (516) 543-9169.

**CABLE TV DESCRAMBLER. Build your own. Complete plans. List: Frames, Circuit board. Schematic. Send $9.95 to A. Gray, P.O. Box 1221-E Station 28, Route 6, Haltifax, NS B3L-4P4 Michael Faraday. Reliability, Free Energy, UFO's, a biography. Also strange relationships in electromagnetic fields, unipolar motors, free energy devices. UFO's. 221 pages. $32.00 to Frank Fite. 1914 Billy Drive, Fort Wayne, IN 46818.

**START YOUR OWN COMMERCIAL RADIO STATION WITH ONLY $500 OR LESS! Yes it's possible & legal. Part 15 of FCC rules allows low power AM radio stations to operated without a license! Cover an entire town & hit $1,500 a month!! It has been done! Order the newsletter booklet that tells you all you need to get started for $29.99. Send check or money order payable to: WCTD AM 1620, 4 Canal St., Westerly RI 02893.**

**WANTED: EARLY MILITARY RADARS. Aviation, electronic surveillance, covert communications, computer sciences, espionage, mining, and more! New titles being added constantly! Ask for our big FREE catalog. CRB Research Books, Box 56-PC, Commack, NY 11725.

**WANTED: Schematics or books for: Heath CB-1, EICO-147 Signal Transducer, R-122A/ARN-12 receiver. Will pay reasonable copying costs. W8MIA, FAX questions to 612-842-2448.**

**TOP DOLLAR PAID, wanted (but not abused) Repency MX-3000 scanners (30 channel communications receivers) for $150. Send for back-ups and parts bins. Check your shack for vehicles or surplus for unused units (MX-3000's only). Advise condition and price wanted to Jan D. Lowry, 28243 Royal Road, Castaic, CA 91384-3028. (No calls please).

**WANTED: WOLOWOX XLP4-track tape recorder. Must be in good working condition. Contact R.L.N., P.O. Box 238, Chicopee, MA 01014-0238.**

**WANTED: EARLY MILITARY RADARS, aviation, fire control, bombing, missile. Also parts, training courses. TM'S: RADAR: Box 10215, Bloomfield, PA 15012.**

**WANTED: CRB'S BIG CB HANDBOOK, by Tom Knielet, 221 large pages, fully illustrated. Complete guide to worldwide AM, SSB, Freebund, 27 MHz operations. Everything they never told you (legal & otherwise) from world's leading CB authority. Only $15.95 plus $.55 s/h ($6 Canada). Visa/MC orders call: (516) 543-9169.**

**WANTED: CB RADIO EQUIPMENT—"I'm looking for all types of old/vintage CB radios, amps, manuals, magazines, mics, etc. PLEASE CALL anytime. WALTER 819-279-2749.**


**LEARN CODE BY HYPNOSIS <http://www.qth.com/eveyrcss/> or 1-800-425-2525.**

**Dx Tools for the serious radio listener. Quantum Loops, Q-Sticks, more. Stamp for catalog. Radio Plus Electronics, 3635 Chantass Way, Pensacola, FL 32504. (904) 431-3659.**


**CB and 10 METER EQUIPMENT: range, Galaxy, Mirage, Super Star, and Much More! Send 3 stamps to EDS, P.O. Box 343, Howell, NJ 07731.**

**DRAKE SW8, MINT CONDITION, MANUAL $495.00. SONY ICF-1000 as NEW BOXED ALL LITERATURE $275. KENWOOD R-300 MINT, $395.00. CALL JERRY, 954-729-1972.**

**FREEDISK CATALOG! Electronics, IBM Shareware and CD-ROMS. Mom 'N Pop's SOFTWARE, P.O. Box 15003-HI, Springfield, FL 34409-0111, 1-352-688-9108.**
WANTED: Square four-blade socket power connectors or power cords for old type Hurca III or IV scanners. Gary Jones, P.O. Box 467, Buckeye Lake, OH 43008.

FOR SALE: ICOM R71A SW receiver. $575.00. Contact R. O'Donnell. 314-296-4673

FOR SALE: Terminal Node Controller (TNE) AEA PkRat PK237 MBX $200.00. Contact R. O'Donnell. 314-296-4673

1997 WUN UTILIT Y FREQUENCY GUIDE CD-ROM from the Worldwide UTE News Club. Contains over 50 pages of data including actual members logs of utility stations from 1995-Feb. 1997. Also all past WUN newsletters, WAV files of digital codes and shortwave sounds, freeware text string search program and much MORE. U.S. $16.95 mailed anywhere. If you aren't a utility digital members fan, this CD is for you. IBM PC only. Mail order or Visa. MasterCard, Discover or American Express required and clear mailing address to "WUN," P.O. Box 4222, Youngstown, OH 44515-4222 (USA), or fax orders to 330-799-5766.

SERVICE AND MODIFICATION HANDBOOKS: Cobra, Uniden, RCI, Galaxy, Motorola, CBHAM/MARINE/COMMERCIAL Radios, antennas, mics, meters, and accessories. Plus Night Spoes and Thoms more Stuff. 28 pg. Catalog $3.00. MANTech, Box 8068, N.Y., 10103 (USA); 718-547-8244.

CABLE TV DESCRLBMBER! ANYONE CAN BUILD IN SEVEN EASY STEPS WITH RADIO SHACK PARTS. PLANS/KITS FROM $5.00 PLUS FREE BONUS. 1-800-818-903.


SCANNING USA—unique monthly magazine. Get the most enjoyment from your scanner. All the latest news, product reviews, what's new, written by the nation's top acknowledged hobbyists. Subscriptions $19.95, sample issues $3. Write: 2054 Hawthorne, Joliet, IL 60435 or phone: 1-800-651-0922.

LORD WYATT COMMUNICATION IMPORT/EXPORT RADIO HOBBYIST CATALOG—Everything for the CB & RADIO HOBBYIST—from SONY TO NUTS—send $5.00 to LWC, P.O. Box 301/2CBP, NY 11203-0128 (718-789-7329 pros excl. 1).

Radio Stuff Sale: Books, magazines, club bulletins, radio station items, old time radios & more. $1 for list. G. Drexer, 213 Forest Street, Lake Geneva, WI 53147.

FREE CABLE DESCRLBEMBER PLANS! For Details Write: Sierra Publishing, 909 E. Yorba Linda Blvd., Suite 18-11, Dept. PDC, Fullerton, CA 92830.


WANTED: Uniden model 1000A Scanner. Top Dollar paid for working units. Phone (403) 864-2432 Canada.

ILLEGAL POLICE SURVEILLANCE by George Roberts. The ultimate book on Big Brother spies on innocent citizens. This is the most complete book ever written on surveillance techniques and countermeasures. The 132 page book is 8 1/2" x 11" with 20 pages of pictures. Order direct from Outfit Press, P.O. Box 31421, Dayton, OH 45437. Only $24.97 plus $2.00 shipping.

CB-FRS-ANTENNAS—JCRF International, on the web, http://www.jcrf.com/ Cherokee, OH $34.95, JoGunn Smokin Gun $169.00, Midland 77920 $189.95, Wilson W1000 $49.00, Kenwood Freetalk $109.95, BC253XL $249.95

SPORADIC WAVES: If you like SSB, CB, then this newsletter you must see! Free sample issue for all who ask. K. Cornwall, P.O. Box 751, Chester, MA 01011.

OPTO XPLORER with case and two ant. MINT $650. 614-624-3549 (9-6 EST), 614-766-9398 (after 6 EST).
The Loose Connection

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS HUMOR

$9.95 A Month For The BBC?

"I should have just gone to the corner of the room, sat on the stool, and put on the pointed cap."

One of the joys (did he say joys?) of being down with pulmonary hobi-hobi, or whatever it is that I have, is that I can listen to the radio. Not just the AM part, which gets me to work, just the AM part, which gets me to work.

I mention Shannon (not her real name) affectionately known as "Pinkie" (her real nickname) has developed a talent for blowing holes through my logical explanations of radio phenomena, in much the same way that a medium gauge shotgun would perforate a wet two-ply facial tissue. It really does drain a guy's testosterone when that happens, and she does it so casually, too. I wonder if she took terone when that happens, and she does.

I'm sure you all have certain things you anticipate before actually turning on a shortwave radio. With many, it's logging a rare, never-before-heard station or triangulating on a numbers station and assisting your government track them down — at least until you start running into people who look like Scully and Mulder. Today, with barely enough strength to spin the dial, I would listen till I was completely filled with static and with dits and dahs. As I lay there thinking about tuning all the way through the shortwave spectrum on this otherwise non-productive day, I realized I'd need to have someone open the bedroom window, reach out in the chilly air, and grab the lead-in for my longwire antenna. I keep it fastened to the ground rod when I'm not using it.

My wife, the extremely lovely and talented Shannon (not her real name) affectionately known as "Pinkie" (her real nickname) has developed a talent for blowing holes through my logical explanations of radio phenomena, in much the same way that a medium gauge shotgun would perforate a wet two-ply facial tissue. It really does drain a guy's testosterone when that happens, and she does it so casually, too. I wonder if she took Ed Hammond's crash course in ham radio when I was away last weekend.

I drew some lines on the pages of my notebook and made places to record TIME, FREQ, RST and CONTENT, then asked if she'd mind reaching out to bring my antenna lead to my bedside. "Why don't you just use the cable?" she asked.

"I can take it off the back of the TV, and we don't have to open the window."

"Aahruuurh?!" I said, allowing Tim Taylor's psyche to take over for just a moment. "Honey, I know that to a non-technical person your suggestion would seem logical, but there are no shortwave signals on the cable. You see, it's not just a broadband antenna shared by many sets in the community — cable TV brings us a bunch of signals that have been received, demodulated, then remodulated onto specific frequencies designed to play through the box on top of our set.

"There are no shortwave radio signals mixed in there with them. It's quite a logical assumption, though — it's just that the guys at the cable company spend a lot of time making sure no unwanted signals get into their system. Shortwave signals would sure be unwanted among all that TV stuff. Really."

"OK. Tell you what. Why don't you just show me the difference. I've seen enough of your 'A-B' tests that I'm ready for you to move on through the alphabet. Why don't you just connect your antenna, listen to a station, then connect the cable and see if it still receives the station — better or worse. I know you love a logical demonstration of stuff like that. I'll get your box of adapters."

Here I was, hovering near death's door, and this poor victim was not only going to reach out in the cold to get my antenna lead, she was then going to help me demonstrate my technical superiority by bringing the tools of the trade to my sickbed! It was too much to bear.

"No, honey — really — there's no need for that. It really won't work."

"Well, let's just see." She walked off, returned with my adapter kit, and fastened the RCA adapter onto the cable's "F" connector. "Do your antenna first," she said.

I tuned to three commercial broadcast stations around 15 MHz, and noted that each one lighted three LEDs on the radio's bar-graph display. Shannon watched, intently. She handed me the TV cable with the adapter tightened in place.

"OK," I said, "now watch the meter. I haven't turned the tuning knob at all." I connected the cable to the set's antenna jack and prepared to be gracious about her hopes being dashed. The signal blasted through with equal intensity as it had from my longwire.

She smiled to herself. She never once looked my way — trying hard not to rub it in. Not satisfied with a single proof, I went on to verify the other two stations I'd tuned. I should have just gone to the corner of the room, sat on the stool, and put on the pointed cap. I knew that any attempt at explanation would make me look sillier, but that didn't stop me.

"There's probably a dead short in my antenna — that's why it's not working very well," I said.

"Sounds fine to me," she said.

I just smiled. There was nothing left for me to say. I don't know if the shortwave reception provided by our cable company is astounding, or if yours is not. I'm certainly not going to call them and ask about it, and I recommend you don't either. It's much the same as the wonderful reception we used to get by clipping an antenna lead to the finger-stop on the old dial telephones.

Naturally, I don't recommend that anyone does what I do. This is, after all, a humor column. Besides, CATV operators, once they find out they're providing you with shortwave reception, will immediately want you to pay $29.95 a month for basic shortwave service (numbers stations and BBC), then a 10-tier structure for SSB, Coast Guard, AMTOR, WEFAX, etc. at $9.95 per tier.

They'd probably call your unauthorized use of the shortwave signals' "theft of service," and back-charge you with a per-radio monthly fee, even though they never intended for the signals to be there. But wouldn't it be curious if some of the shortwave signals you could tune on that RG-59 are some that you're not supposed to listen to?
The VX-1 R is smaller than most pagers!

"Over 19 hours of use from the rechargeable lithium ion battery!"

The world’s smallest HT with all the high-tech features you’d want in the world!

The ultra-compact size of the VX-1R Dual-Band is the first thing you notice as you cradle it in your palm. But the high-tech features make this radio one you must have now! Simple combinations, using seven buttons and one knob, control this marvel of engineering. One soft key touch, and wide receive VHF/ UHF--76-999 MHz RX (except cellular); 144-148, 430-450 MHz TX, or AM/FM Broadcast, Aircraft, Police, Fire—even TV, spring to life! Touch again for Yaesu-exclusives, SmartSearch™ and ARTSTM, or Priority Channel Alarm. Built-in CTCSS and DCS Encode/Decode for 2m/440 amateur bands, CTCSS/DCS Tone Search, and Dual Watch, are included along with 291 Memory Channels in 9 banks with 500 mW power output. Backlit LCD Display shows 6-character alphanumeric capability: backlit keypad makes operation easy in dim light. And, although the VX-1 R is the world’s smallest dual-band HT, you get over 19 hours* of use with just a 1 hour recharge from its long-lasting lithium ion battery! Big features, small size--the most satisfying combination in the world.

---

**Features**
- Frequency Coverage
  - Wide Multi-Band Receive
  - RX: 76-999 MHz**
  - TX: 144-148, 430-450 MHz
- AM/FM/TV Broadcast Receive
- AM Aircraft/Public Safety Receive
- CTCSS Encode/Decode
- DCS Encode/Decode
- CTCSS/DCS Tone Search
- Dual Watch
- SmartSearch™
- Auto Range Transpond System™ (ARTSTM)
- Priority Channel Alarm
- ADMS-1D Windows™ Programmable
- 1 Watt External Power Supply
- 80 Minute Rapid Charger
- Flexible Antenna, Belt Clip, Hand Strap
- **Cellular blocked**

---

©1997 Yaesu USA, 17210 Edwards Road, Cerritos, CA 90703, (562) 404-2700
Specifications subject to change without notice. Specifications guaranteed only within amateur bands. Some accessories and/or options are standard in certain areas. Check with your local Yaesu dealer for specific details.

Visit us on the Internet! http://www-yaesu.com
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[Image of Yaesu VX-1R Dual-Band Handheld]
Optoelectronics is pleased to introduce the all new R11 Nearfield FM Test Receiver. Capable of sweeping 30MHz - 2GHz in less than one second, the R11 can lock onto a 5 watt UHF signal as far away as 500 feet in less than one second, demodulate the signal through its built-in speaker, and display the general band the frequency is transmitting in on its LED indicator. The R11 Test Receiver presents all new performance, features, and capabilities.

**Instruction Indicators:**
LED’s will illuminate which mode the R11 is configured for.

**Built-in Speaker:**
Instantly demodulate any receiver frequency between 30MHz - 2GHz (Cellular Blocked).

**Volume & Squelch Control Knobs:**

**CI-V and Headphone jacks:**
CI-V jack allows for connection to the Scout for Reaction Tune. The Headphone jack connection also allows for external speaker.

**Frequency Band Indication:**
Displays what band the received frequency is transmitting on.

**Hold / Mute Button:**
The Hold button allows the R11 to stay locked on the received signal.

**Lockout / Lockouts on-off:**
The R11 allows for 1000 user activated lockouts.

**Shift / Off:**
The Shift button controls all of the R11’s secondary functions.

**Skip / Clear Lockouts:**
Press the Sk button to continue sweeping. Clear Lockouts will empty the lockout memory.

**U.S. Patent No. 5,471,402**

$299

**FACTORY DIRECT ORDER LINE: 800-327-5912**

5821 NE 14th Avenue • Ft. Lauderdale FL • 33334
Telephone: 954-771-2050 Fax 954-771-2052 Email: sales@optoelectronics.com
Visa • Mastercard • C.O.D. • Prices and Specifications are subject to change without notice or obligation.

Check Out Our Web Site: www.optoelectronics.com

Visa • Mastercard • C.O.D. • Prices and Specifications are subject to change without notice or obligation.